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Welcome to the Sixth Annual 




We welcome you to the Sixth Annual Hawaii International Conference on Education.  This event offers a 
rare opportunity for academics and other professionals from around the world to share their broad array of 
perspectives.  True to its primary goal, this conference provides those with cross-disciplinary interests related to 
education to meet and interact with others inside and outside their own discipline. 
The international attendees to this conference bring a variety of viewpoints shaped by different cultures, 
languages, geography and politics.  This diversity is also captured in the Hawaii International Conference’s 
unique cross-disciplinary approach.  The resulting interaction energizes research as well as vocation. 
With Waikiki Beach, Diamond Head and the vast South Pacific as the backdrop, this venue is an important 
dimension of this conference.  For centuries a stopping place of explorers, Hawaii has historically been enriched 
by the blend of ideas that have crossed our shores.  The Hawaii International Conference on Education continues 
this tradition in the nurturing spirit of Aloha.  Along with its ideal weather and striking beauty, the Hawaiian 
Islands provide natural elements to inspire learning and dialogue. 
The 2007 conference was a great success.  We hosted more than 1,250 participants representing more than 






















The 2009 Hawaii International Conference on Education will be held January 4 – 7, 2009 at the Hilton Hawaiian 




Phone: (808) 542-4931 
 
The Proceedings Publication can be found on the CD ROM (ISSN #1541-5880).
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Registration Hours: 
January 4, 2008 (Friday) 10:00am - 8:00pm 
January 5, 2008 (Saturday) 7:00am - 6:00pm 
January 6, 2008 (Sunday) 7:00am - 6:00pm 
January 7, 2008 (Monday) 7:00am - 6:00pm 
January 8, 2008 (Tuesday) 7:00am - 3:00pm 
 
(The Registration Desk is located in the Kaimuki Room,  
2nd Floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa) 
 
Concurrent Session Times: 
8:00 – 9:30 AM; 9:45 – 11:15 AM; 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; 1:15 – 2:45 PM; 3:00 – 4:30 PM; 4:45 – 6:15 PM  
 
Session Chairs are asked to: 
• Introduce the participants. 
• Start and end the sessions on time. 
• Lead discussions.  It is up to the Session Chair to decide if questions and answers will come after each 
paper or if questions and answers will come after all of the papers of the session are presented. 
 
All participants of each of the sessions should feel free to consider themselves as discussants.  
 
Poster Sessions: 
All Poster Sessions will be held in the Kona Moku Ballroom, 3rd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott 
Resort & Spa.  Presenters will be able to meet one-on-one with interested participants for detailed discussions 
regarding their research.  Tri-fold presentation boards, easels with flipcharts, and tables will be provided for the 
presenters. 
 
The poster session scheduled for Monday, January 7th from 4:45 – 6:15 PM will consist of presenters that did 
not register or confirm their attendance by November 26th, 2007. 
 
Internet Access: 
Limited Internet access will be provided in the registration room on the 2nd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott 
Resort & Spa. There will be a very small number of laptops provided by the conference for Internet use.  Please 
limit use of these computers to 15 minutes.   
 
If you have your own laptop with wireless Internet capabilities, you will be able to pick up our wireless 
signal in and around the registration room.  The wireless Internet SSID is “HIC”.   
 
Please note that Internet access is NOT provided in any of the presentation rooms. 
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Breakfasts - Four breakfasts are included with your registration: 
(Conference Badge is required for Breakfasts) 
 
All breakfasts will be held at the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa 
1/5/2008 Saturday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM  Kona Moku Ballroom 
1/6/2008 Sunday  7:00 AM – 9:00 AM  Kona Moku Ballroom 
1/7/2008 Monday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM  Kona Moku Ballroom 
1/8/2008 Tuesday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM  Kona Moku Ballroom 
Additional breakfasts for guests are available for $25(per day) at the registration desk. 
Coffee Breaks:    
Saturday – Tuesday  10:00 AM and 2:00 PM 
Coffee Break Locations: 
Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa – Near the conference help desk adjacent to the Kona Moku Ballroom (3rd 
Floor, Paoakalani Tower) 
 
Hilton Waikiki Prince Kuhio – Near the conference help desk in the Ballroom Foyer (3rd Floor) 
 
 
Optional Special Evening Event: 
Germaine’s Luau on Tuesday, January 8th, 4:30 pm pick up at Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa.  Located 
on a private beach on the west coast of Oahu, Germaine’s Luau exudes the secret charm of old Hawai’i.  Indulge 
yourself in a multi-course-all-you-can-eat feast of the taste-tempting authentic Hawaiian and American entrees 
while enjoying refreshing tropical cocktails. Then sit back and enjoy the most spectacular Polynesian Revue in 
Hawaii. It should be noted that tickets and refunds are no longer available for Germaine’s Luau. 
 
Audio/Visual Equipment: 
The conference will provide the following in each presentation room (excluding poster sessions): 
 
9 Laptop Computer (Please see notes below regarding the laptops)*** 
9 LCD Data Projector (with screen) 
9 VCR 
9 DVD Player (also plays audio CD’s) 
9 Overhead Transparency Projector (must provide own transparencies) 
 
*** The laptops will accept CD-ROMs, DVD’s, and USB “Flash” drives.  However, they ARE NOT equipped 
with floppy disk drives.  If you have your presentation on a floppy disk, please visit the registration desk and we 
will transfer the files onto a CD-ROM or USB Flash Drive for you.  Microsoft PowerPoint, Word, and Excel are 
installed on each laptop for your convenience.  We will not be able to install any special software that your 
presentation may require.  However, if you brought your own laptop, you may use it instead of the one that is 
provided. Please note that Internet access is NOT provided in any of the presentation rooms. 
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Below is a map that shows the 2 conference hotels: The Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa; and 
The Hilton Waikiki Prince Kuhio.  There will be sessions held at both venues.  For each session, the 
program lists the specific hotel and room name, along with the scheduled date/time.   
 
The map also shows the entrances for each hotel, along with a suggested route to take when traveling 
between hotels.  Please stay on the sidewalks and use the pedestrian crosswalks along the way. Allow 
at least 10 minutes when going from one conference hotel to another.   
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The Hawaii International Conference on Education would like to thank the following people for 
serving as volunteer submission reviewers: 
 
Adrianne Johnson - Mount Mary College 
Al Proffit - Appalachian State University 
Alayne Sullivan - University of Redlands 
Andrew Lappin - The Wildwood School 
Angie Burda - University of Northern Iowa 
Anne Tapp - Saginaw Valley State University 
Ann-Kristin Boström - Swedish National Agency for School Improvement
Antoinette Stanley Hart - University of Texas at Austin 
Art McCoy - Univ. of Missouri-St. Louis 
Arthur W. Miller - University of Montana 
Barbara Smith - Utah State University 
Barry W. Birnbaum - Northeastern Illinois University 
Betty Cox - University of Tennessee at Martin 
Betty Lou Williams - University of Hawaii 
Blythe Hinitz - The College of New Jersey 
Bradley S. Mears - University of Central Missouri 
Brenda E. Logan - Armstrong Atlantic State University 
Brenda S. Nichols - Lamar University 
Carol Fulton - University of Regina 
Charles Dittrich - Gettysburg College 
Cheng Rui - University of South Florida 
Cheryl H. Zaccagnini - Shippensburg University of PA 
Chitra Subramaniam - University of South Florida 
Chuck Regin - UNLV 
Consuelo Callang - Educational Management 
Corrie Orthober - Bellarmine University 
Dale E. Thompson - University of Arkansas 
David Brown - Univeristy of Tulsa 
David Brown - Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
David Carbonara - Duquesne University 
Dawn Yonally - Northeastern State University 
DeAnna Laverick - Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Deborah M. Oh - California State University, Los Angeles 
Deborah Stiles - Webster University 
Dexter J. Davis - Niagara University 
Donna Everett - Morehead State University 
Doug Feldmann - Northern Kentucky University 
Edwin G. Ralph - University of Saskatchewan 
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Elena J Paresa - St. Joseph's College Long Island 
Elizabeth Hangsing - Rajiv Gandhi University 
Elizabeth Lasley - St. Ambrose University 
Emily Hixon - Purdue University Calumet 
Evelyn Reid - Webster University in St. Louis 
Ewa Lucas-Gardiner - Birmingham University 
Firat Soylu - Indiana University, Bloomington 
Frances Lowden - Medgar Evers College 
Francine Peterman - Cleveland State University 
Frederic Fovet - College Northside 
Gary Greer - University of Houston Downtown 
Grace Lappin - Hunter College, CUNY 
Gwendolyn H. Autin - Southeastern Louisiana University 
Hannu Savolainen - University of Joensuu 
Helen Mele Robinson - CUNY, The College of Staten Island  
Howard Gordon - Marshall University 
Hsiao-Hui Yang - Penn State University 
Hsiu-Chen Lin - Asia University 
Hui-Chuan Liao - Chienkuo Technology University 
Ida M. Malian - Arizona State University 
Jack Bartley - University of Delaware 
James Furukawa - Towson University 
Jared Keengwe - University of North Dakota 
Jennifer Berry-Rickert - Albert Einstein Distingued Educator Fellow 
Jennifer Fillingim - University of Mississippi 
Jeremy Dickerson - East Carolina University 
Jessica Bucholz - University of West Georgia 
Jing Pang - California State University, Sacramento  
Jo Ann Farver - University of Southern California 
Jo-Ann Hoffman - Rutgers University 
Joe Blackbourn - University of Mississippi 
John I. Jean - Southern Connecticut State University 
John Long - Nipissing University 
Jonelle Pool - Gettysburg College 
Joyce Armstrong - King's College 
Kathryn Jenkins - University of Houston-Downtown 
Katia Gonzalez-Acquaro - Wagner College 
Kenneth Stichter - California State University, Fullerton 
Kent Kobayashi - University of Hawaii 
Levent Erdogan - Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal 
Linda Gresik - National University 
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Loreen M. Butcher-Powell - Bloomsburg University 
Maricar S. Prudente - De La Salle University-Manila 
Mary Spor - Alabama A&M University 
Mehryar Nooriafshar - University of Southern Queensland  
Miriam L. Wagner - North Carolina A&T State University 
Pamela R. Cook - University of Windsor 
Parichat Buachareon - Rajamanga University of Technology  
Patrick Renihan - University of Saskatchewan 
Phyllis Jones - USF Sarasota/Manatee 
Ramiah Nena Thamavithya - Bangkok University 
Ramona Hall - Cameron University 
Rebecca Pitkin - Dickinson State University 
Robbie Johnston - University of Ballarat  
Robert J. Cross - Grand Valley State University 
Roberto Borromeo - De La Salle University 
Ron Oliver - California State University, Fullerton 
Ruhul H. Kuddus - Utah Valley State College 
S. Bola Tilghman - Georgia Southwestern State University 
Sarah J. DeHaas - Juniata College 
Scott Glass - East Carolina University 
Shireen Desouza - Ball State University 
Silvia Braidic - California University of Pennsylvania 
Stephen Rushton - University of South Florida 
Sue Rieg - Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Susan Kushner Benson - University of Akron 
Susanna Wai Ching Lai-Yeung - Open University of Hong Kong 
Terry Shepherd - Indiana University South Bend 
Timothy L. Heaton - Cedarville University 
Trudy Day - Alliant International University 
Valerie A. Middleton - University of Northern Colorado 
Wei-Ying Hsiao - Southern Utah University 
Winston Ang  - Nanyang Technological University 
Yea-Ling Tsao - Minnesota State University Mankato 
Yin Ling Cheung - Purdue University 
Yolanda N. Padron - Texas A&M University 
Zhongtang Ren - Old Dominion University 
Zuway-R Hong - National Sun Yat-sen University   
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2008 Conference Exhibitors 
(Exhibitors will be located in the Kaimuki Room,  
2nd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa) 
 
Pepperdine University – Graduate School of Education & Psychology: 
 
Around the globe and through different media formats, the Graduate School of Education and 
Psychology of Pepperdine University provides students with an unmatched family of programs that educate and 
inspire future educators, psychologists, and leaders to serve, change and improve their communities.  To that 
end, students are strongly supported and mentored via an innovative learning environment, academic excellence, 
and real-world “scholar-practitioner” applications. 
 
Pepperdine University 
Graduate School of Education & Psychology 
6100 Center Drive 








Beyond Theory is an evidence based classroom management model, K-12, which uses practical, proven 
and powerful strategies.  All strategies are research based and ready to use immediately in the classroom.  We 





Project Popoho Na Pe’a is a community-based initiative to bring education and career-planning services 
to Hawaiian youth and adults with the Kuder® Career Planning System, serving Hawaiians, Alaskan Natives, 
and American Indians across the nation.  The system combines self-assessment, portfolio development, and 
comprehensive educational and occupational resources with database management. 
 
Kuder, Inc. 
302 Visions Parkway 




Piel Canela Peru: 
 
Peruvian handicrafts: Alpaca fiber clothing; musical instruments; finger puppets; oil paintings; cotton 
pima children sweaters; Andens music; Ruanas; ponchos; 100% cotton dresses; Arpilleras; and tapestries. 
 
 
Piel Canela Peru 
1520 Wallace Rd N.W. 
Salem, OR 97304 













Jacqueline Jordan Irvine is the Charles Howard Candler Professor of Urban Education in the Division 
of Educational Studies at Emory University. She received her B.A. and M.A. degrees from Howard University 
and her Ph.D. from Georgia State University in Educational Leadership. Dr. Irvine’s specialization is in 
multicultural education and urban teacher education, particularly the education of African Americans.  Her 
books include, Black Students and School Failure, Growing Up African American in Catholic Schools, 
Critical Knowledge for Diverse Students, Culturally Responsive Lesson Planning for Elementary and 
Middle Grades, In Search of Wholeness:  African American Teachers and Their Culturally Specific 
Pedagogy, and Seeing with the Cultural Eye.  In addition to these books, she has published numerous articles 
and book chapters and presented hundreds of papers to professional education and community organizations.  
Some of awards and recognitions include: American Educational Research Association (AERA)’s Outstanding 
Achievement Award - Research Focus on Black Education (RFBE) SIG; Distinguished Career Award from 
Committee on the Role and Status of Minorities; Dewitt-Wallace/AERA Lecture Award; President’s 
Distinguished Service Award from the SIG: RFBE; AERA Social Justice Award; Division G’s award for 
Outstanding Service in the Preparation of the Next Generation. The American Association of Colleges of 
Teacher Education has recognized her work with the Outstanding Writing Award; Hunt Lecture; and the 
Lindsay Award for Distinguished Research in Teacher Education. Emory University noted Dr. Irvine’s 
accomplishments with The Distinguished Emory University Faculty Lecture and Award; Thomas Jefferson 
Award, an award given at Commencement to a faculty for their contributions in research and service; and 
Emory University’s Crystal Apple Award for Excellence in Teaching Graduate Education. Finally, Dr. Irvine 
was elected to the National Academy of Education in 2007. 
  
 
The title of Dr. Irvine’s keynote address is: 
Urban Education: The Critical Role of Context and Culture 




Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Adult Education 
Session Chair: Yen-Ting, Chen 
 
The Analysis of Epistemologies about Different Background Patriarchs  in the Context of Parent-Child Book-Reading 
Interactions 
Yen-Ting, Chen –— Chung-Hwa University of Medical Technology 
Ching-Sheue, Fu –— Chung-Hwa University of Medical Technology 
Ming-Chuan, Hong –— Chung-Hwa University of Medical Technology 
 
A Review of Appreciative Inquiry-  Related Literature 
Gouse, Patricia –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
The Phenomenal Women of The Congressional Black Caucus (CBC), As Adult Learners and Leaders: Implications and 
Challenges for International Adult Education 
Messemer, Jonathan –— Cleveland State University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Wessner, Mark 
 
To Video or Not to Video:  A Case Study of Three Strategies for Effectively Incorporating Video into Online Classrooms 
Wessner, Mark –— American Public University System 
 
Collaborative Learning, Social Networks, and Distance Education: Blogs, Wikis, and WebCT 
Bomhold, Catharine –— University of Southern Mississippi 
 
Evaluating Educational Software 
Escudeiro, Paula –— Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Orza, Julia 
 
Infusing the Creative Arts into Counselor Education Training 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Morris, Michelle 
 
Teacher and Graduate Teaching Assistant Socialization: A Review of Literature and Critique 
Morris, Michelle –— Northwestern State University 
 
Integrating and Researching the Globe Program in K-12 Science, Language and Social Studies Methods Courses and 
Graduate Programs 
Wright, Emmett –— UCAR 
Kennedy, Teresa –— UCAR 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop 
Session Chair: Braidic, Silvia 
 
Advising and Supporting Online Learners: A Model Addressing the Academic and Non-Academic Needs 
Braidic, Silvia –— California University of Pennsylvania 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Jenkins, Kathryn 
 
Music, Movement and Toddlers:  A Research Study on the Effects of a Collaborative Professional Development Project 
Jenkins, Kathryn –— University of Houston-Downtown 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kaufman, Anne 
 
Paideia Seminars:  Putting Students in Charge of the Conversation 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Carr-Stewart, Sheila 
 
Treaty 6 Right to Education: In Search of Her Majesty's Bounty and Benevolence 
Carr-Stewart, Sheila –— University of Saskatchewan 
 
Enrolling Student Participation in Collegial Consultation 
Schaper, Denise –— Pepperdine University 
Fairney, Jacqueline –— Pepperdine University 
Fawaz, Marc –— Pepperdine University 
Guinard, S. Jeanette –— Pepperdine University 
Patterson, Michael –— Pepperdine University 
 
Analyzing Entrepreneurial Universities: A Review of the EUEREK Network 
Lambert, Bruce Henry –— KTH (Swedish Royal Institute of Technology), and Sookmyung University 
 
The Impact of Teacher Quality Definitions on the Geographical Distribution of Teacher Quality 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology 
Session Chair: Osborne, Jason 
 
IMPACTing Student Achievement Through Instructional Technology:  Evaluation of a Three-Year Comprehensive IT 
Intervention 
Osborne, Jason –— North Carolina State University 
Overbay, Amy –— North Carolina State University 
Grable, Lisa –— North Carolina State University 
Vasu, Ellen –— North Carolina State University 
Seaton, Ashley –— North Carolina State University 
Bradburn, Frances –— North Carolina Department of Public Instruction 
 
Examining a Proposed Job Retention Model for Adult Workers with Mental Retardation 
Fornes, Sandra –— Hidden Angel Foundation 
 
Contextual Factors that Influence the Career Decision-making Process for Indo-Canadian Young Women Entering the 
Sciences 
Mani, Priya –— University of Manitoba 
 
Theoretical Construction and Measurement of Epistemological Beliefs of High School Students in Taiwan 
Huang, Der-Hsiang –— Da-Yeh University 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Borka, Michael 
 
Abstract Proposal: Blueprints for Conversation: Second Language Learners' Use of English in Small-Group Reading 
Lessons 
Borka, Michael –— College of St. Benedict/St. John's University 
 
An Exploratory Study of Young Adult EFL Majors' Self-Directed Learning Readiness and Its Relationship with Academic 
Acheivement 
Su, Min-hsun –— Ming Chuan University 
Duo, Pey-chewn –— Ming Chuan University 
 
The Integration of Scaffolded Reading Experiences and Local Culture to Enhance English Reading Comprehension Ability 
and Attitude towards Local Culture 
Lornklang, Thanachart –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Exploring Motivation and English Learning Strategies of Taiwanese College Students 
Chang, Yu-Ping –— Yu Da College of Business 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Affeld, J'Anne 
 
Anger in Education Tools that help:  Choice and Self-control 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Hall, Mike 
 
Revitalizing Algebra and Geometry 
Hall, Mike –— Arkansas State University 
Miller, Cynthia –— Arkansas State University 
 
Remedial instruction on number sense for third graders in Taiwan 
Chen, Pei-Chieh –— National Chiayi University 
Yang, Der-Ching –— National Chiayi University 
 
Comparing the Contents Developed in Textbooks Used by the 1st-Graders in Singapore, Taiwan, and the U.S.A. 
I-Chen, Shih –— National Chiayi University 
Der-Ching, Yang –— National Chiayi University 
 
Math Understanding via Technology: Teacher and School District Advocacy for Online Simulations and Applets 
Kowalsky, Michelle –— William Paterson University 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Fitzharris, Linda 
 
Teacher Knowledge Matters in Supporting Young Readers 
Fitzharris, Linda –— College of Charleston 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kurtts, Stephanie 
 
Using Bibliotherapeutic Strategies to Help Children and Young Adults Understand Disabilities 
Kurtts, Stephanie –— University of North Carolina at Greensboro 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Krutsch, John 
 
Mash-ups & Their Potential to Change the Face of Academia 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Ganley, DeLacy 
 
Lessons From My Return: What a 10-Week Teaching Stint in the Local High School English Classroom has Taught Me as a 
Teacher Educator 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Hanson, Brenda 
 
Perceptions of Preparedness and Retention Among Candidates in Teacher Certification Pathways, A Case Study 
Hanson, Brenda –— Northwestern State University of Louisiana 
McAlister, Kimberly –— Northwestern State University 
 
Rethinking the Path Toward Teaching Expertise:  A Narrative Event 
Carter, Kathy –— University of Arizona 
Doyle, Walter –— University of Arizona 
 
On-Service Kindergarten Teachers' Intention to Get a Certificate in English Language Teaching to Young Learners 
Chen, Crissa –— Chaoyang University of Technology 
 
The Complex and Situated Practices of Literacy Coaches 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Mendheim, Beverly 
 
To Teach Black History in Hawai'i: Does it Matter? 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Business Education 
Session Chair: Elleven, Russell 
 
Spirituality in the Workplace: An Issue of Business Education 
Elleven, Russell –— University of North Texas 
Allen, Jeff –— University of North Texas 
 
Marketing Survivor:  Harnessing the Competitiveness of Business Students to Enhance Learning Effectiveness 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Braidic, Silvia 
 
School Leadership Development:  Promoting a Successful Online Learning Community 
Braidic, Silvia –— California University of Pennsylvania 
 
Technology Strategies in a Consortium Nurse Practitioner Education Program 
Doucette, Suzanne –— University of Ottawa 
 
The Impact of an Open Distance Learning Model to Upgrade the Qualifications of Un- and Under Qualified Teachers in 
the Rural Areas of South Africa 
Kok, Almero –— North-West University 
 
Enhancing Student Learning: Incorporating Webcasting into Distance and Distributed Learning Environments 
Havice, Pamela –— Clemson University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Cook, Pamela 
 
Differentiating Language Arts within an Institutionalised context of Belize, Central America: A Critical Ethnography 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Brennan, Brendan 
 
X-Power: Putting Engagement Back into the Equation 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Hamilton, Jr., Leroy 
 
The Relationship Between Perceived Leadership Styles of Principals and Teacher Satisfaction 
 
Hamilton, Jr., Leroy –— Norfolk State University 
 
Meeting the Needs of Students with Disabilities: Experience and Confidence of Principals 
Lasky, Beth –— CSU Northridge 
Dunnick Karge, Belinda –— CSU Fullerton 
 
Teacher Hiring Practices: Illinois Principals' Perspectives 
Kersten, Thomas –— Roosevelt University 
 
Conjunctions, Functions, What's Your Induction? Teacher Opinions for Better School Induction Programs in Louisiana 
and Mississippi 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education 
Session Chair: Gerst, Barbara 
 
Supporting Play and Inquiry Based Learning in an Early Childhood Program:  Balance Between Play and Academics in 
Kindergarten Matters! 
Gerst, Barbara –— Ecole Elbow Valley School 
 
Service Learning:  The Link between Theory and Practice in Preparing Early Childhood Educators 
Creasap, Sally –— Capital University 
 
The Neurology of Autism: Bridging the gaps between identification, effects and educational therapies. 
Mears, Brad –— University of Central Missouri 
 
Effects of Full-Day Kindergarten on State Standardized Test Scores 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Patterson, Michael 
 
Women in Leadership: What Some Politicians Really Think 
Patterson, Michael –— Pepperdine University 
Boyne, Matthew –— Pepperdine University 
Fawaz, Marc –— Pepperdine University 
 
Single-Gender Schools Revisited: Further Research Information on the Pros and Cons of Single-Gender Schools in 
America 
Parker, Fred –— Henderson State University 
 
Inaccuracies in district classifications of students whose home language is other than English: A closer look at the data 
quality of two California secondary schools 
Okhremtchouk, Irina –— University California, Davis 
Sybal, Julia –— Chemnitz University of Technology 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop 
Session Chair: Cowart, Melinda 
 
Honoring Culture through Celebrations: Cultural Symbolism for  Diverse Adolescents 
Cowart, Melinda –— Texas Woman's University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: da Costa, Jose 
 
Junior High School Success Coach: Supporting the children who fall between the cracks 
da Costa, Jose –— University of Alberta 
 
Culturally Responsive Instruction Leaves No Child Behind 
Stoicovy, Catherine –— University of Guam 
 
The Role Religion Played n the Education of Hawaiians during the Nineteenth Century 
Beyer, Carl –— National University 
 
The Application of Environmental Consciousness Education to Technological and Engineering Education of Taiwan 
Liao, Hung-Chang –— Chung-Shan Medical University 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Miller, Teresa 
 
The Power of Two:  Enhancing the Professorship through Quality Mentoring Programs 
Miller, Teresa –— Kansas State University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Wheeler, N. Jill 
 
Professional Development on Rural Campuses: Adjunct Faculty Making College Accessible 
Wheeler, N. Jill –— University of Alaska Anchorage 
Parks, Kaela –— University of Alaska Anchorage 
 
The Effectiveness of RESA-II Professional Development on Teacher Success 
Sottile, James –— Marshall University 
Backus, Melinda –— Marshall University 
Dozier, Janet –— Marshall University 
Watts, Kelly –— Regional Educational Services Agency II 
 
Introducing Robust Assessment Methods in Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Education 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Health Education 
Session Chair: Bourke, Mary 
 
Measuring Nursing Educators' Beliefs About Diversity: Rasch Model Diagnostics and Scale Analysis 
Bourke, Mary –— Indiana University Kokomo 
 
Does the Strategy of Problem Based Learning Prepare the Student Nurse For Their Role in Clinical Practice? 
Ousey, Karen –— University of Huddersfield 
 
Native American Health Issues and Education Needs: A Research Study of Tribes in Connecticut 
Wilkins-Turner, Felicia –— Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation 
Liebert, Diane –— Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation 
Ni, Chung-Fan –— University of Connecticut 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education 
Session Chair: Brantley, Diane 
 
Literacy Education for Adolescents in the Juvenile Justice  System: A University-Based Literacy Tutorial Program 
Brantley, Diane –— CSU, San Bernardino 
 
Dyslexia:  A Case Study 
Witkowski, Paula –— Webster University 
 
A Computerized Test of Reading Strategies 
Millis, Keith –— Northern Illinois University 
Magliano, Joseph –— Northern Illinois University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Sharp, Wayne 
 
Student Study Areas Redefined: Utilizing Students' Expertise as Design & Technical Resources to Create Wireless Study 
Areas 
Sharp, Wayne –— Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato 
Asher, Gregg –— Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato 
 
Innovations using Handheld Computers to Scaffold Reciprocal Teaching among Struggling Readers 
Nirula, Latika –— OISE/University of Toronto 
Woodruff, Earl –— OISE/University of Toronto 
 
Mediated Immersive Learning - Second Life as a Learning Tool 
Carbonara, David –— Duquesne University 
 
Teachers's Perspectives on Using Educational Technology: Theory and Practice 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Harper, Maxine 
 
A Comparison of Methods of Teaching "Introduction to Special Education" 
Harper, Maxine –— University of Mississippi 
Lowry, Diane –— University of Mississippi 
 
A Quantitative Modeling Approach Examining the Impact of Undergraduate Teacher Preparation Programs on K-12 
Outcomes 
Williams, Cynthia –— Texas Christian University 
Nimon, Kim –— University of North Texas 
 
Strengths-based Education for Special Education Teacher Preparation Programs 
Contrucci, Nancy –— Azusa Pacific University 
Cochrane, Steve –— Azusa Pacific University 
Forsse, Jan –— Azusa Pacific University 
Richardson, Gregory –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Electronic Portfolios and the Hiring Process: Administrator Perceptions of Teacher Candidate Submissions 
Heyning, Katharina –— University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
Sivakumaran, Thillainatarajan –— University of Louisiana Monroe 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Heaton, Timothy 
 
Achieving Diversity in Teacher Education Programs in Non-Diverse Settings; A Journey of Two Universities 
Heaton, Timothy –— Cedarville University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Self, Mary Jo 
 
Which Career Stage Are You:  Anticipatory, Master, Withdrawal, Renewal or Exit? 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations 
Session Chair: Stallones, Jared 
 
Religious Affections and Progressive Education 
Stallones, Jared –— California State Polytechnic University 
 
Understanding Education for Social Justice 
Hytten, Kathy –— Southern Illinois University 
Bettez, Silvia –— University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
 
Development and Delivery of Educational Support Services to Immigrant Students in an Urban District:  The Hartford, CT 
Model 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education 
Session Chair: Gosse, Douglas 
 
Challenging accepted paradigms of understanding the lived experience of male primary school teachers with new insights 
Gosse, Douglas –— Nipissing University 
Parr, Nike –— Nipissing University 
 
It's Elementary! Learning and Building Community Through Shakespeare 
Belliveau, George –— University of British Columbia 
 
No Child Left Inside:  Using Place-Based Education to Integrate the Curriculum 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Downs, Louis 
 
Meeting The Academic Domain of ASCA National Standards As A Real Counselor: Test Anxiety Desensitization 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: MacKinnon, Kim 
 
Understanding the Use and Misuse of Technology in Pre-Service Education Through Cognitive Work Analysis 
MacKinnon, Kim –— OISE/University of Toronto 
Woodruff, Earl –— OISE/University of Toronto 
 
The Effects of Authentic Audience in Electronic Mail Communications on the Development of EFL College Students' 
Writing and Intercultural Competence 
Cheng, Pei-Chuan –— Indiana University 
Chi, Gen-Hua –— Indiana University 
 
Internet-Based Instruction for Hight School Students' Learning in Bangkok Metropolis, Thailand 
Ing-Ard, Supot –— Bangkok University 
 
ISTE's NETS Refresh Project: New Technology Standards for Students and Teachers 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop 
Session Chair: Bishop, Daniel 
 
Principal Professional Certificate: Demonstrating Professional Competence by Enhancing Student Learning 
Bishop, Daniel –— Seattle Pacific University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Green-Powell, Patricia 
 
A Research of Year-round School in Comparison to Traditional Calendar Education:  Are There Significant Differences? 
Green-Powell, Patricia –— Florida A&M University 
Barber, Tommie –— Seminole County Schools 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: Ng, Veronica 
 
Action Research as a School-Wide Professional Development Tool 
Ng, Veronica –— CSS 
 
Domination and Marginalization of Academic Literacy Practices 
Huh, Seonmin –— Indiana University 
 
Redesign of a Program in Elementary Education 
Pugh, Ava –— University of Louisiana at Monroe 
Washington, Jerrilene –— University of Louisiana at Monroe 
 
Reconsidering Charter School Effectiveness Measures 
Frey, Diane –— Wright State University 
Renick, Patricia –— Wright State University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: White-Smith, Kimberly 
 
How Can I Make It If You Don't Expect Me To?: A Qualitative Examination of the Role of Teachers as Support Networks 
for Secondary Students 
White-Smith, Kimberly –— Chapman University 
 
The Challenge of Addressing Diversity in a Multi-Accredited College of Education and Human Services: A Case Study 
Fortson, Stephen –— Wright State University 
Pringle, Drew –— Wright State University 
 
Migrant Teachers and their Equality Awareness: A Critical Ethnography in a Migrant School in Guangdong, China 
Liu, Xiaguang –— Binghamton University 
 
The Challenge of Addressing Diversity in a Multi-Accredited College of Education and Human Services: A Case Study 
Fortson, Stephen –— Wright State University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Cabiria, Jonathan 
 
Out of this World: Learning in a Virtual Space 
Cabiria, Jonathan –— Pennsylvania Insititute of Technology 
Hogg, Jerri Lynn –— Bay Path College 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Banerjee, Manjushri 
 
Promoting Inclusion and Universal Design in High-Stakes Tests through Examinee Choice for Test Design 
Banerjee, Manjushri –— University of Connecticut 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Peelle, Howard 
 
Teaching Mathematics with Computer Notation: An Introduction 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Social Studies Education 
Session Chair: Wilhite, James 
 
We Answered the Call: Building the Crown Jewel of Afghanistan 
Wilhite, James –— Northeastern State University 
 
Assessing Teachers' Experiences of Integrating Historical Inquiry and Community Service-Learning in the CiviConnections 
Program 
Ohn, Jung Duk –— James Madison University 
Wade, Rahima –— University of Iowa 
 
Helping Students to Understand American Suburbia Through Popular Literature:  John Updike's "Rabbit" Novels 
Stewart, Jay –— Bowling Green State University 
 
The Historical Context and Work of Native American Women Who Resisted U.S. Government Policies and Practices That 
Worked to Obliterate Native Cultures in the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Ganley, DeLacy 
 
Home Visits: Identifying Key Questions and Strategies for Education Specialists 
Ganley, DeLacy –— Clarmeont Graduate University 
Quintanar, Anita –— Clarmeont Graduate University 
Fryer, Jeanne –— Clarmeont Graduate University 
 
"We have to Learn English to Make It Here": The Journey In and Around the Education System for Young Refugees in 
Australia 
Couch, Jen –— Australian Catholic University 
 
Building a Total Communication Classroom: A Handbook for Teachers 
Garripoli, Mary –— California State University, Los Angeles 
 
Preparing 21st Century Special Education Faculty: A Culturally/Linguistically Diverse Special Education Doctoral 
Program 
Peterson, Patricia –— Northern Arizona University 
Johnson, Gae –— Northern Arizona University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Goldston, M. Jenice 
 
Cultural Relevancy: Insights of Science through the Photo "Eyes" of Black Middle Level Students 
Goldston, M. Jenice –— University of Alabama 
Stanley, Sabrina –— UNiverisity of Alabama 
 
A Three Phase Inquiry-Based Model for K-12 Teachers 
Lunsford, Suzanne –— Wright State University 
Slattery, William –— Wright State University 
 
Enhancing Creative Productivity by using 4E-C Learning Model for Scientifically Gifted and Talented Students 
Waiyarod, Sumalee –— Srinakharinwirot University 
 
The Understanding and Expression of Science Concept Exhibited by the Elementary Pre-Service Teachers in Taiwan 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Graziano, Kevin 
 
Teachers as Generators of Text: Action Research and Teacher Preparation 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Morris, Michelle 
 
A Model for Incorporating Undergraduate Research into a Teacher Education Program 
Morris, Michelle –— Northwestern State University 
Clark, Leonard –— Northwestern State University 
McAlister, Kimberly –— Northwestern State University 
 
Qualitative Aspects of Group-Only Testing 
Hanshaw, Larry –— University of MS 
 
Novice intermediate Language Arts teachers' implementation of reader response journals 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Hudson, Clemente 
 
Contextual Teaching and Learning for Practitioners 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Moore, Sara 
 
Literacy Across the Curriculum: Using an Interdisciplinary Curricular Framework and Award-Winning Literature to 
Learn about the Man Who Solved One of the Most Important Problems of the 19th Century 
Moore, Sara –— ETA/Cuisinaire 
Adams, Cheryll –— Ball State University 
Dutson, Sue –— University of Worcester 
Kelly-Freer, Tracy –— University of Worcester 
Bintz, William –— Kent State University 
Pierce, Rebecca –— Ball State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Fello, Susan 
 
Exposing the truth: Strategies for connecting children's learning with expository text 
Fello, Susan –— Indiana University of Pennsylvania 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Guan, Jian 
 
Experience is Wealth: One International Graduate Student's Comprehension Through His Development in the West 
Guan, Jian –— University of Vermont 
 
The Impact of a Structured Group Exercise Program on Fitness, Self-Concept, and Social Skills in Children with 
Disabilities 
George, Cheryl –— Lebanon Valley College 
Oriel, Kathryn –— Lebanon Valley College 
Blatt, Philip –— Lebanon Valley College 
 
Arts Integration: The Science of Learning the Learning of Science 
Rubin, Janet –— Saginaw Valley State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Carter, Brian 
 
Universal Design Considerations for the Kansas Computerized Assessments Online Teacher Instructions 
Carter, Brian –— University of Kansas Center for Research on Learning 
 
Guided Participatory Groups as a Universal Design for Learning Strategy 
Paillard, Alise –— San Francisco State University 
 
Supporting Faculty to Produce Universally Designed Digital Media 
Hays, Jon –— University of California, Berkeley 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Weiss, Ronald 
 
What Happens To Students Who Are Adjudicated Delinquent by the Legal System and Placed at the Red Wing Correctional 
Facility in Red Wing, Minnesota? 
Weiss, Ronald –— Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato 
 
IDEAL Training for Building Administrators: Th Online Module Project 
Swiss, Jane –— University of Saint Francis 
Torlone, Daniel –— University of Saint Francis 
 
Constructivist School Leadership:  The Case for  Strengths-Based Training for Educational Leaders 
Marcos, Teri –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Sources of Faculty's Job Stress and Teaching Quality in the Universities of Technology 
Chang, Cheng-Ping –— Southern Taiwan University 
Tseng, Ya-Mei –— Southern Taiwan University 




Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
Poster Session 
 
Developing Skills and Confidence to Speak English 
Hattori, Takahiko –— Otsuma Women's University 
 
Teachable Moments and Synchronicity: Research of School Teachers Experiences 
White, Stephen –— Appalachian State University 
Maycock, George –— Appalachian State University 
 
Interactive Learning is the Way to Go! 
Leavitt, Lorraine –— National University 
 
Reflections on the Katrina Experience: Library & Information Science Students' Stories 
Welsh, Teresa –— University of Southern Mississippi 
Higgins, Susan –— University of Southern Mississippi 
 
Sweating the Small Stuff in Educational Psychology:  How Trends in Effect Size and Power Reporting Failed to Change 
from 1969 To 1999, and What That Means for the Future of Changing Practices 
Osborne, Jason –— North Carolina State University 
 
Novice and Experienced Teachers' Concepts of Size and Scale:  Accuracy, Boundaries and Experiences 
Jones, Gail –— NC State University 
Tretter, Tom –— University of Louisville 
Taylor, Amy –— NC State University 
Oppewal, Tom –— NC State University 
 
The Water Cooler Effect and How To Use It For Faculty Professional Development 
 
Fu, Ching-Sheue –— Chung Hwa University of Medical Technology 
 
Linking Teachers to their Local Community through Place Based Education 
Dallmer, Denise –— Northern Kentucky University 
Meichtry, Yvonne –— Northern Kentucky University 
 
Gender Differences Among Selected High School Soccer Players 
Miller, Arthur –— University of Montana 
Palmer, Charles –— University of Montana 
 
Why Rural Students Have Lower Educational Aspirations Than Urban Ones? An Explanation Based on Sociological and 
Motivational Models 
Litalien, David –— Université Laval 
Poitras, Sarah-Caroline –— Université Laval 
Guay, Frédéric –— Université Laval 
 
Strategic Planning Participatory Development For Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna  (RMUTL) 
Buachareon, Parichat –— Maejo University 
Panyadee, Chalermchai –— Maejo University 
Yussuck, Pradtana –— Maejo University 
Kaewtip, Somkit –— Maejo University 
Panyanuwat, Anurak –— Chiang Mai University 
 
Influence of Alternatively Certified Teachers' Background Experiences on Their Support Needs 
Casey, Pat –— Texas Woman's University 
Brister, Heather –— Texas Woman's University 
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Profiles of Motivation About Career Decision Making: A Self-Determination Theory Perspective 
Poitras, Sarah-Caroline –— Université Laval 
Guay, Frédéric –— Université Laval 
Litalien, David –— Université Laval 
Chanal, Julien –— Université Laval 
 
Preparing  Rural Inclusive Special Educators (PRISE) to Teach Mathematical Thinking to Linguistically Diverse Students 
Johnson, Gae –— Northern Arizona University 
Peterson, Patricia –— Northern Arizona University 
 
Distance Education Strategies for the Development of Shared Courses and Curricula: An International Approach 
Zeece, Michael –— University of Nebraska 
Markwell, John –— University of Nebraska 
 
The Relationship Between Technology Resource Teachers and the Delivery  of Job-Embedded Professional Development 
Lancaster, Susan –— Bellarmine University 
 
Congruencies between Student Gender-Roles and Workplace Leadership 
Guignard, Sandra –— Pepperdine University 
 
Pre-Tests for Teacher Development Programs:  More Validity, Less Stress 
Heath, Linda –— Loyola University Chicago 
Brown, Steven –— Loyola University Chicago 
Shefner, Rachel –— Loyola University Chicago 
Leverett, Jonya –— Loyola University Chicago 
Fan, Xiaoyan –— Loyola University Chicago 
Slavsky, David –— Loyola University Chicago 
 
QEF Quantitative Evaluation Framework: Experimental Results 
Escudeiro, Paula –— Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto 
Bidarra, José –— Universidade Aberta Lisboa 
 
Raising Student Achievement through Teacher Professional Learning: A New Zealand School Improvement Case Study 
Rzoska, Anne –— University of Waikato 
Hayr, Claire –— Facilitator Ministry of Education, New Zealand 
 
A Comparison of Adult Students' Perceptions of Web and Interactive Audio-Video Classes 
Thompson, Dale –— University of Arkansas 
Thompson, Cecelia –— University of Arkansas 
Grover, Kenda –— University of Arkansas 
Owens, Terri –— University of Arkansas 
 
Brindami Plus: A Preventive Program Centered on the Development of Emotional Competences in Preschoolers 
Perron, Mélanie –— Laurentien University 
Coutu, Sylvain –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
 
Identity is Memory 
Stewart, Jay –— Bowling Green State University 
 
Increasing Understanding of the Work Values of Education Majors: The Emergence of the Teacher Work Value Factor 
Perdue, Neil Hunter –— Indiana University 
Estell, David –— Indiana University 
 
How is Physical Education Taught in Schools? 
Hickson, Clive –— University of Alberta 
 
Engaging New Professors in the Scholarship of Teaching 
Hickson, Clive –— University of Alberta 
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The Development of Learning Community: to Inquiry Preschool Teachers' Professional Development in Mathematics 
Teaching Practice Knowledge 
Yen-Ting, Chen –— Chung Hwa University of Medical Technology 
Shian, Leou –— National Kaohsiung Normal University 
Ying-Chih, Chen –— National Taiwan University of Science and Technology 
 
The Effect of Using Sight Word Recognition and Right Brain Input Approach on Learning Chinese For Chinese Second 
Language (CSL) Children 
Lin, Mike –— Brigham Young University Hawaii 
Lao, Jerry –— Sheng Chuan Early Childhood Education Co. LTD 
 
Indicators of Children's Self-Esteem in Their Human Figure Drawings 
 
Taguchi, Masanori –— Dokkyo University 
 
An Interactive Case-Based Tutorial and Medical Student Performance in Case-Based Exam Questions: A Pilot Study 
Blewett, Earl –— Oklahoma State University 
 
Using Technical Language and Conceptual Knowledge to Explain Rural Secondary Students' Understanding of Math, 
Science, and Technology 
Dickerson, Jeremy –— East Carolina University 
 
All the World's a Stage 
Fuller, Kathy –— Pacific Oaks College 
Berlanga, Stephanie –— Pacific Oaks College 
Hughes, Alana –— Pacific Oaks College 
 
Visual Attentional Skills in Word Recognition of Elementary School Children 
Hallee, Genevieve –— Université Laval 
Giasson, Jocelyne –— Université Laval 
St-Laurent, Lise –— Université Laval 
 
The Politics of Franco-Maghrebi Rai: Faudel as a Public Pedagogue 
D'Urso, Alexandra –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
We Have Met the At-Risk Reader(s), and They Are Among Us… 
Feret, Alice –— East Carolina University 
 
The Chinese Self in Taiwanese Students' English Expository Essays 
Cheng, Pei-Chuan –— Indiana University 
Chi, Gen-Hua –— Shih Chien University 
 
High School Mathematics Textbook Curriculum Implementation:  Insights From the COSMIC Project 
Grouws, Douglas –— University of Missouri 
Tarr, James –— University of Missouri 
Mcnaught, Melissa –— University of Missouri 
 
Advancing Student Political Literacy and Identity as Agents of Change in the Social Foundations Classroom: The 
Gubernatorial Elections and Authentic Democratic Participation 
Waltz, Scott –— CSUMB 
 
A Study on The Process of Integrating "Knowledge Management" into Teacher's Teaching Resources 
Chen, Yu-fen –— National Changhua University of Education 
Cheng, Kai-wen –— National Kaohsiung Hospitality College 
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Math and Stress: Do Indoor Plants Affect High School Math Student's Behavior and Academics? 
Kaufman, Andrew –— University of Hawaii 
Kawabata, Andrew –— University of Hawaii 
Cox, Linda –— University of Hawaii 
Miura, Tomo –— University of Hawaii 
 
Predicting School Commitment at Grade Five Using Contemporaneous and Longitudinal Data From Grade Three: 
Exploring the Role of Students' Relationships With Peers and Teachers 
Manzeske, David –— Indiana University 
Perdue, Neil Hunter –— Indiana University 
Oxnard, Rachel Calkins –— Indiana University 
 
The Use of Curriculum-Based Measurement to Minimize the Occurrence of False Positive Diagnoses of Reading Disorders 
among Students Previously Diagnosed with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
Oxnard, Rachel Calkins –— Indiana University 
Perdue, Neil Hunter –— Indiana University 
Manzeske, David –— Indiana University 
 
The Relation Between Attitude toward School Violence, Empathy, and the Types of Conformity Groups in Bullying. 
Lee, Yanghee –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Jung, Byungsoo –—  
Hwang, Hyesoon –—  
Bang, Hyunsook –—  
Park, Hyeryoung –—  
 
The Effects of Mother-Child Communication Style and Self-Expression on Subjective Well-Being in Elementary School 
Children 
Lee, Yanghee –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Hwang, SoYoung –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Ryu, Hyun –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Kim, JinHee –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Nam, DongHyun –— Sungkyunkwan University 
Lee, HyeSook –— Sungkyunkwan University 
 
How New School Leaders View Their Emerging Role 
Storms, Barbara –— CA State University East Bay 
Lee, Ginny –— CSU East Bay 
 
Four Curriculum Approaches and the World Hypotheses Behind Them 
Ketovuori, Mikko –— University of Turku 
 
School Psychologist and Pediatric Primary Care Collaboration with Underserved Populations 
Trotter, Stephen –— Tenn State University 
Witherington, Terry –— Vanderbilt University 
 
The Application of “ATDE” Model on Adult ESL Learners 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Hastings, Tom 
 
Peace Educators as Public Scholars 
Hastings, Tom –— Portland State University 
 
The Educational Benefits Associated with Maori Students Performing Kapa Haka Across Four Mainstream Secondary 
Schools in Aotearoa/New Zealand 
Whitinui, Paul –— University of Waikato 
 
Educational Values from Stand and Deliver 
Yang, Kai-Ju –— Indiana University 
 
Student Nurses Addressing Mental Health Needs on College Campuses by Implementing Depression Screening and 
Providing Education to Increase Awareness and Reduce Stigma 
May, Deborah –— Ball State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Panel 
Session Chair: Baker, Eva 
 
Research Agenda for Assessment:  The Next Ten Years 
Baker, Eva –— University of California, Los Angeles 
Walker, Michael –— National Assessment Agency 
Herman, Joan –— University of California, Los Angeles 
O'Neil, Harold –— USC 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology 
Session Chair: Pool, Jonelle 
 
Using Authentic Assessments with Preservice Teachers 
Pool, Jonelle –— Gettysburg College 
Gale, Molly –— Warren Consolidated Schools, MI 
 
A Comparative Study of Developmental Tasks of 3-Year-Old Children in a Private School of  Lahore City 
Malik, Muhammad Asif –— University of the Punjab, Lahore 
Rehman, Atiqa –— University of Gujrat 
 
Collegiate Health - Introduction of a Concept in Educational Psychology 
Sandberg, Håkan –— Mälardalen University 
 
The Characteristics of Victim of Bullying Behaviors in Taiwanese Students 
Huang, Der-Hsiang –— Da-Yeh University 
Wei, Lee-Min –— National Taichung University 




Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Lin, Hsin-Mei 
 
Language, Discourse, and Identity: A Case Study of Five Non-native EFL teachers in Taiwan 
Lin, Hsin-Mei –— Indiana University 
 
Noncognitive Variables in the Prediction of EFL Listening Comprehension 
Yang, Yichun –— University of Texas at Austin 
Yang, Huichun –— University of Texas at Austin 
 
The Role of Wordless Picturebooks and Interlanguage Development:  A Case Study of Three ESL Students 
Tandon, Kevonna –— YES YOU! International 
 
Addressing the Achievement Gap Between Resilient and Non-Resilient English Language Learners 
Padron, Yolanda –— Texas A&M University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Herzog, Serge 
 
Does Financial Aid Limit College Student Success?  Measuring Moral Hazard in a Discrete-Choice Propensity Scoring 
Model 
Herzog, Serge –— University of Nevada, Reno 
 
Incorporating the 'Hybrid' Problem-Based Learning Instructional Design in the Construction of Learning Package to 
Develop the Generic Attributes of University Students in the Professional Context 
Lai, Patrick –— Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Tu, Alex –— Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 
The Causal Relationship of Variables Affecting Student  Achievement on Statistics Course 
Ing-Ard, Apinya –— Bangkok University 
 
St. Cloud State University College of Education Leadership Project Assessment 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Health Education 
Session Chair: Greeff, Minrie 
 
Challenges in guiding people living with AIDS to disclose their HIV status 
Greeff, Minrie –— North-West University 
 
Improving Education in Wound Care: Crossing the boundaries of Interprofessional Learning 
McIntosh, Caroline –— University of Huddersfield 
Ousey, Karen –— University of Huddersfield 
 
Nutrition and Schools Knowledge Summary 
Laitsch, Daniel –— Simon Fraser University 




Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Miller, Melinda 
 
Teaching Literacy Strategies to Early Readers: Tried and True Tricks 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education 
Session Chair: Lin, Hsin-Mei 
 
A Simplified Theoretical Model of Reading 
Lin, Hsin-Mei –— Indiana University 
 
Focusing on Students' Strengths: Academic Success for English Language Learners 
Borrero, Noah –— University of San Francisco 
 
Learning language through Drama, Music and Multimedia 
Johnstone, Penelope Rae –— Oatley Public School 
 
How US College Students Develop a Sense of Global Awareness Through a Study Abroad Program in Japan 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Helfant, Elizabeth 
 
Using Technology to Make Learning Transparent, Social, Networked and 24-7! 
Helfant, Elizabeth –— MICDS 
Voss, Katie –— MICDS 
Mittler, Lynn –— MICDS 
Coco, Brian –— MICDS 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Jones, Jill 
 
Meeting the Literacy Needs of Adult Learners through a Community-University Partnership 
Jones, Jill –— Liberty University 
 
Analysis of Pre-service Teachers' Performance on the Praxis II Examination and Its Impact on Their Self-Efficacy of 
Teaching 
Busby, Ruth –— University of South Alabama 
Shaw, Edward –— University of South Alabama 
Kinniburgh, Leah –— University of South Alabama 
 
Spontaneous Story Spaces: Understanding Narrative Knowledge in Teaching and Teacher Education 
Carter, Kathy –— University of Arizona 
 
Cultural Competence in Teacher Education 
Peterman, Francine –— Cleveland State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Cowart, Melinda 
 
Loss and Hope: Challenges in Acculturation for Refugee Children in the  United States 
Cowart, Melinda –— Texas Woman's University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Sikora, Doris 
 
What Great Teachers Do (or Should Do): Brain Research-based Innovative Instructional Methods 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Adult Education 
Session Chair: Baumgartner, Lisa 
 
Meaning-Making and HIV/AIDS:An Exploration Over Time 
Baumgartner, Lisa –— Northern Illinois University 
 
Using E-Education and Four Unusual but Extremely Fast and Simple Procedural Exchange Algorithims to Replace 
Certain Rote Tasks with Generation Methods that Eliminate the Often Damaging Secret Shame Problem in Adult Education 
for Basic Mathematical Skills 
Bishara, Mak –— Francis Marion University 
Hutchings, Lloyd –— Francis Marion University 
McCuaig, Susannah –— Francis Marion University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Bacer, Kathleen 
 
Engaging the Online Learner Through a Dynamic, Interactive Learning Environment 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Eldred, Susan 
 
High Stakes Assessment for At-Risk Students: The Counselor's Role 
Eldred, Susan –— National University 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Davies, MaryAnn 
 
Music and Learning: The Universal Language 
Davies, MaryAnn –— University of North Carolina Wilmington 
Davies, Alan –— Education Consultant 
 
Women and Education: An Aproximation to Women Empowerment 
Hernandez, Julita-Elemi –— Juarez Autonomous University of Tabasco 
Josefin, Campos –— Juarez Autonomous University of Tabasco 
Garcia, Renan –— Juarez Autonomous University of Tabasco 
 
Getting to the Heart of the Matter: A Methodological Journey 
Berg, Kathleen –— University of Hawaii 
Quijano, Amanda –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Effects of Perceived Parental Conflict, Maternal Behaviors, and Social Support on Korean sixth graders' subjective 
well-being 
Lee, Jeong Mi –— Sungkyunkwan University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: White, Vincent 
 
Unsettling Mainstream Discourses of Transformative Leadership 
White, Vincent –— University of British Columbia 
Gill, Hartej –— University of British Columbia 
 
The Research on the Model Construction for Influence Factors of Implementation in Practicum-Mentoring and School 
Organization Culture 
Wang, Juei Hsin –— National Chiayi University 
 
Collaborative Management In Secondary School In The Federal Territory, Malaysia 
Keow Ngang, Tang –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
 
Psychological Empowerment: Its Antecedents and Influence on Lecturers' Innovative Behavior in Private Higher Education 
Institutions in Malaysia 
Abd Ghani, Nik Azida –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
Ahmad, Halim –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Evans, Cheryl 
 
Bridging the Theory & Reality of Justice & Injsutice 
Evans, Cheryl –— Bloomfield College 
Deischer, Robert –— Bloomfield College 




Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Feinstein, Benjamin 
 
Methodologies for Constructing a Learning Community 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Kariwo, Michael 
 
An analysis of higher education policies in Zimbabwe 
Kariwo, Michael –—  
 
School Board Ethics and Effectiveness 
Feuerstein, Abe –— Bucknell University 
 
Tort Liability and Its Effects on Educators 
Cox, Betty –— University of Tennessee at Martin 
 
The Training and Implementation of A Cadre of Cultural Brokers in Bi-Lingual and Bi-Cultural Communities 
Doktor, Judy –— Purdue Calumet 
Kawatachi, Miles –— Consultant 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop 
Session Chair: Holyk, Travis 
 
Bridging the Gap between First Nations and Post Secondary Education: The Carrier Dispute Resolution Program as an 
Example of Effective Partnership 
Holyk, Travis –— Carrier Sekani Family Services 
Adam, Warner –— Carrier Sekani Family Services 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Sermons, Beverly 
 
RCLD Case Studies:  Service and Support for College Students with Asperger's Disorder 
Sermons, Beverly –— Georgia Southern University 
 
Factors that Influence First-year student Retention at Selected Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
Moore, Tracey –— Arkansas Baptist College 
 
After Considering the History, the Voices, and the Roles of Graduate Students in Higher Education Governance: The Need 
of a Longitudinal, Mixed-Method Research Study 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Madonia, Peter 
 
Lessons Learned in Forging University/School District Partnerships 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Sri-Ampai, Pissamai 
 
Mathematics Cooperative Learning Activity Plan Development on the  Topic of Exponents for 7th Grade Students 
Sri-Ampai, Pissamai –— Mahasarakham University 
 
Qualifying Middle Grades Mathematics Teachers Through Distance Education 
Reid, Thomas –— University of South Carolina at Aiken 
Luedeman, John –— Clemson University 
 
College Algebra:  An Overview of Program Change 
Pyzdrowski, Laura –— WVU 
Butler, Melanie –— Mount St. Mary's University 
Pyzdrowski, Anthony –— California University of Pennsylvania 
Walker, Vennessa –— WVU 
 
Parents as problem solvers: Understanding what it takes to be confident, competent math learners 
McVarish, Judith –— St John's University 
Ely, Margot –— New York University 
McVarish, Heather –— New York City Public Schools 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Social Studies Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kowalka, Dave 
 
"The Meeting of the Minds": Integrating High Level Thinking with regular and gifted students in the Social Studies 
Classroom 
Kowalka, Dave –— Ashland University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Johnson, Dan 
 
Look For The Signal: Circumventing Tacit Agreements Between Staff and Developmentally Delayed Students 
Johnson, Dan –— Protestant Guild For Human Services 
 
Pre-Service Teacher Education in Preparation to Teach Students with Exceptional Needs 
Piquette-Tomei, Noella –— University of Lethbridge 
Ligenfelter, Sacha –— Campus Alberta Applied Psychology 
 
Teacher Preparation for Correctional Special Education 
Renick, Patricia –— Wright State University 
 
A Study on Early Intervention Services in Taipei County, Taiwan 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Myrick, L. Monique 
 
Girls' Computing Club: A Study of Female High School Students' Perception of Gender and Computers 
Myrick, L. Monique –— Florida State University 
Heo, Misook –— Duquesne University 
 
Feedback Expectations of Students and Faculty in Undergraduate and Graduate Education 
Sanders, Salvatore –— Youngstown State University 
Mikanowicz, Carolyn –— Youngstown State University 
Chang, G Andy –— Youngstown State University 
Sellaro, C Louise –— Youngstown State University 
 
Transforming Teaching and Learning with Tablet PCs 
Kopcso, David –— Babson College 
Rybolt, William –— Babson College 
 
Effect of Microquestioning Approach of Teaching on Student Learning and Learning Strategies 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Boyd, Nichelle 
 
In the Middle: Using Video to Engage Middle School Students in Learning 
Boyd, Nichelle –— University of Mississippi 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Zhang, Shaoan 
 
Chinese Preservice Teachers' Perceptions of Teaching Effects of Teacher Self-Disclosure 
Zhang, Shaoan –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Shi, Qingmin –— Hebei Normal University 
Luo, Xiao –— Jimei University 
Ma, Xueyu –— Xingtai University 
 
Selecting Candidates For Teaching: Predicting Success In Teacher Education? 
Butt, Richard –— University of Lethbridge 
Grigg, Nancy –— University of Lethbridge 
Loewen, Craig –— University of Lethbridge 
McConaghy, Gerald –— University of Lethbridge 
 
Preparing General Educators to Teach in Inclusive Classrooms 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Liaw, En-Chong 
 
The Effect of Guided Practice and Group Discussions on Teacher Efficacy of Pre-Service Teachers in a Community-Based 
Teacher Training Program 
Liaw, En-Chong –— Chung Yuan christian University 
 
Multiple Intelligences in China: Examining Teachers' Beliefs About Teaching and Learning 
Lin, Emily –— UNLV 
Wang, Jian –— UNLV 
Spalding, Elizabeth –— UNLV 
 
Factors Related To Instructors Willingness to Serve As Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (SKILLSUSA-VICA) 
Advisors 
Hudson, Clemente –— Valdosta State University 
 
'Kinda Kinder': An Early Years Literacy and Numeracy Initiative For Higher Education Students 
McLaren, Mary-Rose –— Victoria University 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations 
Session Chair: Henry, Sue Ellen 
 
How Class Works in the Kindergarten Classroom:  A Story of Limited Time and Unearned Advantage 
Henry, Sue Ellen –— Bucknell University 
 
Radical Educational Reforms in an Urban District:  The New York City Experience 
Hayford, Bernard –— Southern Connecticut State University 
 
The Multicultural Practices of Highly Effective Teachers who Educate African American and Latino Students in Urban 
Schools 
Veney, Cloetta –— Azusa Pacific University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education 
Session Chair: Yoshida, Mutsumi 
 
Study on Issues and Improvement of Teaching Practice in a Japanese Language Course 
Yoshida, Mutsumi –— University of Tsukuba 
Yoshida, Masami –— Chiba University 
 
Needs Assessment in an EFL Classroom: Focus on English Language Curriculum 
Fang, Yuehchiu –— National Formosa University 
Hsieh, Hui-Lin –— Wenzao Ursuline College of Languages 
 
Heritage Language Learners: A Bilingual Phenomenon 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Amenyah, Augustine 
 
Inclusion Strategies for Enhancing Minority Academic Success at Predominately White College Campuses 
Amenyah, Augustine –— Northwestern State University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Tunks, Karyn 
 
"Write Now!" Publishing with Young Authors 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Graydon, Kelly 
 
Building Up Strength: A Guide to Incorporating Strength-Based Perspectives in Professional Educational Practice 
Graydon, Kelly –— Chapman University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Sevening, Ryan 
 
Education Left Home Alone: Do They Open the Door to Strangers?  An Examination of Perceptions of Accountability 
Regarding Education 
Sevening, Ryan –— University of South Dakota 
 
Leadership Styles in Education:   An Analysis of Prominent Leaders in Education 
Valente, Melinda –— Pepperdine University 
Selby, Lory –— Pepperdine University 
Hagiya, Grant –— Pepperdine University 
Edwards, Brandon –— Pepperdine University 
Caporicci, Kevin –— Pepperdine University 
 
Leader Preferences for Level of Complexity in Workplace Artwork,  Transformational Leadership, and Non-Leader 
Perceptions of  Leadership Perceived Through Complexity Levels in Art 
Vouchilas, Gus –— SFSU 
 
Professional Community in Florida Reading First Schools:  Implications for the Intended Work Between Reading Coaches 
and Teachers 
LaVenia, Mark –— Florida State University 
Roehrig, Alysia –— Florida State University 
Brownell, Mary –— College of Education at University of Florida 
Goldwyn, Shana –— Florida State University 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Ralph, Edwin 
 
Practicum Students' Perspectives of the Clinical Phase of their Professional Training 
 
Ralph, Edwin –— University of Saskatchewan 
Walker, Keith –— University of Saskatchewan 
Wimmer, Randolph –— University of Alberta 
 
Teaching Inclusively in Higher Education 
Fallon, Moira –— State University of New York - College at Brockport 
Brown, Susan –— Central Florida University 
 
Encouraging Students to Reflect - Large Groups and Active Engagement 
Waddington, Shelagh –— National University of Ireland, Maynooth 
Wright, Paul –— Southampton Solent University 
George, Dorothy –— National University of Ireland, Maynooth 
 
Funding Higher Education: Comparative Research Studies 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Mumford, Vincent 
 
The Greatest Good: Using Sport to Connect Students to the Global Community through Service Learning 
Mumford, Vincent –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Smith, Scott –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Rutledge, Brittney –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Lambert, Ryan –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Karsten, Jessica –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Oliveraz, Marcelo –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
George, Scott –— Central Michigan Universtiy 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Kinesiology & Leisure Science - Workshop 
Session Chair: Brown, Delindus 
 
Dance - A Medium of Communication across the Curriculum in a Diverse Community 
Brown, Delindus –— Saint Augustine's College 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Art Education 
Session Chair: Harris, Anne 
 
Performativity, Identity and the 'FOUND GIRLS' OF AFRICA:  Transgressive Integration into Contemporary Australia  
(The Sunshine Short Film Project) 
Harris, Anne –— Victoria University 
 
The Effects of Promoting Indigenous and Disadvantaged High School Students' Self-Worth, and Social Skills Through 
Integrative Curriculum in Taiwan 
Hong, Zuway-R –— National Sun Yat-sen University 
Lin, Huann-shyang –— National Hualien University of Education 
Yang, Ching-kuang –— Yong-Kang Junior High School 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Skarbek, Denise 
 
Shhh! The Deadly Silence of Not Talking About Sexual Abuse in Special Education 
Skarbek, Denise –— Indiana University South Bend 
 
Preparing Rural Special Educators Using IVDL Links: Creating Access to Special Educator Preparation 
Renick, Patricia –— Wright State University 
 
A Caribbean Family's Perceptions of Culturally Appropriate Family- Centered Service Provision 
Joseph, Lenisa –— University of Maryland College Park 
 
Devising High School Teacher Training and Information Material Relating to ADHD That Reflects and Combines Systemic 
and Medical Perspectives - An Investigation into the Challenges of Reconciling Opposing Theories into Pedagogically 
Relevant Data 
Fovet, Frederic –— College Northside 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Wagner, Miriam 
 
Using Technology to Interest Secondary Students in Science: A GEARUP Pre-College Success Story 
Wagner, Miriam –— North Carolina A&T State University 
Whittaker, Simon –— North Carolina A&T State University 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/5/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Kaiser, Greg 
 
The Professional Development School Partnership - Lessons Learned 
Kaiser, Greg –— Azusa Pacific University 
Yee-Sakamoto, Ivy –— Azusa Pacific University 
McGough, Julie –— Azusa Unified School District 
Bryan, Leansa –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Pre-Service Teacher Fieldwork Model: Design for Multiple Feedback Sources 
Baron, Lindamichelle –— York College, CUNY 
Valdez-Noel, Keisha –— York College 
 
A Qualitative Study of the Effects of a Multicultural Literature Course on Teacher Candidate Perspectives of Tolerance 
and Diversity 
Evans, Suzanne –— National University 
 
Identity Transformations in Teacher Education:  Understanding Perspectives, Challenges, and Change 
Jarvis-Selinger, Sandra –— University of British Columbia 
Pratt, Dan –— University of British Columbia 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Adult Education 
Session Chair: Liao, Yu-ling 
 
Study on the Correlations Among Adult Learning Motivation, Learning Behavior, Learning Opportunities and Personal 
Innovation Performance - An Empirical Study of Executive Master of Business Administration 
Liao, Yu-ling –— Wufeng Institute of Technology 
Chen, Hsin-lan –— Nai Kai Institute of Technology 
Chen, Ying-chi –— Tatung Institute of Commerce and Technology 
 
The Effect of Role Play in Creative Drama Teaching on Adult Learners 
Chen, Hsin-lan –— Nai Kai Institute of Technology 
Liao, Yu-ling –— Wufeng Institute of Technology 
Chen, Ying-chi –— Tatung Institute of Commerce and Technology 
 
Case Analysis: The Obstacles in On-line English Education for Adult 
Chen, Ying-chi –— Tatung Institute of Commerce and Technology 
Liao, Yu-ling –— Wufeng Institute of Technology 
 
How do Adult Educators do Better? Perspectives from Individual Differences among Adult Learners 
Chen, Ying-chi –— Tatung Institute of Commerce and Technology 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Boyle, Lorraine 
 
Are Student Teachers in Hybrid, Online Programs as Prepared to Implement Instructionally Effective Behaviors as Peers 
Trained in "Face to Face" Environments? 
Boyle, Lorraine –— Bemidji State University 
 
Developing Cultural Partnerships through Electronic Communication: A Thematic Analysis 
Mathur, Ravisha –— San Jose State University 
Oliver, Lisa –— San Jose State University 
 
Creating Innovative E-Learning Courses with Streaming Audio/Video, Screen Captured Video, Podcasting, and Desktop 
Video Conferencing 
Wallace, Ivan –— East Carolina University 
 
Perceptions of Time Use in Distance Education: Results from the Field 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education 
Session Chair: Graham, Louise 
 
Pet Therapy as a Service-Learning Class Presenting an Alternative Mode of Therapy 
Graham, Louise –— Bridgewater State College 
Robinson, Ellyn –— Bridgewater State College 
 
A Role for Forensic Psychology in Counselor Education 
Bernes, Kerry –— University of Lethbridge 
 
Counseling the Non-Elite Athlete:  Considerations and Suggestions for Practice 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Craigo, Leslie 
 
Expanding Cultural Competencies Through The Use of Cultural Mosaics 
Craigo, Leslie –— CUNY, BMCC 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Indrumbarya, Poangpat 
 
A Development of Learning Organization Being Scale for Schools 
Indrumbarya, Poangpat –—  
 
The principal leadership and school effectiveness in elementary schools in eastern Taiwan:Exploring the effect of the 
authority, benevolence and morality, and servant behavior 
Cheng, Jao-Nan –— National Taitung University 
 
Rethinking Professional Development for School Leaders: Possibilities and Tensions 
Wright, Lisa –— University of Alberta 
da Costa, Jose –— University of Alberta 
Peters, Frank –— University of Alberta 
 
From Coleman to Now:  A Look at What Practicing Educators Say About Effective Teaching in Western North Carolina 
Proffit, Alvin –— Appalachian State University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Reed, Thomas 
 
Rough and Tumble Play:  A Developmental Perspective 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Seda, E. Elliott 
 
Multicultural: Is it Anything, Everything, and Therefore Nothing, or Should It Be Something? 
Seda, E. Elliott –— Millersville University 
 
Layering Health Education, Psychology, and Latin Culture:  An Experiential Process to Building a Model of Cultural 
Competency in Health 
Fernandez, Katheryn –— Columbus State Community College 
 
Accessibility of Psychology and Education Test Kits: Identifying Common Practices and Issues 
Lockerby, Robin –— National University 
Hire, Virginia –— National University 
 
Investigating Performative Approaches to Educational Research 
White, Vincent –— University of British Columbia 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: Bostrom, Ann-Kristin 
 
Decentralisation and Accountability in the Swedish Education System 
Bostrom, Ann-Kristin –— Swedish National Agency for School Improvement 
 
Using the Internet to Provide Interactive Physical Activity and Nutrition Education to Fourth-Grade Students 
Lambert, Laurel –— University of Mississippi 
Owens, Scott –— University of Mississippi 
Loftin, Mark –— University of Mississippi 
Lacey, Suzanne –— University of Mississippi 
Green, Kenneth –— University of Mississippi 
 
Assessment Practices and the Assault on Multicultural Education 
Campbell, Duane –— California Sate U-Sacramento 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Fatum, Barbara 
 
Toward an Emotionally Safe Classroom  Increasing Academic Achievement in Middle School 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Ali, Fatimah 
 
Work it Out! The Fruit of Students' Constructive Feedback 
Ali, Fatimah –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Kassim, Hafizoah –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Hashim, Haslinda –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Mohd Radzuan, Noor Raha –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Osman, Najah –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Abid, Ramle –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
 
Immigrant Children's Exploration of Peer Relationships Through Fotonovelas 
Kirova, Anna –— University of Alberta 
Emme, Michael –— University of Victoria 
 
A Search for Factors Determining Intelligibility of EFL Learners 
Moedjito, Moedjito –— Hyogo University of Teacher Education 
Ito, Harumi –— Naruto University of Education 
 
Forty Years of Contrastive Rhetoric Research Applied to Students from East Asia 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Patterson, Michael 
 
Herding Cats:  Lessons in Leading Smart People 
Patterson, Michael –— Pepperdine University 
 
Facebook: A Representation of Youth Today 
Warren, Heather –— Clark University 
Fealhaber, Sara –— Clark University 
Beierle, Carl –— University of Southern California 
 
Sino-US Exchanges: A Case Study of Drake University's Chinese Cultural Exchange Program 
 
Ferrara, Mark –— SUNY Oneonta 
Bao, Liangmei –— Drake University 
 
Academic Reform in College Athletics 
Gurney, Gerald –— University of Oklahoma 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Priselac, Nancy 
 
Making STEM Education Engaging, Relevant and Fun:  Application of Inquiry and Design to Measurement 
Priselac, Nancy –— Center for the Advancement of STEM Education 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Social Studies Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Stambler, Leah 
 
Women of African Descent and Politics:  Voices of African-American Suffragists, 1848-1920 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Keyworth, Randy 
 
Response to Intervention (RtI): An Evidence-based Review 
Keyworth, Randy –— Wing Institute 
Detrich, Ronnie –— Wing Institute 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Lancaster, Susan 
 
Laptops and Teacher Efficacy: The Effects on Student Achievement in a Large Urban District 
Lancaster, Susan –— Bellarmine University 
Munoz, Marco –— Jefferson County Public Schools 
Renner, Jeremy –— Jefferson County Public Schools 
 
Imagining a Culture of Peace Curriculum Using Technology 
Lane-Kelso, Mary –— Northern Arizona University 
Fazio-Fox, Maryanne –— California Institute of Integral Studies 
 
Interactive Online Modules Used For Professional Development 
Sivakumaran, Thillainatarajan –— University of Louisiana Monroe 
Cleveland, Irene –— Hawaii Education System 
 
Outsourcing the Teaching of K-12 Mathematics and Science 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Mayfield, Kimberly 
 
In Search of  Highly Qualified Teachers: Oaklanders Create a Model for Recruiting      Ethnically and Racially Diverse 
Teachers 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: McAlister, Kimberly 
 
Meeting the Challenges for Undergraduate and Graduate Pre-Service Teacher Candidates: A Pro-Active Approach to 
Address Licensure PRAXIS Exams 
McAlister, Kimberly –— Northwestern State University 
Amenyah, Augustine –— Northwestern State University 
Clark, Leonard –— Northwestern State University 
Hanson, Brenda –— Northwestern State University of Louisiana 
Morris, Michelle –— Northwestern State University 
Hanson, Thomas –— Northwestern State University of Louisiana 
 





Time: 9:45 – 11:15 AM                      1/6/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
 
Jacqueline Jordan Irvine, Ph.D. 
Emory University 
 
The title of Dr. Irvine’s keynote address is: 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Business Education 
Session Chair: Porcano, Thomas 
 
The Effects of a Study-Abroad Experience on Students' Perceptions of Certain International Business Issues 
Porcano, Thomas –— Miami University 
 
Professional MBA Programs: Trends and Developments 
Hall, Jr., Owen –— Pepperdine University 
Young, Terry –— Pepperdine University 
 
The Impact of Spirituality in Management on Management Education: Toward an Authentic Transformation 
Grzeda, Maurice –— Laurentian University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Fraizer, Lani 
 
The Probability of Using WIKIS to Learn Data Analysis and Statistics 
Fraizer, Lani –— Pepperdine University 
Deckers, Cathy –— Pepperdine University 
Stanley, Theresa –— Pepperdine University 
Marquard, Michelle –— Pepperdine University 
Madjidi, Farzin –— Pepperdine University 
 
2008 Update on the Effectiveness of Online Calculus Instruction 
Ford, Rick –— Cal State University, Chico 
 
Navigating the Information Needs of Online and Remote Teacher Education Students 
Lockerby, Robin –— National University 
Stillwell, Barbara –— National University Library 
 
Digital Storytelling in a Virtual World 
Dupe, Kai –— Pepperdine University 
Fraizer, Lani –— Pepperdine University 




Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Gathercoal, Paul 
 
Webfolios: Past - Present and Future 
Gathercoal, Paul –— California Lutheran University 
Love, Douglas –— Illinois State University 
McKean, Gerry –— Illinois State University 
Travick-Jackson, Cecelia –— California Lutheran University 
 
Using What We Know to Get What We Want 
Summers, Pamela –— SUNY Cortland 
 
Microteaching as a Framework for Professional Development 
Leer, Elizabeth –— St. Olaf College 
 
A Case Study on the Difficulties with Learning "Japanese" for Children of Japanese Origin in Germany 
Okamura, Kayko –— Dokkyo University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Okazaki, Claire 
 
Using Technology to Support Students' Understanding of Mathematics/Report on Issues Related to Teaching 
Okazaki, Claire –— University of Hawaii 
Olson, Judith –— University of Hawaii 
Olson, Melfried –— University of Hawaii 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Panel 
Session Chair: McNeal, Laura 
 
Revolutionizing School Reform: An Examination of Current Leadership Strategies 
McNeal, Laura –— Georgia State University 
Peters, April –— University of Georgia 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Udermann, Brian 
 
Transform Your Large Lecture Course into a Student Adventure! 
Udermann, Brian –— University of Wisconsin - La Crosse 




Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kelly, Jan 
 
Teaching in Triplicate: Preparing Students for Admission to Teacher Certification Programs Through Service Learning 
and Content Area Course Links 
Kelly, Jan –— Arizona State University 
Correll, Scott –— Arizona State University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop 
Session Chair: Herzog, Serge 
 
How to Measure Educational Benefits of Diversity: A Workshop on Constructing Objective Indicators beyond Survey 
Responses 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology 
Session Chair: Paas, Fred 
 
A Cognitive-Load Approach to the Instructional Design of Dynamic Visualizations 
Paas, Fred –— Open University of the Netherlands 
Van Gerven, Pascal –— Maastricht University 
Wouters, Pieter –— Open University of the Netherlands 
 
The Health Needs of Native Americans with Disabilities: A Comparison of Eastern and Western Tribes 
Ni, Chung-Fan –— University of Connecticut 
Wilkins-Turner, Felicia –— Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation 
Liebert, Diane –— Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation 
Ellien, Valerie –— Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation 
 
Friendships in Dyadic relationships between a Young Adult with a Developmental Disability and a Non-Disabled Peer 
Sutherland, Lorna –—  
 
Multi-Level Model of Teachers' Innovation: The Relationship of School Creative Climate, Transactive Memory System, 
Intrinsic Motivation and Teachers' Creative Teaching 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop 
Session Chair: Walker, Bill 
 
ESL Textbooks are Dead 
Walker, Bill –— University of Oregon 




Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Black, Laurel 
 
Successful Student-Teacher Conferences:  Talking the Talk, Walking the Walk 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Art Education 
Session Chair: Robinson, Scott 
 
Painting a Picture of the Arts in an EAL School 
Robinson, Scott –— Calgary Board of Education 
Fein, Albert –— Gonzaga University 
 
Learning to Collaborate across Cultures: Evaluating Experiences of an Extended Cultural Exchange 
DeLong, Marilyn –— University of Minnesota 
Geum, KeySook –— HongIk University 
Medvedev, Katalin –— University of Georgia 
Park, Juyeon –— University of Minnesota 
Gage, Kelly –— University of Minnesota 
 
Connecting Kids to Art Through Children's Literature 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Evans, Suzanne 
 
Utilizing Think-Alouds and Interactive Read Alouds to Enhance Tolerance and Reduce Prejudice 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education 
Session Chair: Reed, Amber 
 
"I won't think about it the same way again": Critical Literacy as an Anti-bullying Tool in the Middle School Setting 
Reed, Amber –— Indiana University Kokomo 
 
A Syntactic Approach to Teaching Hong Kong Hokkien:  The Perspective of a Linguist and a Native Hokkien Speaker 
Cheung, Yin Ling –— Purdue University 
 
How does Learning a Language in Elementary School Impact on Students' Future Language Study Choices? 
Johnstone, Penelope Rae –— Oatley Public School 
 
Language Ecology in a Multicultural Classroom: Discourse After Curriculum Reform For Grades 1-9 in Taiwan 
Lin, Liang-wen –— National Taiwan Normal University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Barrett, Helen 
 
Online Personal Learning Environments: Structuring Electronic Portfolios to Support Lifelong and Life Wide Learning 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Warren, Susan 
 
Practice What You Preach: A School of Education's Effectiveness at Preparing Culturally Competent Teacher Education 
Students 
Warren, Susan –— Azusa Pacific University 
Pacino, Maria –— Azusa Pacific University 
Foy, Tami –— Azusa Pacific University 
Bond, Torria –— Azusa Pacific University 
Yee-Sakamoto, Ivy –— Azusa Pacific University 
Thorsos, Nilsa –— Azusa Pacific University 
Veney, Cloetta –— Azusa Pacific University 
Lawrence, Malia –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Exploring Action Research During Teacher Education 
Golsan, Ginger –— Alaska Pacific University 
Gotschall, Sarah –— Alaska Pacific University 
 
An In-Progress Study of Novice Teachers: Challenges and Supports in the First Years 
Fantilli, Robert –— OISE/University of Toronto 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Peng, Huan-Sheng 
 
The Teacher Education System Reform of Primary Schools in Taiwan - The Turning Point or the Crisis? 
Peng, Huan-Sheng –— Hsinchu University of Education 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Luetkehans, Lara 
 
The "Wright" PDS Instructional Model:  Improving Learning With and About the Arts and Technology 
Luetkehans, Lara –— Northern Illinois University 
Smaldino, Sharon –— Northern Illinois University 
Sorensen, Christine –— University of Hawaii 
 
Sustaining Effective School Improvement and Schooling Outcomes: The Eastern Iowa Writing Project Partnership Success 
Story 
Hanzelka, Richard –— St. Ambrose University 
 
Conducting Literacy-related Action Research to Determine Best Practice Methods of Assisting Struggling Readers and 
Writers in Middle Level/Secondary Content Areas 
Yocum, Lois –— University of Arkansas - Fort Smith 
Scoggins, Donna –— University of Arkansas - Fort Smith 
 
A Learner-Centered Educational Model to Support Learning with Technology 
Onchwari, Grace –— University of North Dakota 
Keengwe, Jared –— University of North Dakota 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations 
Session Chair: Lin, Chun-Wen 
 
How Do Agents Come to Know About Structure? 
Lin, Chun-Wen –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
Rethinking the Reform: Do World Templates for Education Make Sense? 
Molieri, Gabriel –— University of Hawaii 
 
Educating for a Culture of Peace in the Globalized World:  What Does This Mean For Educators of the Twenty-First 
Century? 
Chana, Tejwant –— University of Alberta 
 
Reclaiming Eros for Emancipatory Education 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Landau, Barbara 
 
Engaging Students in Peace Education Through Democratic Classroom Management 
Landau, Barbara –— University of Hawaii 
Gathercoal, Paul –— California Lutheran University 
Serna, Ku'ulei –— University of Hawaii 
Grace, Donna –— University of Hawaii 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Neufeld, Patricia 
 
Live, Learn, Lead - Intregrating Leadership into the University Curriculum 
Neufeld, Patricia –— Emporia State University 
Shivley, Mary –— Emporia State University 
 
Measuring Teacher Perception of Four Aspects of School Climate 
Crehan, Kevin –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Badgett, Barbara –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Lounsbery, Monica –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Smith, Nicole –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Weible, Michelle –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Jelenic, Milan –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
MIS(sed)Perceptions 
Van Duzer, Eric –— Humboldt State University 
Van Duzer, Leslie –— University of Minessota 
 
Non-Traditional Literatures as Part of a Critically Conscious Education 
D'Urso, Alexandra –— Pennsylvania State University 
Guillard, Julianne –— Pennsylvania State University 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Keengwe, Jared 
 
Empowering Teacher Educators with  Diversity Tools to Teach Diverse Learners 
Keengwe, Jared –— University of North Dakota 
Onchwari, Grace –— University of North Dakota 
 
Taiwanese EFL Teachers' Perceptions of Communicative Language Teaching 
Cheng, Pei-Chuan –— Indiana University 
Chi, Gen-Hua –— Shih Chien University 
 
Different Approaches to Engaging Low-Track Students in Learning Mathematics 
Yang, Kai-Ju –— Indiana University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling 
Session Chair: Greer, Gary 
 
Computer Literacy Credit by Online Exam 
Greer, Gary –— University of Houston Downtown 
 
The Effects of Subjective Cultural on Ethical Decisions for Academic Advisors and Counselors 
Paul, Heidi –—  
 
The Perceived Effectiveness and Effort Devoted to Student Retention Initiatives Within Technical Colleges 
Pucel, David –— University of Minnesota 
Stertz, Thomas –— University of Minnesota 
 
How Gender and Gender-Role Traits Relate to Vocational High School Students' Perception About Their Career Barriers 
Lo, I-Chun –— National Taipei University of Education 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
Poster Session 
 
Adventure Based Counseling:  Implementing Experiential Programs in the Schools 
Glass, Scott –— East Carolina University 
 
Russian Education: from Kindergarten to the Space Age 
Sandell, Elizabeth –— MN State University 
 
Creating Successful Learning Environments for Adults with ADHD 
Wright, Melissa –— University of Southern Mississippi 
 
How Any Educator Can Avoid Litigation 
Cox, Betty –— University of Tennessee at Martin 
 
Filipino Medical Students' Perception of Their Curriculum 
Ojano Sheehan, Olivia –— Ohio University College of Osteopathic Medicine 
 
The Research of Oral Expression in Preschool Teachers 
Fu, Ching-Sheue –— Chung Hwa University of Medical Technology 
 
Classroom Action Research: Does it Work? 
Travick-Jackson, Cecelia –— California Lutheran University 
 
Felonious Fairy Tales: Murder & Mayhem 
Esch, Ginny –— University of Tennessee at Martin 
 
Gender Differences of Selected High School Tennis Playeres 
Miller, Arthur –— University of Montana 
Palmer, Charles –— University of Montana 
 
Distance Learning and Professional Development Using Hands-On Elementary Science--Are They Compatible? 
Young, Paul –— Canisius College 
Hoffman, Marylynn –— West Street School 
 
Policies and Programming for Internationally Educated Teachers: Insights from a Canadian Context 
Schmidt, Clea –— Univeristy of Manitoba 
 
Developing and Nurturing Professional Development Schools in Rural Areas 
Duprey, Becky –— State University of New York at Potsdam 
Guiney, Amy –— State University of New York at Potsdam 
 
The polar explorer, the theatre director and the accountant: a triple act in business communication education 
Demediuk, Peter –— Victoria University 
 
A multi-capital approach to indigenous business education 
Demediuk, Peter –— Victoria University 
 
A New Model for Identifying Elementary School Children who are At-Risk for Peer Harassment 
Newgent, Rebecca –— University of Arkansas 
Stegman, Charles –— University of Arkansas 
Cavell, Tim –— University of Arkansas 
Johnson, Calli –— University of Arkansas 
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Impact of a Lunch Buddy Mentoring Program for Potential Victims of Peer Harassment 
Newgent, Rebecca –— University of Arkansas 
Johnson, Calli –— University of Arkansas 
Stegman, Charles –— University of Arkansas 
Cavell, Tim –— University of Arkansas 
 
Communication Changes in Aging Adults: Impact for Lifelong Learning 
Burda, Angela –— University of Northern Iowa 
Kuker, Laci –— University of Northern Iowa 
 
Connecting Teaching and Learning: Professional Development for Cooperative Learning in Teacher Education 
Huang, Yung-ho –— National Taipei University of Education 
 
Integrating Geospatial Technology into Existing Curriculum 
Annulis, Heather –— University of Southern Mississippi 
Gaudet, Cyndi –— University of Southern Mississippi 
 
Family Life Education from a Distance, from Two US Landgrant Universities 
Engel, John –— University of Hawaii 
 
Using Teacher Lore in Preservice Teacher Education:  A Framework for Reflective Practice 
Disney, Gayle –— Coastal Carolina University 
 
Collaboration Between an Urban Education Academy and a Teacher Preparation Program to Pique Minority Students' 
Interest in Teaching 
VanLeuvan, Patricia –— Penn State DE County 
 
Gifts From Italy: Early Childhood Education Models from the Reggio Emilia and Montessori Approaches, Including 
Adaptations for the United States 
Saab, Joy Faini –— West Virginia University 
 
Hawaii "Study Abroad" - Immersion Education 
Bartley, John –— University of Delaware 
 
Etiquette as Process in Online Group Projects: Student Perceptions 
Cameron, Bruce –— University of Wyoming 
Williams, Karen –— University of Wyoming 
Morgan, Kari –— University of Wyoming 
Kostelecky, Kyle –— Iowa State University 
 
Communication Apprehensive Students Predisposal to Online Education 
Kemnitz, Jason –— South Dakota State University 
 
Development and Validation of the Parent - Caregiver Communication Scale 
Emard, Marie-Josée –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
Coutu, Sylvain –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
Green-Demers, Isabelle –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
 
Grow Your Own: Math and Science Teacher Academy Pilot Program 
Soares, Danene –— San Diego Mesa College 
Lorence, Laurie –— San Diego Mesa College 
True, Mariam –— San Diego Unified School District 
 
Strategies for Creating Successful Partnerships among Student Teachers, Cooperating Teachers, and University 
Supervisors 
Hazel, Marianne –— Lock Haven University of Pennylvania 
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Artful Teacher Education:  Preparing New Teachers for Teaching and  Integrating the Arts 
Dulberg, Nancy –— Saint Mary's College of California 
 
Undergraduate Students' Perceptions of Web Classes 
Thompson, Cecelia –— University of Arkansas 
Thompson, Dale –— University of Arkansas 
Owens, Terri –— University of Arkansas 
 
Applying Infant Massage Practices in an Infant/Toddler Center: A Qualitative Study 
Huang, Chiu-Yu –— Minghsin University of Science & Technology 
 
Children Living in Poverty: Perceptions of Career Opportunities Compared with Middle Class Peers 
Giorgetti, Karen –— Youngstown State University 
 
What it Means to be Third Culture Person: A Transition Rubric to Assist Cross Cultural Adjustment 
Timmons, Rachel –— California Baptist University 
 
The Effects of Learning Writing Assessment Methodology on Elementary Pre-Service Teachers' Writing Ability and 
Perceptions 
Sackreiter, Heidi –— Northern State University 
 
Transforming Course Design: Increasing Course Effectiveness and Efficiency 
Christie, Brett –— Sonoma State University 
 
Using Metaphor to Gain Insight into Preservice Teacher Technology Beliefs 
Green, Marybeth –— UTSA 
Hsieh, Peggy(Pei-Hsuan) –— University of Texas at San Antonio 
 
Employer Perceptions of Employee Preparedness 
Massie, Brett –— Miami University 
Strang, Adam –— Miami University 
 
A Comparison of Academic Misconduct Perceptions between Traditional and Online Learning Environments 
Kisamore, Jennifer –— University of Oklahoma-Tulsa 
Jawahar, I. M. –— Illinois State University 
Stone, Thomas –— Oklahoma State University 
 
The Impact of Family Enhancement and Interference on The Psychological Strain Experienced by College Students 
Hellman, Chan –— University of Oklahoma 
Young, Tara –— University of Oklahoma 
 
Using Narrative Identity to Enhance Culturally Responsive Classrooms 
Jez, Rebekka –— University of San Francisco 
DeWitt, Nyeisha –— University of San Francisco 
 
What do Children Who Live in Poverty Want to be When They Grow Up? 
Giorgetti, Karen –— Youngstown State University 
 
Secondary Teachers' Perceptions of Themselves as Content Literacy Experts 
Wozniak, Cheryl –— California Sate University East Bay 
 
Technology Integration to Support our Aboriginal Teacher Education Program: Describing the Process 
Steinhauer, Noella –— University of Alberta 
Snart, Fern –— University of Alberta 
Norton, Yvonne –— University of Alberta 
Carbonaro, Mike –— University of Alberta 
Peacock, Kim –— University of Alberta 
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A Case Study of Investigating a Chemistry Teacher' Practice and Reflection on Implementing Inquiry Teaching: An Activity 
of the Volcanic Eruption 
Chen, Jun-Yi –— National Chiayi University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Tamashiro, Roy 
 
Transforming Thinking Processes, Self-Concepts & World-Views Through International Travel Courses 
Tamashiro, Roy –— Webster University 
Hanssen, Paula –— Webster University 
Scott, Brad –— Webster University 
Petras, Carol-Lynn –— Pepperdine University 
Walkenhorst, Brad –— Webster University 
West, M. Shelby –— Webster University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Fraizer, Lani 
 
Leading Change: Exploring Social Entrepreneurship for Sustainable Academic Outreach 
Fraizer, Lani –— Pepperdine University 
 
The Impact of Service-Learning on Adolescents' Safety Related Knowledge, Attitudes and Behavior 
Eyler, Janet –— Vanderbilt University 
Bradley, Richard –— Meharry Medical College 
Goldzweig, Irwin –— Meharry Medical College 
Schlundt, David –— Vanderbilt University 
Juarez, Paul –— Meharry Medical College 
 
Academic Libraries, Student Expectations, and College Admissions 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: van Manen, Max 
 
The Pedagogy of Online Relation 
van Manen, Max –— University of Alberta 
 
Why Chess Should be Included in Every School Curriculum on the Planet 
Armstrong-Hall, Judy –— Troy Public Schools 
 
Deconstructing Athletic Curricula:  Experiences of an Elite Athlete 
Tarala, Erin –— University of Saskatchewan 
Kalyn, Brenda –— University of Saskatchewan 
 
The Effects of the Louisiana Comprehensive Curriculum on High-stakes Testing Scores in Mathematics and English-
language Arts 
Easley, Linda –— Louisiana State University in Shreveport 
Roach, Katie –— Northwestern State University of Louisiana 
Hanson, Brenda –— Northwestern State University of Louisiana 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Taylor, Betty 
 
Global Perspectives on Cultural, Educational Change and Behavioral Trends in U.S. Society 
Taylor, Betty –— University of San Francisco 
Moore, Marie –— University of San Francisco 
Snowden, Robert –— University of San Francisco 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Sri-Ampai, Hatai 
 
Transfer and Development of Language Learning Strategies across Contexts: A Case Study of Two Japanese English 
Learners 
Sri-Ampai, Hatai –— Indiana University 
 
Developing Students' Confidence in Oral Communication Skills:  Turning A Squeaking Mouse Into A Roaring Lion 
Hashim, Haslinda –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
Ali, Fatimah –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
 
An Investigation of Language Learning Strategy Used by EFL Students in Taiwan 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Norwood, Michele 
 
The Evolution of a Learning Community at a Doctoral/Research-Intensive Institution: Crimson Connections 
Norwood, Michele –— Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Makara, John –— Indiana University of Pennsylvania 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Health Education 
Session Chair: Ousey, Karen 
 
Promoting inter-professional working and education between nurses and podiatrists 
Ousey, Karen –— University of Huddersfield 
McIntosh, Caroline –— University of Huddersfield 
 
The Power of One: Looking beyond the teacher in clinical instruction 
Pratt, Dan –— University of British Columbia 
Harris, Peter –— University of New South Wales 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education 
Session Chair: Turner, Gwendolyn 
 
Advancing the Literacy Growth of African American Teens 
Turner, Gwendolyn –— University of Missouri-St. Louis 
Williams, Florence –— Null Elementary School St. Charles 
Kenney, Ann –— GEAR UP 
 
Successful Schools and Professional Development: How High-Need Schools Can Improve the Literacy and Learning of 
Their Students 
Brammer, Mitzi –— University of Missouri-St. Louis 
Turner, Gwendolyn –— University of Missouri-St. Louis 
 
Using Learning Centers in the College Classroom 
Miller, Melinda –— Sam Houston State University 
 
Advances in Language Comprehension and Learning Via Linguistically Sensitive Formatting 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Villa, Richard 
 
Co-Teaching for Differentiated Instruction 
Villa, Richard –— President, Bayridge Consortium Inc. 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Nakayama, Hiroshi 
 
Development and Evaluation of Groupware, which is Aimed at the Betterment of Information Exchange between a Student 
and a Guardian on Grade Level 
Nakayama, Hiroshi –— Tokyo Denki Univesity 
Dawuti, Abudusalamu –— Tokyo Denki Univesity 
Sakamoto, Yasuyuki –— University of Tsukuba Senior High School at Sakado 
 
The Impact of a Federal Grant Funded Professional Development Program on Teachers' Stages of Concern toward 
Technology Integration 
Overbaugh, Richard –— Old Dominion University 
Lu, Ruiling –— Old Dominion University 
Pribesh, Shana –— Old Dominion University 
 
Equality of participation by children in collaborative writing 
Waddington, Shelagh –— National University of Ireland, Maynooth 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Wright, Donna 
 
The Successful NCATE Accreditation of a Traditionally Black College: The Little Engine That Could 
Wright, Donna –— Medgar Evers College 
Lowden, Frances –— Medgar Evers College 
Paul, Sheilah –— Medgar Evers College 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Parker, Evalee 
 
The Wizard's SECRET:  Along the Yellow Brick Road to a Healthier and Happier School Year 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Toledano, Lemuel 
 
Integrating Service Learning Project in the Undergraduate and Graduate Programs: The De La Salle University-Manila 
Preschool Experience 
Toledano, Lemuel –— De La Salle University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Chomphuchart, Nuwee 
 
Reading Strategies and Thai EFL college students: Do strategies still work? 
Chomphuchart, Nuwee –— University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce 
 
A Pilot Case Study: EFL Students' Perceptions of Using the Online Writing Practice Tool 
Handa, Junko –— Aoyama Gakuin University 
 
Implementing an Extensive Reading Program in English: Attitudes and Perceptions of EFL College Students in Taiwan 
Hsu, Cheng –— National Chung Cheng University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education 
Session Chair: Paquette, Kelli 
 
Cross-Age Tutoring:  A Effective Means to Improve Elementary Students' Writing Skills 
Paquette, Kelli –— Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
 
Longitudinal Effects of Full-Day Kindergarten Through to Grade Five for Children From Educationally Disadvantaged 
Backgrounds 
da Costa, Jose –— University of Alberta 
 
Enrichment Curriculum:  Essential for Mathematically Gifted Elementary Students 
Plourde, Lee –— Central Washington University-Wenatchee 
McAllister, Brooke –— Central Washington University-Wenatchee 
 
The Evolution of a PDS (Professional Development School) 
Day, Kaaren –— University of North Texas 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education 
Session Chair: Hsiao, Wei-Ying 
 
Using High Tech to Improve the Quality of Field Report 
Hsiao, Wei-Ying –— Southern Utah University 
Tu, Tsunghui –— Kent State University 
 
Play at the Core of the Curriculum 
Reed, Thomas –— USC Upstate 
 
A Case Study: Supporting Toddlers' Social/Emotional Needs in a Classroom 
Hsiao, Wei-Ying –— Southern Utah University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Keengwe, Jared 
 
Appropriate Integration of Computer Technology in Teaching and Learning 
Keengwe, Jared –— University of North Dakota 
Lawson-Body, Assion –— University of North Dakota 
Anyanwu, Longy –— Tabor College 
 
Video Game for Literacy Project:  "LitFuse" Project Between National University and San Diego Council on Literacy, For 
Facilitating Learner Efficacy in Adult Literacy Through an Immersive Video Game Environment 
Jaurez, James –— National University 
 
Abstract:  Visual Learning Strategies: Best Practices and Successful Coaching Models Through Technology Integration in 
Middle School Language Arts 
Conrad, Marguerite –— SFSU 
Noval, Trena –— SFSU 
 
Revisiting On-Line Discussion as Practice For Reflective Thinking in Three Sequential Classes 
Dittrich, Charles –— Gettysburg College 
Pool, Jonelle –— Gettysburg College 
Stebick, Divonna –— Gettysburg College 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Boggan, Matthew 
 
The ISLLC Standards and Educational Leadership Students: How Do They Really Define These Standards??? 
Boggan, Matthew –— Mississippi State University-Meridian 
 
The Influence of School-Related Determinants on Awareness of Children's Rights Among Selected Grade 6 Pupils 
Botardo, Alicia –— De La Salle Lipa 
 
Of Angel Wings and Hurricanes: When Court Mandates and Community Values Collide 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Pentz, Keith 
 
In Pursuit of Mindful Learning 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Cintron, Marianne 
 
Practical Language for the ELD and Dyslexic Student Using Reading from Scratch to Teach Language Acquisition Skills 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Hardy, III, Samuel 
 
Teacher Retirement: Planning for Life after School 
Hardy, III, Samuel –— Augusta State University 
 
Educating Legislation: One professor's journey through the looking glass 
Sevening, Diane –— University of South Dakota 
 
School Leaders' Response to Student Walkouts to Protest American Immigration Policy 
Colchado, Jose –— Northern Arizona University 
 
Redesigning an Educational Leadership Master's Program to Improve Student Learning 
Redish, Traci –— Kennesaw State University 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: Hsu, Cheng 
 
Laboratory: Methodology For Study of Mind 
Hsu, Cheng –— National Chung Cheng University 
 
No Child Left Behind: The Teacher's Perspective 
Clark, Leonard –— Northwestern State University 
 
"I Can Use These Theories in the Back of My Mind When I'm Teaching": A New Way to Integrate Theory and Practice in a 
Preservice Teacher Curriculum 
Scanlon, Lesley –— University of Sydney 
 
The Unanticipated Consequences of The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act on Classroom Instruction in an Urban School 
District 
Waxman, Hersh –— Texas A&M University 
Padron, Yolanda –— Texas A&M University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Magi, Eve 
 
The Role of UNESCO's Framework Documents on Internationalization of Higher Education: A Case Study Based on a 
Member State - Estonia 
Magi, Eve –— George Washington University 
 
Zulu Macbeth:  An Innovative Approach Focusing on Student Learning 
Summers, Rodger –— Binghamton University 
 
Reflections on a Formal Mentoring Program 
Kamvounias, Patty –— University of Sydney 
McGrath-Champ, Susan –— University of Sydney 
Yip, Jeaney –— University of Sydney 
 
Practice, Process and Passion:  Photography and Post-secondary Education 
Thomas-MacLean, Roanne –— University of Saskatchewan 
Ferguson, Alana –— University of Saskatchewan 
Hamoline, Rita –— University of Saskatchewan 
Schell, Kara –— University of Saskatchewan 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Ayala, Emiliano 
 
Examining the Impact of Universal Design for Learning in Higher Education 
Ayala, Emiliano –— Sonoma State University 
Christie, Brett –— Sonoma State University 




Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Connors, Mary Ann 
 
Hand-Held Technology in Mathematics Teacher Preparation Courses 
Connors, Mary Ann –— Westfield State College 
 
The distributional reasoning of middle school teachers in a sampling context 
Gilbert, Michael –— University of Hawaii 
Canada, Dan –— Eastern Washington University 
 
Integrating the Design Mathematical Trail in Mathematics Curriculum for the Sixth Grade Student 
Tsao, Yea-Ling –— Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato 
 
Ten Dimensions for Improving Mathematics Teaching in Elementary Schools: A Canadian Perspective 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Brinda, Wayne 
 
Struggling Adolescent Readers Learn to Comprehend, Visualize, and Enjoy What They Read with Alternative Strategies 
using Instructional Technology Experiences 
Brinda, Wayne –— Duquesne University 
Mautino, Rosemary –— Duquesne University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education 
Session Chair: Wang, Kuei-Mei Maggie 
 
Forms and Functions of Questioning Strategies: A Case Study 
Wang, Kuei-Mei Maggie –— Chaoyang University of Technology 
Liao, Hui-Chuan –— Chienkuo Technology University 
 
Second Language Pedagogy - Living the Language By Using Songs To Teach Language and Culture (Italian) 
Burns, Pamela –— Hunter School of the Performing Arts 
 
Language Use in Preschool Hebrew Immersion 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Armstrong-Hall, Judy 
 
Evolution Revolution (ER Theory) An Explanation of Biodiversity Patterns within Organic Groups on the Planet 
Armstrong-Hall, Judy –— Troy Public Schools 
 
The Debate on Hands-Versus Lecture Format 
Thompson, Barry –— Augusta State University 
Giorgi, Jacqueline –— Franklin Ct. Schools 
 
Using an OBE Approach to Overcome First-Year University  Students' Alternative Conceptions In Physics 
 
Imenda, Sitwala –— University of Zululand 
Coetzee, Annaretha –— Tshwane University of Technology 
 
An Undergraduate Lab on the Development of a Sonogel-Carbon Electrode Sensor for the Detection of Environmental 
Pollutants and Neurotransmitter Compounds of Interest 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Nickerson, Kat 
 
Teacher Training in Constructivist Instructional Methods in a Rural Village School in Kitui District, Kenya for Use with 
Children Orphaned as a Result of the AIDS Pandemic in East Africa 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Gonzalez-Acquaro, Katia 
 
Sexuality Education in an Inclusive Setting: Results of an Online Workshop for General and Special Education Teachers 
Gonzalez-Acquaro, Katia –— Wagner College 
 
The Outcomes of NCLB Policy and state licensure standards on initial teacher preparation and professional development 
in Vermont 
Agne, Russell –— University of Vermont 
 
Teacher Education and School Reform in a Rural Navajo Indian Schoool District 
McCarthy, Jane –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Ostgaard, Chris –— Pinon Unified School District #4 
Johnson, Helene –— Pinon High School 
 
Praxis I: The Key to Retention of African American Students in Teacher Education Programs 
Malone, Laurell –— North Carolina Central University 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Hinitz, Blythe 
 
Our Hidden History: Clues to the Rich and Diverse Background of Early Childhood Education 
Hinitz, Blythe –— College of New Jersey 
 
Preservice Teacher Transformation Through Modeling Innovative Inclusive Practices 
McQuarrie, Lynn –— University of Alberta 
Russell, Debra –— University of Alberta 
 
Beyond the Humdrum of Daily Life: Spaces and Places for Pre-Service Teachers 
Johnston, Robbie –— University of Ballarat 
 
"Great Expectations" How Service-learning Affects the Psychological Development of Preservice Teachers  in Regards to 
Special Education Students in Middle School 
Flores, Paul –— Azusa Pacific University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations - Workshop 
Session Chair: Faulk, Joanna 
 
Finally, Time To Teach...Stop Paying Students to Behave! 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Steele-Agee, Mary 
 
Turning Around a Failing District:  Setting a Course for High Achievement 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Assouline, Susan 
 
Gifted Students with an Autism Spectrum Diagnosis: Recommendations for Counselors and Teachers 
Assouline, Susan –— University of Iowa 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Olson, Melfried 
 
Solving Fraction Worded Problems With the Common Numerator Approach: A Look at Strategies, Reasoning and Models 
Used by Middle Grades Students 
Olson, Melfried –— University of Hawaii 
Zenigami, Fay –— University of Hawaii 
Slovin, Hannah –— University of Hawaii 
 
A Comparison of Parents' Beliefs About Their Children's Competence in Mathematics and Children's Self-Efficacy in 
Learning Mathematics 
Olson, Melfried –— University of Hawaii 
Okazaki, Claire –— University of Hawaii 
Olson, Judith –— University of Hawaii 
La, Thuy –— University of Hawaii 
 
A Study of Preschool Teachers' Teaching Examples Image about Mathematic Concept of "Compose & Decompose" 
Ming-Chuan, Hong –—  





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Davis, Stephanie 
 
Catch Student Doing Something Right!  Using Windows Movie Maker and Publisher to Communicate Student Progress and 
Program Success 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Hall, Janice 
 
Gifted Women's Heritage: It's Place in a Globalised World 
Hall, Janice –— University of Western Sydney 
 
Organizational Change in Education: Strategies for Leading Change in Education A Qualitative Study 
Heredia, Ronald –— Pepperdine University 
Weslow, Daniel –— Pepperdine University 
Ononiwu, Amara –— Pepperdine University 
 
Inner City Education: A Clash of Perspective 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Rhoades, Kathleen 
 
e-Learning for Educators: Examining Impacts on High Need Schools 
Rhoades, Kathleen –— Boston College 
Chapman, Lauren –— Boston College 
 
A Paradigm Shift: A New Philosophy for Education 
Jones, Enid –— Alabama State University 
 
Education For Prosperity: Analyzing the Historical Trajectory of the Notions of Education and Poverty as Portrayed by 
The World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank in Latin American Policy Documents 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Rumrill, Phillip 
 
Systems Change Strategies for More Inclusive and  Disability-Friendly College and University Campuses 
Rumrill, Phillip –— Kent State University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Sanpanich, Nawaporn 
 
The Study on the Use of English Writing Strategies and Writing Ability of Second-Year Students at Bangkok University 
Sanpanich, Nawaporn –— Bangkok University 
 
Intrinsic or Instrumental?   Motivational Characteristics of English Language learners in Japan 
Perkins, John –— Tokai University 
 
Inculcating Critical and Creative Thinking Skills through Digital Drama 
Hashim, Haslinda –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Colbert, Joel 
 
Preparing the Next Generation of Scholars: The Role of Writing in the Professionalization of Doctoral Students 
Colbert, Joel –— Chapman University 
McNeil, Mary –— Chapman University 
McNenny, Gerri –— Chapman University 
Osborn, Jan –— Chapman University 




Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Watts, Margit 
 
SL9+1: Imbedding Servant Leadership Skills Within the Context of Civic Engagement Activities 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education 
Session Chair: Pinhasi-Vittorio, Limor 
 
Literacy Through the Arts:  A Different Way for Teachers to Create an Open Dialogue in Class, Promoting Multiple Ways 
of Understanding and Construing a Text 
Pinhasi-Vittorio, Limor –— Lehman College, Ciy University of New York 
 
Family Literacy and Students' Reading Achievement:  A Case Study of one Thai Fourth-Grader's Reading Abilities 
Chomphuchart, Nuwee –— University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce 
 
Examinations of Phonological Activation in Sentence-Level Chinese Character Recognition: Implications for L1 and L2 
Chinese Reading Instruction 
Liu, Yeu-Ting –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
How Does Globalization Effect an Assessment of Community Based Literacy? 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Bessette, Harriet 
 
A Vision for Inquiry: Using Drawings to Understand Co-Teaching in Elementary and Middle Grade Classrooms 
Bessette, Harriet –— Kennesaw State University 
 
In the Labyrinth: A Case Study of One Student with Disability's Experience in the College Setting 
Grubbs, Scott –— Valdosta State University 
Chappell, Joshua –— Valdosta State University 
 
The Relationships between Attention and Behavioural Problems, Reading and Spelling Disabilities, School-Burnout and 
Depression During Secondary Education Studies 
Savolainen, Hannu –— University of Joensuu 
Holopainen, Leena –— University of Joensuu 
 
Identified Peer Preferences Between Students With and Without Special Needs in a Full Inclusion Setting 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Fadigan, Kathleen 
 
Teachers' Conceptions of the Nature of Science:  A Pilot Study Using the Views on Science and Education (VOSE) 
Questionnaire 
Fadigan, Kathleen –— Pennsylvania State University 
Majerich, David –— Queens College/Temple University 
Hammrich, Penny –— Queens College, City University of New York 
 
Immediate and Lasting Effects of an NSF Summer School Program 
Keiler, Leslie –— York College, The City University of New York 
 
A Development of the Upper Secondary Science Curriculum on Genetics to Enhance Socio-Scientific Decision Making 
Ability 
Kaewmuangmoon, Sureeporn –— Srinakharinwirot University 
 
Bringing Science Back: Activating Multiple Literacies in Diverse Science Classrooms Using Learning Technologies 
Rodriguez, Alberto –— San Diego State University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Imler, Sylvia 
 
A Response to Intervention in Closing the Achievement Gap for All Children 
Imler, Sylvia –— Youngstown State University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Fulton, Carol 
 
An Exploration of Community Service-Learning Possibilities in Teacher Education 
Fulton, Carol –— University of Regina 
Maeers, Vi –— University of Regina 
 
A Study of Diagnostic Method and Conceptual Change Model on Internal Quality Assurance in the Schools 
Khong-Ngam, Sukanyarat –— Chulalongkorn University 
Wongwanich, Suwimon –— Chulalongkorn University 
Sucheva, Siridej –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Dispositions towards Students of Diversity 
Moss, Linda –— Northeastern State University 
Moody, Judy –— Northeastern State University 
Edwards, Terri –— Northeastern State University 
 
Building Intercultural Solidarity in Canadian Schools at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century 
Chana, Tejwant –— University of Alberta 




Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/6/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Persiani-Becker, Kimberly 
 
Transformative Literacy and the Creative Dialogue Process 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Adult Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Bass de Martinez, Bernice 
 
Responsive Higher Education Alternative in Educating Adults: Overview of Successful Programming for the Adult Learner 
Bass de Martinez, Bernice –— CSU, Sacramento 
Sheared, Vanessa –— CSU, Sacramento 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Music Education 
Session Chair: Wang, Dennis Ping-Cheng 
 
Learning from the experience of elementary music teacher education in Macau and Taiwan: A comparative analysis 
Wang, Dennis Ping-Cheng –— University of Macau 
 
Theorizing a "Sustainable Music": Toronto Community Song Circles and Sustainable Music Education 
Renihan, Colleen –— University of Toronto 
 
Advocacy and Philosophy:  Justifications for the Study of  Music in American Schools 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Fein, Albert 
 
School Counselors and Crisis Response: Lessons Learned from School Shootings 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Loreman, Tim 
 
Inclusive Education in Rural Alberta, Canada: Preliminary Results of Stakeholder Surveys 
Loreman, Tim –— Concordia University College of Alberta 
Lupart, Judy –— University of Alberta 
 
Inclusive Education For Special and Normal Children: A Case Study of Inclusive Educational Schools under the Office of 
Sakaeo Educational Service Area, Thailand 
Ing-Ard, Apinya –— Bangkok University 
Teecome, Lawan –— the Office of Singburee Educational Service Area 
Pantong, Kanok –— Burapha University 
Thonglou, Nunthiya –— Burapha University 
Kaeosuwan, Petcharat –— The Office of Sakaeo Educational Service Area 
Kulprasutidilok, Akua –— Phranakhon Rajabhat University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Nordgren, R.D. 
 
Master of Organizational Leadership Program: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Principal Preparation 
Nordgren, R.D. –— Cleveland State University 
Morin, Deborah –— Cleveland State University 
 
Principals Serving on School Boards:  Incongruous or Invaluable? 
Waggoner, Charles –— Eastern New Mexico University 
 
A Proposed Framework for the Effective Management of Preschools 
Bautista, Lilia –— De la Salle University 
 
Strategies for Success: School Principals Rate the Best Strategies for Closing the Achievement Gap 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Biancaniello, Stefan 
 
Project ECHO - 360: A New Paradigm in Early Literacy Learning 
Biancaniello, Stefan –— Duquesne University 
Mautino, Rosemary –— Duquesne University 
Williams, Julia –— Duquesne University 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Mayo, J.B. 
 
Immigrant Teens' Perspectives on American Schools 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop 
Session Chair: Billingslea, Tanisha 
 
Understanding African American Students' Identity and Motivation for Academic Success:  Curriculum Implications 
Billingslea, Tanisha –— Cameron University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology 
Session Chair: Kirschner, Femke 
 
Effects of Individual and Group-Based Learning from Complex Cognitive Tasks on Efficiency of Retention and Transfer 
Performance 
Kirschner, Femke –— Open University of the Netherlands 
Paas, Fred –— Open University of the Netherlands 
Kirschner, Paul –— Utrecht University 
 
A Comparison of Quality of Multidimensional Item Response Theory Linking Methods under the Differences of Rotation 
and Dimensional Structure 
Junpeng, Putcharee –— Chulalongkorn University 
Lawthong, Nuttaporn –— Chulalongkorn University 
Kanjanawasee, Sirichai –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Brain Modes as Higher Order Constructs for Learning Style Indicators 
Knezek, Gerald –— University of North Texas 
Christensen, Rhonda –— University of North Texas 
Tyler-Wood, Tandra –— Univ. of North Texas 
 
Culture in the Classroom 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop 
Session Chair: Brown, Nancy 
 
With Time and Patience the Mulberry Leaf Becomes a Silk Gown: Collaborative Efforts to Encourage English Language 
Development with Chinese-Speaking Students 
Brown, Nancy –— Georgia State University 
Brown, Aaron –— Gateway Language Village 




Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Merrill, Kelly Carter 
 
The Global Perspective Inventory (GPI): Its Purpose, Construction, and Potential Uses 
Merrill, Kelly Carter –— University of Hawaii 
Braskamp, Larry –— Loyola University Chicago 
Braskamp, David –— Chicago Public Schools 
 
Spirituality and Religious Commitment: Factors that Contribute to Black Students' Academic Achievement 
Mendoza, Jennifer –— Claremont Graduate University 
 
Research Collaboration in Academy: The Case of Taiwan 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Session Chair: Lawrence, Malia 
 
Do White Athletes Experience Race Issues?: A Qualitative Investigation of Intercollegiate Athletes 
Lawrence, Malia –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Swimming Instruction for Those Fearful of Water 
Stillwell, Belinda –— California State University, Northridge 
 
A Cohort Model for Athletic Training Education 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Higher Education: Reading - Workshop 
Session Chair: Beckman, Marian 
 
Do Web-based Courses Offer Quality, Integrity, and Validity? 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education 
Session Chair: Roy, Sylvie 
 
A sociolinguistic view of teaching languages in Canada 
Roy, Sylvie –— University of Calgary 
 
Taiwanese EFL Learners' Perceptions on Suprasegmentals and Segmentals of English: Need Analysis and Perception 
Difficulties 
Chen, Shu-Chu Chris –— Cheng Chi University and Yunlin University of Science and Technology 
Kuo, Wen-Lung –— Chung Jen College of Nursing, Health Science and Management 
 
An Investigation of Refusals in Mandarin Chinese 
Chen, Shu-Chu Chris –— Cheng Chi University and Yunlin University of Science and Technology 
 
A Literary Analysis in the Lyrics of Chosen Selections From the Rapper Nasir "Nas" Jones 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Majerich, David 
 
What is Past is Prologue:  Four New Research-based Considerations for Preparing Students to Perceive and Learn from 
Science Demonstrations 
Majerich, David –— Queens College/Temple University 
Fadigan, Kathleen –— Pennsylvania State University 
Schmuckler, Joseph –— Temple University 
 
Bringing STEM Graduate Fellows into Rural Middle Schools: First-Year Results of the NSF-Funded Indiana 
Interdisciplinary GK-12 Project 
Dyehouse, Melissa –— Purdue University 
Bennett, Deborah –— Purdue University 
 
Model-Eliciting Activities as Inquiry-Based Science Curriculum 
Caylor, Beth –— Indiana University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: DeHaas, Sarah 
 
Case Method Instruction in Teacher Education:   Research-based Strategies for Optimal Learning 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Faulk, Joanna 
 
Calgon... Take Me Away (At Least From These Classroom Challenges!) 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Mungai, Anne 
 
Do Best Practices Make a Difference in High Needs Schools? 
Mungai, Anne –— Adelphi University 
 
Can We? How Do We?: Assessing Educatiors' Dispositions During Professional Preparation 
Torlone, Daniel –— University of Saint Francis 
Swiss, Jane –— University of Saint Francis 
 
Preservice Teacher Education: Addressing Cultural Diversity in Teacher preparation 
Muofhe, Lillian –— Adelphi University 
 
Ethical Perspectives of Teachers Professional Development Through Reflective Practice 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations - Workshop 
Session Chair: De Lucca, Ashley 
 
College Begins in Kindergarten: Building a College Bound Culture Through K-16 Partnerships 
De Lucca, Ashley –— Project GRAD Los Angeles 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Signer, Barbara 
 
A Comparison of Student and Faculty Perceptions of Instructor Interactions in Online  In-Service Methods Courses 
Signer, Barbara –— St. John's University 
Ely, Margot –— New York University 
McClusky, Amanda –— St. John's University 
 
Meeting the Needs of ELLs in an Online Credential Program for Interns 
Salisbury, Mary –— California State University, Stanislaus 
 
Teacher Education in Cyberspace: Computer-Based Instruction or Computer-Based Education? 
Silva, Ruth –— University of North Texas 




Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Counselor Education 
Session Chair: Tolentino, Laramie 
 
Perceived Readiness of Filipino Public School Counselors for the Counselor Licensure Examination 
Tolentino, Laramie –— De La Salle University 
 
Preparation of Post-Secondary Counselors:  What Issues Will Their Clients Bring? 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Davenport, Pat 
 
Increasing Parents' Involvement in Education 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop 
Session Chair: Stanley-Hart, Antoinette 
 
Integrating the Learning Outcomes of Academic Advising with a First-year Seminar 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Hayes, Bruce 
 
Wyoming School Safety Anonymous Tip Line 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Holt, Jerry 
 
Science and Literature:  Interdisciplinary Connections 
Holt, Jerry –— Forest Hill High School 
Tarr, Suzanne –— Forest Hill High School 
Tedder, Brent –— Forest Hill High School 
Waksmunski, Jennifer –— Forest Hill High School 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel 
Session Chair: Davenport, Elizabeth 
 
Exploring Our Research - A Symposium of Graduate Research 
Davenport, Elizabeth –— FAMU 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Thurmond, Margaret 
 
Women in Leaderhip:  The Contradiction Between Theory and Reality 
Thurmond, Margaret –— Pepperdine University 
Gandhi, Shreyas –— Pepperdine University 
Hernandez, Cheri –— Pepperdine University 
 
Preparing Students To Work 
Bennet, Amy –— University of Mississippi 
Dougherty, Barbara –— University of Mississippi 
 
Redefining Boundaries through Meaningful Art Engagement: A Case Study of a Collaborative Trans-agency Art Project 
Involving Inmates, Students and  the Physically Challenged in Singapore 
Ang, Winston –— Nanyang Technological University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Liao, Hui-Chuan 
 
Messages from Course Syllabi 
Liao, Hui-Chuan –— Chienkuo Technology University 
Lee, Mei-Ling –— Chienkuo Technology University 
 
The Impacts of Rhetorical Structure on Metacognitive Awareness and Reading Strategy of EFL Readers 
Lee, Mei-Ling –— Chienkuo Technology University 
Liao, Hui-Chuan –— Chienkuo Technology University 
 
An Empirical Study of EFL Students' English Journal Writing by Metacognition 
Wu, Chia Pei –— I-Shou University 
Hsu, Cheng –— National Chung Cheng University 
 
The Common Grammatical Errors Taiwanese Students Often Make in English Research 
Chang, Chih-Ning Lynn –— Tunghai University 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Coomber, Shirley 
 
Students with Disabilities: Post-Secondary Voices and Universal Design for Learning 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Gilbert, Michael 
 
Characterizing Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching 
Gilbert, Michael –— University of Hawaii 
Gilbert, Barbara –— Washington State University/Spokane Public Schools 
Coomes, Jackie –— Eastern Washington University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Social Studies Education 
Session Chair: Tupper, Jennifer 
 
(Re)Creating Citizens: Students Conceptualizing Citizenship 
Tupper, Jennifer –— University of Regina 
Cappello, Mike –— University of Regina 
Bruce, Ryan –— University of Regina 
 
Students Thinking About Citizenship in Canada and Russia 
Sears, Alan –— Univeristy of New Brunswick 
 
Mapwork: Arts-based Approaches to Teaching about Place and Identity in Social Studies and Geography 
Hurren, Wanda –— University of Victoria 
 
Exemplary Elementary Social Studies in an Era of NCLB:  Three Case Studies 
Field, Sherry –— University of Texas at Austin 
Webeck, Marylee –— University of Texas at Austin 
Alleman, Janet –— Michigan State University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Nworie, Bennett 
 
Cultural and Linguistic Considerations in the Effective Implementation of Response to Intervention at the School Site Level 
Nworie, Bennett –— Azusa Pacific University 
Goodwin, Kaye –— Azusa Pacific University 
Latunde, Yvette –— Azusa Pacific University 




Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Panel 
Session Chair: Greer, Gary 
 
Need for Computer Literacy Assessment in Higher Education - Multidisciplinary Views of The College Board's Online 
Computer Literacy Assessment 
Greer, Gary –— University of Houston Downtown 
Ruthstrom, Carl –— University of Houston-Downtown 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Seiki, Sumer J 
 
Voices of Preservice Teachers:  Perspectives on the Performance Assessment of California Teachers (PACT) 
Seiki, Sumer J –— University California, Davis 
Okhremtchouk, Irina –— University California, Davis 
Gilliland, Betsy –— University California, Davis 
Ateh, Comfort –— University California, Davis 
Kato, Anna –— University California, Davis 
 
Strategies for Creating and Nurturing a Professional Development School Partnership:  A Case Study 
Bing, John –— Salisbury University 
Veditz, Janet –— Wicomico County (MD) Board of Education 
 
Using Technology to Support Program Improvement in a Teacher Education Program 
Bing, Sally –— University of Maryland Eastern Shore 
Verbeke, Karen –— University of Maryland Eastern Shore 
 
Two Models for Addressing the Teacher Shortage through PreK-16 Partnerships:  Teacher Academies and AAT Programs 
Verbeke, Karen –— University of Maryland Eastern Shore 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Mayo, J.B. 
 
Gay Teachers' Negotiated Interactions with Their Students and (Straight) Colleagues 
Mayo, J.B. –— University of Minnesota 
 
Using videotaping as self-reflective technique in teaching 
Tu, Tsunghui –— Kent State University 
Hsiao, Wei-Ying –— Southern Utah University 
 
The Construction Site Project: Transforming Early Childhood Teacher Practice 
McNaughton, Kathryn –— University College of the North 
Krentz, Caroline –— University of Regina 
 
Making teacher education meaningful for aboriginal students: Stories of Niitsitapi 
Campbell, Cathy –— University of Lethbridge 




Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: DeWeese, David 
 
Addressing Potential Disconnects: challenges and Opporunities for University/Public School Partnerships 
DeWeese, David –— Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
 
The Emotional Ups and Downs: First-Year Teachers' Emotions 
Darby, Alexa –— Elon University 
Mihans, Richard –— Elon University 
 
Teaching the Teacher:  Thinking Out of the Box for All Students 
Oberg, Carol –— University of La Verne 
 
Does the Issue of Creationism Versus Evolution Present a Problem for Living Environment Core Curriculum Science 
Teachers in the Northern New York Public Schools? 
Valentine, Kathleen –— SUNY Potsdam 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Adult Education 
Session Chair: Daffron, Sandra 
 
Learning Transfer: Lessons Learned from Government Welfare Employees 
Daffron, Sandra –— Western Washington University 
North, Roberta –— DSHS 
 
Involving the Underrepresented Group in Nevada in Research and Education 
Latifi, Shahram –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Palaniappan, Venka –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
I Feel, Therefore, I Learn:  The Role of Emotion in Self-directed Learning 
Rager, Kathleen –— University of Oklahoma 
 
Come in Spinner: The Interface Between Older People and Computer Technology 
Conolly, Peter –— Australian Catholic University 
McDonald, Tracey –— Australian Catholic University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Music Education 
Session Chair: Bower, David Norman 
 
Constructivism in Music Education Technology: Creating and Environment for Choral Composition in the Fourth and 
Fifth Grades 
Bower, David Norman –— New York University 
 
Decline of the Church Music Profession in America:  A Search for Its Causes and Its Relevance for Education 
Lanier-Keosaian, Linda –— NYU 




Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Yang, Hsiao-Hui 
 
A Confucian Reading of "Charlotte's Web" 
Yang, Hsiao-Hui –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
Robert Noyce Scholarship Program:  Addressing the Needs of Special Training for Future Math and Science Teachers 
Salisbury, Mary –— California State University, Stanislaus 
 
Servant-Leadership:  Building Community to Empower Preservice Teachers 
Fuller, David –— Macon State College 
Mumford, Vincent –— Central Michigan Universtiy 
Evans, W. Franklin –— Elizabeth City State University 
 
Online Delivery of Career Services: Student Preferences and Expectations 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Ross, David 
 
Living English Simulation Learning for Non-Native English Speakers Incorporating Edutainment Methodology 
Ross, David –— University of Southern Queensland and Lanstar Corporation Pty Ltd 
 
The Application of Adaptive Learning System to English Learning Environment of Taiwan 
Liao, Hung-Chang –— Chung-Shan Medical University 
Wang, Ya-huei –— Chung Shan Medical University 
 
Asian English Fever Comes to the Government:  Voices From English Teachers on the New Educational Reform in Korea 
Huh, Seonmin –— Indiana University 
Lee, Mun Woo –— Indiana University 
 
She was Absent Yesterday: What Recasts may Tell us about Second Language Learning 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop 
Session Chair: Taylor, Betty 
 
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Revisited: Policy Changes and the Impact Upon Diversity and Social Class in the U.S. 
Taylor, Betty –— University of San Francisco 
Pilfer, Susan –— New Jersey City University 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Gillio, Vickie 
 
An Interdisciplinary Approach to an Isolating Problem:  Effectively Addressing Eating Disorders Within University 
Communities 
Gillio, Vickie –— Northern Illinois University 
Kubal, Anne –— Private Practitioner 
Wesener, Kelly –— Northern Illinois University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Sears, Alan 
 
Singing Out of Tune: Subversive Stories as a Vehicle for Transformative Teaching 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: Phillips, Kevin 
 
Pastor Leadership Preparation: Evaluating and Improving Seminary Education in America 
Phillips, Kevin –— Teachers College Columbia University 
 
Character Education: How to Enhance Professional Ethics in Responsibility of Vocational and Technology Students 
Teunkham, Woranat –— Rajamangala University of Technology 
 
Report on a Work in Progress: Developing a Program of Basic Skills in English with One Cohort in Four Short-Term 
Courses 
Austin, Linda –— Glendale (AZ) Community College 
 
Speaking Volumes: The Role of Religion in Teaching History in India 
Levknecht, Jessica –— George Washington University 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development 
Session Chair: Hsu, Cheng 
 
New Media Education: The Unity of Learning and Development 
Hsu, Cheng –— National Chung Cheng University 
 
The ULS School Success Program: Examining and Extending What Works 
Berg, Kathleen –— University of Hawaii 
Birkett, Fred –— University of Hawaii 
Towata, Carolyn –— University of Hawaii 
Teixeira, Tracy –— University of Hawaii 
Thom, Dayna –— University of Hawaii 
Haberman, Martha –— University of Hawaii 
Mejia, Leilani –— University of Hawaii 
 
Study Abroad as a Method of Preparing Pre-Service Teachers to Work With Diverse Students: A Step by Step Guide 
Rodriguez, Eloisa –— Purdue University 
Kulago, Hollie –— Purdue University 
Shirley, Valerie –— Purdue University 
 
Theoretical Incompatibilities in Teachers' Self-Understandings of Educational Practice: An Examination Using Q 
methodology. 
Madoc-Jones, Geoffrey –— Simon Fraser University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Erickson, Deborah 
 
The Use of the Consultancy Protocol in Supporting Doctoral Student Work 
Erickson, Deborah –— California Lutheran University 
Cosenza, Michael –— California Lutheran University 
Botz, Hanns –— California Lutheran University 
Cruz, Sandra –— California Lutheran University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Norin, Lori 
 
Streamline Your Teaching: Improve Student Learning Using Electronic Assessment 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Gilbert, Barbara 
 
Designing Communities of Practice: Pressing Teacher Understanding of Mathematics Content and Content Knowledge for 
Teaching 
Gilbert, Barbara –— Washington State University/Spokane Public Schools 
Gilbert, Michael –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Importance of Conceptual Understanding and Problem Solving in the Delivery of the School Curriculum 
Jean, John Invy –— Southern Connecticut State University 
 
Using the History of Mathematics to Motivate Students 
Chan, Yiu Ming –— Brigham Young University Hawaii 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Allen, Mary Beth 
 
Practicing What We Preach:  Using Learner-centered Teaching Processes in College Classrooms 
Allen, Mary Beth –— East Stroudsburg University 
Mohr, Kathleen –— University of North Texas 
Sampson, Mary Beth –— Texas A&M- Commerce 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Language Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Baron, Lindamichelle 
 
Literacy Living in Cultural Language Based Traditions of Urban Middle School Males 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Heo, Misook 
 
Digital Storytelling for 21st Century Skills: A Proposal for Future Research 
Heo, Misook –— Duquesne University 
Carbonara, David –— Duquesne University 
Kush, Joseph –— Duquesne University 
 
The Effects of NCLB-Funded Instructional Technology Training  on Teachers' Classroom Practice 
Lu, Ruiling –— Old Dominion University 
Overbaugh, Richard –— Old Dominion University 
Lin, ShinYi –— Ching Kuo Institute of Management and Health 
 
Development of E-Educational Psychology Dictionary 
Jantaragrant, Panida –— King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang 
Worrachittanont, Wilaiporn –— King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang 
Tenissara, Rawiwan –— Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology 
Wattananikorn, Soawaluk –— Sanook Onlune Limited 
Petsuwan, Sakchai –— King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang 
 
Technology Promise: Overcoming Barriers in the Integration of Computers in Education 
Keengwe, Jared –— University of North Dakota 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Henkel, Steven 
 
Helping Future Teachers To Shepherd Students Without Shearing Their Souls 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Locklear, Christopher 
 
Wachovia Partnership East: An Analysis of a University Center Model in Teacher Education 
Locklear, Christopher –— East Carolina University 
Davis, Lynne –— East Carolina University 
Covington, Vivian –— East Carolina University 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Alibrandi, Marsha 
 
"In the Real World": School-Community Partnerships For Learning Just Outside the Door 
Alibrandi, Marsha –— Fairfield University 
Grable, Lisa –— North Carolina State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: McKinnon, Margot 
 
Spiritual Intelligence in the Classroom 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Busby, Ruth 
 
Using Local Oral History in the Elementary Classroom 
Busby, Ruth –— University of South Alabama 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Stambler, Moses 
 
Jewish Denominations and Social Service Agencies' Responses to Faith-Based Charitable Choice Federal Funding 
Stambler, Moses –— Southern Connecticut State University 
 
A Problem and Inquiry-based Agricultural and Environmental Science Course for K-12 Teachers 
Sylva, Traci –— University of Hawaii 
Chinn, Pauline –— University of Hawaii 
Kinoshita, Charles –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Leonard Bernstein Center Goes to College 
Pool, Ken –— Gettysburg College 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Borromeo, Roberto 
 
Strategic Planning for Higher Education: Case Studies of Planning in Selected Institutions in the Philippines 
Borromeo, Roberto –— De La Salle University 
 
Distributed Leadership - A Framework for Generating Insight into School Leadership Practice 
Wright, Lisa –— University of Alberta 
 
A New Classification of the Contents for E-learning Portals 
Convertini, Vito Nicola –— University of Bari 
Marengo, Agostino –— University of Bari 
Marengo, Vittorio –— University of Bari 
Scalera, Michele –— University of Bari 
Serra, Antonella –— University of Bari 
 
The Challenges of Female Principalsin Saskatchewan, Canada and Tianjin, China 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
Poster Session 
 
Frontloading Language for English Learners: A study in progress on the effect of teacher professional development on 
student success in reading 
Crowe, Judith –— California Lutheran University 
 
Determine whether the Education will Affect the Attitudes and Perceptions of Taiwan senior Citizens toward Long-term 
Care Service Systems 
Cheng, Yu-Han –— Tainan Leader University 
Cheng, Fu-Cheng –— Sullivan University 
 
Enhancing Early Literacy Skill Development for English Language Learners: A Pilot Study of Two Methods 
Farver, JoAnn –— University of Southern California 
Eppe, Stefanie –— Para Los Ninos 
 
Developmental Trajectories of Emergent Literacy Skills in English Only and English as a Second Language Preschoolers 
Farver, JoAnn –— University of Southern California 
Eppe, Stefanie –— Para Los Ninos 
Nakamoto, Jonathan –— University of Southern California 
 
A Framework for Preparing School Leaders 
Smith, Agnes –— University of South Alabama 
Gray, David –— University of South Alabama 
Thomas, Albert –— University of South Alabama 
 
Relational Leadership: A Trust Perspective 
Eyemaro, Bennie –— Bridgewater State College 
 
The Effectiveness of a Reading/Psychology Learning Community 
Lorence, Laurie –— San Diego Mesa College 
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The Contribution of Good Oral Language Skills to the Reading Achievement of African American Students 
Craig, Holly –— University of Michigan 
Hensel, Stephanie –— University of Michigan 
 
Urban School Reform Enabled by Transformative Professional Development: Impact on Teacher Change and Student 
Learning of Science 
Johnson, Carla –— University of Toledo 
Fargo, Jamison –— Utah State University 
 
Does Change From Professional Development Programs Last? A Longitudinal Study of Sustained and Increased Science 
Teacher Improvement Three Years Later 
Johnson, Carla –— University of Toledo 
Kahle, Jane –— Miami University 
Fargo, Jamison –— Utah State University 
 
Student Affairs Administrative Model for Ideal Graduate Development of Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna 
Junoisuwan, Peera –— Maejo University 
Traisaeng, Apichart –— Maejo University 
Panyadee, Chalermchai –— Maejo University 
Kaewtip, Somkit –— Maejo University 
Viranggorn, Jirawat –— Kasetsart University 
 
Taking the Next Step: From "School Uniforms" to "Uniforms for Schools" 
DeCastro-Ambrosetti, Debra –— California State University Fullerton 
Costa, Victoria –— California State University Fullerton 
 
Adopted Children in School: What Parents Wish Teachers Knew 
Kushner Benson, Susan –— University of Akron 
 
"A Hop, Skip and a Jump": Korean Americans Bridge the Cultural Divide Through Visitation to their Heritage Homeland 
Cho, Grace –— California State University, Fullerton 
 
Flipping the deficit conversation: Assuming success instead of failure & redefining who is considered college bound/ 
Higher Education/ Student Paper 
Tefera, Adai –— UCLA 
 
The Role of Self-Efficacy in the Self-Regulatory Behaviors of African American and  Mexican American Adolescents 
Orange, Carolyn –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Guerra, Norma –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Hsieh, Peggy(Pei-Hsuan) –— University of Texas at San Antonio 
 
Teaching Infants and Toddlers thru Songs and Rhymes: an Action Research 
Huang, Chiu-Yu –— Minghsin University of Science & Technology 
Yuan, Chia-Yin –— Song-an Preschool 
 
Japanese Language Videos On Demand                www.japanese101.com 
Oda, Yukari –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Interpersonal Consequences of Emotional Expression in Children 
Hurtubise, Mariève –— University of Ottawa 
Gosselin, Pierre –— University of Ottawa 
 
Psychological Outcomes in Adults with Previously Undiagnosed Learning Disabilities 
Mrazik, Martin –— University of Alberta 
Plume, Sara –— University of Alberta 
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Investigating the Influence of Parental Factors on the Postsecondary Educational Attainment Aspirations of Rural Middle 
and High School Students 
Williams, Kristen –— Ball State University 
Huffman, Lisa –— Ball State University 
Finch, Holmes –— Ball State University 
 
Cognitive Outcomes in Adults with Learning Disabilities 
Plume, Sara –— University of Alberta 
Mrazik, Martin –— University of Alberta 
 
It Takes a Village (or a Semester) to Raise a Child: Virtual Parenting in Higher Education 
Zeece, Pauline Davey –— University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
 
Meta-analysis of learning style on implications of online discussion forums in Higher Education 
Lin, ShinYi –— Ching Kuo Institute of Management and Health 
Lu, Ruiling –— Old Dominion University 
 
A study on the effects of experimental activities in communities 
Suzuki, Kanae –— University of Tsukuba 
 
Computer Personalities and Student Interaction: An Examination of Student Satisfaction 
Kisamore, Jennifer –— University of Oklahoma-Tulsa 
Peck, Sydney –— Tulsa Community College 
 
The relationship between family structure and high school students' academic achievements in Korea: The mediating 
effects of parental income and parental involvement and the moderating effect of students' procrastination 
Choo, Sang Youp –— Chungbuk National University 
Lim, Sung Moon –— Chungbuk National University 
Yeom, Yeon Ok –— Chungbuk National University 
Kim, Sang-Hee –— Chungbuk National University 
 
Learning to Lead: Utilizing Standards and a Conceptual Framework to Develop the Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions of 
an Educational Leader 
Erickson, Deborah –— California Lutheran University 
Travick-Jackson, Cecelia –— California Lutheran University 
 
The mediating effects of achievement motivation and academic self-efficacy and the moderating effects of pessimism and 
procrastination in the relationship between family structure and high school students' academic achievements in Korea 
Yeom, Yeon Ok –— Chungbuk National University 
Choo, Sang Youp –— Chungbuk National University 
Lim, Sung Moon –— Chungbuk National University 
Kim, Sang-Hee –— Chungbuk National University 
 
The relationship between family structure and adolescents' delinquency in Korea: The mediation effect of parental 
monitoring and parental support, and the moderating effect of students' emotional autonomy 
Kim, Sang-Hee –— Chungbuk National University 
Choo, Sang Youp –— Chungbuk National University 
Lim, Sung Moon –— Chungbuk National University 
Yeom, Yeon Ok –— Chungbuk National University 
 
Service to Save Democracy 
McGaha, Julie –— Clemson University 
Earle, Ashley –— Clemson University 
Earle, Brittney –— Clemson University 
Davis, Grant –— Clemson University 
Brooks, Erin –— Clemson University 
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Increasing the Number of Mathematics Teachers:  Mentoring Through Critical Transition Points 
Pavone, Chris –— CSU Chico 
 
Help-Seeking Behavior and Strategies of Online Learners 
Vonderwell, Selma –— Cleveland State University 
Kushner Benson, Susan –— University of Akron 
 
A Randomized Evaluation of the Impacts of Literacy-Focused Preschool Curriculum and Two Professional Development 
Models Over Time 
Lonigan, Christopher –— Florida State University 
Phillips, Beth –— Florida State University 
Menchetti, Jeanine –— Florida State University 
 
Integrating Patient Simulation into Undergraduate Nursing Education:  A Road Map for Success 
Smitten, Jayne –— Grant MacEwan College 
Briggs, Yvonne –— Grant MacEwan College 
 
Understanding the Depth of Principal Knowledge in Reading 
Goldwyn, Shana –— Florida State University 
Lang, Laura –— Florida State University 
Connor, Carol McDonald –— Florida State University 
 
Grants: Appropriate Opportunities, Appropriate Partnerships 
Shimakawa, Ellen –— CSU San Bernardino 
 
Assessing Your States Alternative Certification Program: Are They Building Highly Qualified Teachers? 
Burkett, Chris –— Columbia College 
 
Effects of Listening to Storybooks on Sex-Typing of Taiwanese Young Children 
Lan, Chiu-Hui –— Tainan University of Technology 
 
Shared Journal Writing in Kindergarten 
Tunks, Karyn –— University of South Alabama 
 
Linking Literacy and Content Learning in the Primary Grades: Guiding Strategy Instruction Through Trade Books 
Laverick, DeAnna –— Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
 
The Predictive Ability of Two Language Screening Tests 
Hull, Jr., Robert –— Valdosta State University 
Ussery, Carlene –— Ware County Schools 
 
Reading Promotion Poster 
Tunley-Daymude, Evelyne –— Southcentral Foundation 
 
Unveiling School Community Councils in Saskatchewan:  Principal Hopes and Concerns 
Preston, Jane –— University of Saskatchewan 
Stelmach, Bonnie –— University of Saskatchewan 
 
Effects of Inspiration Software Versus Word on the Comprehension Skills for Middle School Students with Mild Disabilities 
in Social Studies Instruction 
Boon, Richard –— University of Georgia 
Fore, III, Cecil –— University of Georgia 
Bailey, Carrie –— University of Georgia 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Foroud, Zahra 
 
Montessori Education and Emergent Curriculum 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Krause, Jenny 
 
Readiness and Emergency Management for Schools 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop 
Session Chair: Fanning, Michael 
 
Workshop: Formation Meeting for a New Professional Society: the International Association for the Study of the Global 
Achievement Gap 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Ikpa, Vivian 
 
Sociopolitical Shifts and the Achievement Gap 
Ikpa, Vivian –— Temple University 
 
No Child Left Behind's Implementation in Urban School Settings: Implications for Serving Students with Emotional and 
Behavior Disorders 
Fitzpatrick, Michael –— New Mexico State University 
 
Addressing Values: Promoting Deliberative Democratic Evaluation  For Educational Programs 
Ren, Zhongtang –— Old Dominion University 
Myran, Steve –— Old Dominion University 
Blackburn, David –— Old Dominion University 
Zhang, Shaoan –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Young, Sybil –— Newport News Public Schools, Virginia 
 
The Politics of Student Assessment in Alberta: A Proposed Framework for Renewing Policy and Practice 
Webber, Charles –— University of Calgary 
Lupart, Judy –— University of Alberta 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Norin, Lori 
 
High Tech Tool Meets Low Tech Teacher 
Norin, Lori –— University of Arkansas - Fort Smith 
 
Mentoring the first year transition to university: an Australian case-study 
Scanlon, Lesley –— University of Sydney 
 
An innovative mental health awareness  and resilience-building undergraduate course 
Lai-Yeung, Susanna Wai Ching –— Open University of Hong Kong 
 
Institute for Principled Leadership:  A Model for the Critical Role of Higher Education in National and International 
Policy Leadership 
Sattler, Joan –— Bradley University 
Scroggs, Lori –— Bradley University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Osborne, Cheryl 
 
A Journey in Growing Up and Older: Strategies for Engaging Freshman Students in Learning about University Life and 
Longevity 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Pokorny, Anita 
 
Images of Women in Popular Culture 
Pokorny, Anita –— Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Sullivan, Alayne 
 
Struggling Adolescent Readers and Social Justice: Empowering Literacy AND Affirming Basic Humanity 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Birnbaum, Barry 
 
Project POST: Preparing General Educators to Work with Children with Exceptional Needs 
Birnbaum, Barry –— Northeastern Illinois University 
 
Videotherapy and Star Trek: Facilitating Discussions of Affective Disability Issues 
Shepherd, Terry –— Indiana University South Bend 
Brown, Randel –— Texas A&M International University 
 
Special Education students in Puerto Rico: The structure of inequality of IDEA 04 services 
Thorsos, Nilsa –— Azusa Pacific University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Malone, Laurell 
 
Environmental Education Awareness Programs for Grades K-12 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Graziano, Kevin 
 
Co-Developers of the Curriculum: Critical Pedagogy, Praxis, and Pre-service Teachers 
Graziano, Kevin –— Nevada State College 
 
Constructing Quality, Sustainability, and Fidelity: Research Findings from an Urban School-University Partnership 
Walker, David –— Northern Illinois University 
Sorensen, Christine –— University of Hawaii 
Downey, Portia –— Northern Illinois University 
Smaldino, Sharon –— Northern Illinois University 
 
Reconfiguring General and Special Education Teacher Preparations 
Chang, Moon –— Alabama State University 
 
Holistic Gifted Teacher in Problem-Based Learning: The Stories of Three Teachers 
Lu, Chin-hsieh –— National Taipei University of Education 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Singh, Amarjit 
 
Local/Global and Diversity Issues in Globalization and Teacher Education 
Singh, Amarjit –— Memorial University 
 
Utilizing a Measure of Conative Abilities to Identify Previously Unrecognized Student Strengths and Increase Students' 
Self-Esteem 
Gerdes, Karen –— Arizona State University 
Stromwall, Layne –— Arizona State University 
 
Social responsibility begins within: A comparative analysis of culture quilts 
Archung, Kim –— Claflin Univeristy 
Jackson-Minot, Marquita –— Agnes Scott College 
 
Diversifying Teacher Education: Recruiting African American Males into Teacher Preparation Programs from University 
Athletic Departments 
Lewis, Chance –— Texas A&M University 
Bonner, Fred –— Texas A&M University 
Byrd, David –— Texas A&M University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Hill-Jackson, Valerie 
 
National and International Dimensions of Childhood Lead Poisoning: What Every Educator Must Know 
Hill-Jackson, Valerie –— Texas A&M University 
Richardson, Jeanita –— Virginia State University 
 
Teacher Training in Qurban & Surraya Educational Trust?: Case Study from Pakistan 
Mahmood, Abida –— Qurban & Surraya Educational Trust 
 
Reflections of First Year Indian Teacher Education Program (ITEP) Graduates in Band Controlled School Environments:  
Preliminary Findings 
Wimmer, Randolph –— University of Alberta 
Arcand, Yvette –— University of Saskatchewan 
Legare, Louise –— University of Saskatchewan 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kiser-Chuc, Kevan 
 
Accessing Authentic Learning Through Creativity in a Multiculturally and Multilinguistic World 
Kiser-Chuc, Kevan –— Tucson Unified School District 
Ballesteros, Norma –— Tucson Unified School District 




Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Rural Education 
Session Chair: Corbin, Mary Beth 
 
Factors That Influence Rural High School Students' Decisions About Whether to Enter the Teaching Profession and How 
Colleges of Education Might Positively Impact that Influence 
Corbin, Mary Beth –— East Carolina University 
Covington, Vivian –— East Carolina University 
 
Storytelling as Liberatory Education For All: Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Central Australian Young Playwrights' 
Festival 
Harris, Anne –— Victoria University 
 
Creating Social Entrepreneurship in Rural Communities Through Extension Education 
Bond-Zielinski, Cindy –— Ohio State University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education 
Session Chair: Kaumbulu, Martina 
 
System-Wide Collaborative and Consultaiton Supports to Child-Care Providers Working With Young Urban Children With 
Disabilities in Center-Based Natural-Environment Programs 
Kaumbulu, Martina –— San Jose City College and De Anza College 
 
Translation and Adaptation of the On-Entry Baseline Assessment and Its Predictive Validity 
Vidmar, Masa –— Educational Research Institute 
Zupancic, Maja –— University of Ljubljana 
 
How New Teachers Learn to Teach the Integration of Technology through Mentoring 
 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education 
Session Chair: Stone, William 
 
Factors Influencing Teacher Candidate's Content Area Test Performance: A Quantitative Study 
Stone, William –— Saint Xavier University 
 
Class Size and Resources: The Impact of Classroom Realities to Teaching and Learning 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Gilmore, Christina 
 
Tech Success: Innovative Strategies for Engaging Middle School Students Living with Disabilities in Technology and 
Science Education. 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education 
Session Chair: Beris, Rebecca 
 
Promoting Creative Thinking in Early Education 
Beris, Rebecca –— Victoria University 
Yelland, Nicola –— Victoria Univeristy 
 
Felonious Fairy Tales: Are They Detrimental to Childen? 
Esch, Ginny –— University of Tennessee at Martin 
 
Interpretive Ethnography: Ella's Story 
Sherwood, Fran –— Eastern Washington University 
 
Healthy and Ready to Learn:  An Early Childhood Approach to Obesity and Diabetes Prevention 
Yin, Zenong –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Hernandez, Art –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Love, Ashleyt –— University of Texas San Antonio 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Van Duzer, Eric 
 
Magic in the Classroom 
Van Duzer, Eric –— Humboldt State University 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Tonnsen, Sandra 
 
The First 100 Days:  How School Boards Support Their New Superintendents 
Tonnsen, Sandra –— Western Carolina University 
 
The Effects of Governance Reform on Instructional Practices in a Traditional and a Charter School 
Luster, John –— National University 
 
Political Constraints on Scientific Practice and Research Integrity: Scientifically Based Research and Legislating of 
Methodologies 
Nilson, Michelle –— Simon Fraser University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Educational Psychology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Sobon, Sonia 
 
Exploring Attachment Representations of At-Risk Adolescents Through Family Drawings 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Eastburn, Sara 
 
Self-Assessment Dialogue: Added Value? 
Eastburn, Sara –— University of Huddersfield 
 
A Paradigm Shift in Multicultural Education for Higher Education 
Nelson, Dennis –— Utah State University 
 
Collaboration and Confrontation between the East and West: Joint Programs between Chinese Universities and their 
Western Partners 
Chen, Shen –— University of Newcastle, Australia 
Wang, Jing –— University of Newcastle, Australia 
 
An Analysis of Preparedness of College Seniors for the Workforce 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Givens, Ruth 
 
Understanding the changing landscape of American education: Diversity in higher education classrooms 
Givens, Ruth –— Azusa Pacific University 
Thorsos, Nilsa –— Azusa Pacific University 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Dougherty, Barbara 
 
The Effects of the TI-Navigator System on Student Achievement and Attitudes in Algebra 
Dougherty, Barbara –— University of Mississippi 
Bennet, Amy –— University of Mississippi 
 
The Impact of Mathematics Professional Development on Primary-grade Teachers' Understanding of Geometry:  A 
Preliminary Report 
Bezuk, Nadine –— San Diego State University 
 
Predicting Success in Algebra 
Slovin, Hannah –— University of Hawaii 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Floyd, Penny 
 
Middle Level Teachers Integrate Reading Skills Across the Curriculum 
Floyd, Penny –— Holly Springs Inter. School 
Marion, Vikki –— Holly Springs Inter. School 
Mason, Shauneille –— Holly Springs Inter. School 
Sledge, Jacqueline –— Holly Springs Inter. School 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Cross, Robert 
 
Using a Transdisciplinary Service Delivery Model to Increase Parental Involvement with Special Education Student 
Cross, Robert –— Grand Valley State University 
 
Using multivariate statistical method to explore a quasi experiment study on children with developmental delays 
Lin, Mike –— Brigham Young University Hawaii 
 
The Relationships between Reading and Spelling Disabilities, School-Burnout and Depression during Secondary Education 
Studies 
Holopainen, Leena –— University of Joensuu 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Beierle, John 
 
From Bioterrorism to Emerging Diseases: A New Approach to Science Education at the College Freshman Level 
Beierle, John –— University of Southern California 
 
Evaluating Teacher Education Programs:  A new Tool for Tracking Student Progress and Evaluating Program Outcomes 
in Science Education 
Brown, Steven –— Loyola University Chicago 
Heath, Linda –— Loyola University Chicago 
Shefner, Rachel –— Loyola University Chicago 
Fan, Xiaoyan –— Loyola University Chicago 
Leverett, Jonya –— Loyola University Chicago 
Slavsky, David –— Loyola University Chicago 
 
Learning Unit with Corporate Scientific Explanation Using Fading Scaffold Technique to Promote Students' Reasoning 
Skills 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Cook Hirai, Debra 
 
Project CALLI--Improving Student Achievement:  A Successful Professional Development Model for High School Teachers 
Cook Hirai, Debra –— California State University, Bakersfield 
Borrego, Irene –— California State University, Bakersfield 
Garza, Emilio –— California State University, Bakersfield 
Garza, Hisauro –— California State University, Bakersfield 
Mata, Susana –— California State University, Bakersfield 








Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Wang, Jian 
 
Learning Effective Instructional Strategies in a Workshop Context: Lessons about Conceptual Changes form Chinese 
English Teachers 
Wang, Jian –— UNLV 
Lin, Emily –— UNLV 
Spalding, Elizabeth –— UNLV 
 
Placing Teacher Candidates in a Distressed District - Benefits and Obstacles: A Case Study 
McHenry, Nadine –— Widener University 
McNiff, Susan –— Widener University 
Ledoux, Michael –— Widener University 
Wilhite, Stephen –— Widener University 
 
Teachers Training Teachers: A Community Approach to Alternative Licensure 





Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Ren, Zhongtang 
 
Culture and Moral Sense: What They Mean to Today's Prospective Teachers - A Preliminary Cross-cultural Study of Moral 
Sense in  Chinese and American College Students 
Ren, Zhongtang –— Old Dominion University 
 
Development of an Instrument for Measuring  the Teachers' Concerns Based on  the Concepts of the Concern-Based Stage 
Theory 
Nakpat, Jirawan –— Chulalongkorn University 
Wongwanich, Suwimon –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Using Simulations to Engage All of the Students All of the Time 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Elementary Education 
Session Chair: Wu, Yuh-Yin 
 
The Effect of Achievement Level and Self-Esteem on Self Assessing Quality and Writing Performance 
Wu, Yuh-Yin –— National Taipei University of Education 
Yuan, Ming-Min –— Hsin-Yi Elementary School 
 
Reading Comprehension of Children of Hawaiian Ancestry: A Study of Sociocultural and Motivational Factors 
Tano, Colleen –— Brigham Young University Hawaii 
 
An Analysis of Peer Teaching 
Washington, Jerrilene –— University of Louisiana at Monroe 
Pugh, Ava –— University of Louisiana at Monroe 




Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Phillips, Kathleen 
 
The Paraphrasing Strategy Revisited: One Response to RTI 
Phillips, Kathleen –— California State University, San Bernardino 
 
The New Special Education: Perspectives from School Administration 
Lupart, Judy –— University of Alberta 
Webber, Charles –— University of Calgary 
 
Results of a Statewide Survey of Co-Teacher Relationship Between General and Special Educators 
Malian, Ida –— Arizona State University 
McRae, Erin –— Arizona State University 
Miracle, Candice –— Arizona State University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Czerniak, Charlene 
 
Recruiting, Preparing, and Mentoring Science and Mathematics Teachers for Urban Schools 
Czerniak, Charlene –— University of Toledo 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
Poster Session 
 
*Please note that this poster session is for participants who did not confirm their attendance or register by 
November 26, 2007. 
 
Teaching Teacher Universal Design for Learning 
Barkon, Beverly –— Carlow University 
 
Learning Profiles of Survivors of Pediatric Brain Tumors 
Barkon, Beverly –— Carlow University 
Scheboth, Sherri –— University of Pittsburgh Medical Center 
 
The Implications of the Closure of Compton Community College and the Legislation that Perserved Compton Commuity 
College District for Community College Leaders and the State of Higher Education in California 
Williams, Angelo –— State Director 
 
Discussion and Performance of Visions Fugitives Op. 22 by Sergei Prokofiev 
Jeoung, Jiyoung –— Ball State University 
 
Increasing the Cultural Diversity of the Nursing Workforce in Atlanta: The Community College Response 
Mistretta, Elizabeth –— Ga. Perimeter College 
 
Formative Assessment: Every Child a Work-in-Progress 
Iaquinta, Anita –— Trinity Lutheran College 
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A Chronology of Reflective Professional Development Practices for Enduring Science Learning Process 
Saha, Gouranga –— Lincoln University of Missouri 
 
Shared Governance: An Analysis of Power on the Modern University Campus From the Perspective of an Administrator 
Simplicio, Joseph –— Palm Beach Community College 
 
Teacher Doing Science: During and After Research Experience 
Shin, Myeong-Kyeong –—  
 
Education, Development, and Cultural Preservation in the Kingdom of Bhutan 
Robles, Chelsea –— George Washington University 
 
An Action Research in Development and Use Laboratory Exercises for Numbers and Operations through Guided Discovery 
at Upper Primary Level 
Kishore, Lalit –— Centre for Unfolding Learning Potential 
 
Diversity and Young Adolescents:  More Than Color 
Dore, Elizabeth –— Radford University 
 
Online Tools for Teachers of Gifted Students 
Monaco, Theresa –— University of Houston 
 
The Influence of Urban Teacher Efficacy and Respect for Diversity on Teacher Retention and Performance In Preservice 
and Inservice Settings 
Ragusa, Gisele –— University of Southern California 
 
Training Professionals to Effectively Support Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders 
Symon, Jennifer –— California State University, Los Angeles 
 
How Do We Ensure the Practicum Success of Future Teachers? 
Nguyen, Huong Tran –— California State University, Long Beach 
 
The Attitudes Of Black Males Towards Becoming Educators And Child Care Workers In Early Childhood Programs 
Plaisir, Jean-Yves –— Borough of Manhattan Community College 
 
Constructing Client Realities: The Use of Constructivist Counseling Techniques in Reality Therapy 
Russo, Mary Frances –— Slippery Rock University 
Renwick, Dana –— Mars Home for Youth 
Motonis, Stacey –— Irene Stacey Community Mental Health Center 
Flinner, Abbie –— Slippery Rock University 
Nebel, Christine –— Slippery Rock University 
Ober, Kathryn –— Slippery Rock University 
 
The No Child Left Behind Legislation And Its Implications For The Education Of Haitian, Language Minority Students In 
The United States 
Plaisir, Jean-Yves –— Borough of Manhattan Community College 
 
Bridging the Home/School Gap for ESL Families 
Young, Barbara –— Middle Tennessee State University 
 
Comprehensible Input in Math for English Learners 
Costa, Elmano –— California St. U. Stanislaus 
 
Engaging the Online Community 
Everett, Donna –— Morehead State University 
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Teachers' Voices on Issues of Diversity and Literacy Learning 
Mayor, Sunita –— West Chester University 
Foo, Sue Fan –— Worcester State College 
 
Innovative and Effective Methods of Learning other Languages and the Benefit for Business Graduates 
Nooriafshar, Mehryar –— University of Southern Queensland 
 
Subjectivity in Cross-Curricular Project Evaluation 
Lucas-Gardiner, Ewa –— Birmingham University 
 
Utilizing Technology To Mentor and Support Pre-Service and Beginning Special Education Teachers By Creating Web-
Based Support Communities 
Sheffler, Julie –— Florida Atlantic University 
 
TOWARDS A LEARNING ORGANIZATION: EMPLOYEE PERCEPTION 
Salleh, Mohamad Johdi –— Institue of Education 
Mohamad, Baharom –— Tun Hussein Onn University of Malaysia 
 
Han-Taiwanese Teacher Education Students' Racial Ideology in both National and Global Contexts 
Pan, Yih Yeh –— Akita International University 
 
Student Teaching Supervision: Why Nobody Wants to do it! 
Avani, Nathan –— San Francisco State University 
 
Promoting Social Skills in Children with Autism Through Individualized Social Story Packages 
Shahrestani, Elika –— California State University, Los Angeles 
Symon, Jennifer –— California State University, Los Angeles 
 
Prayer in the Public School: Is it a Sin? 
Begum, Fatima –— University of Houston 
 
Research-enriched Teaching, Students' Concept Understanding, Science-process Skills and Attitude Towards Biology 
Isulat, Mariedel –— University of St. la Salle 
 
Heath Education  Nutrition and Ageing: What Does It Mean to All of Us? Focus: How Nutrition and Exercise Can 
Enhance Students' Lives as They Age? 
Kumar, B.N. –— Wagner College 
 
Teacher Education Effective Strategies for Supervising Student Teachers - Science/Mathematics Amidst the Demands of 
Standards Examination Mandates, and the No Child Left Behind Act. What Do You Do When You are Caught Up with It? 
What is the Way Out? 
Kumar, B.N. –— Wagner College 
 
Voices from Mexico:  How U. S. Teachers Can Meet the Needs of Immigrant Students 
BorjianMarinaccio-Eckel, Ali –— San Francisco State University 
 
"BabbleOn": a Vocabulary Tower 
McDaniels, Karen –— University of Central Florida 
 
Computer and Young Children Social Interaction Behavior 
Razali, Mahani –— Sultan Idris Educational University 
Ismail, Ishak –— Sultan Idris Educational University 
 
Barriers in Adult Education: The Case of Limpopo Province in South Africa 
Rakoma, Monica –— North West University 
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The Positioning of Families in the Discourse of Educational Leaders in High and Low Income Districts:  Reaching out for 
Different Reasons 
Briscoe, Felecia –— UTSA 
Hawkins, Candice –— UTSA 
 
Student Autonomy in the L2 Writing Program for Arab Students 
Bedford, Wilma –— Sultan Qaboos University 
 
Enhancing Communication Patterns Through the Use of Personality Tyoe Data 
Monnig, Joan –— Villanova University 
 
Ethics and Educational Leadership 
Mahoney, Dan –— Gonzaga University 
 
Dialogues About 9/11, the Media and Race:  Lessons From a Secondary Classroom 
Verma, Rita –— Adelphi University 
 
The Development of a Communicative Instructional Model  To Reduce  Behavioral Problems   For  Preschool  Autistic 
Children   in  Thailand 
Chano, Jiraporn –—  
Sarnrathana, Unchalee –—  
Pinpradit, Neon –— Khon Kaen University 
 
Technology Shortages in Schools:  Comparing TIMSS Data with Local Data to Identify Deficiencies in Schools 
Brown, David –— Univeristy of Tulsa 
Alexander, Wiseman –— Lehigh University 
AlSafran, Eissa –— Kuwait Univeristy 
Wang, Tao –— Univeristy of Tulsa 
 
Mitigating the Academic Problems of Married Female Students Using Reframing and Provocative Psychotherapies: The 
Case of NUL, Lesotho, Southern Africa 
Osiki, Jonathan Ohiorenuan –— University of Lesotho 
 
High Education for a Diversified Economic Growth in the Empowerment of Beneficiaries in Nigeria and Lesotho: A Cross-
Cultural Comparison 
Osiki, Jonathan Ohiorenuan –— University of Lesotho 
Ilesanmi, O.O. –— Redeemer's University 
Ihediwa-Okoro, B. –— Ebonyi State University Teaching Hospital 
 
Ubuntu/Botho Communitarianism's Ubuntu/Botho Communitarianism's Tactical Leadership is the Key to Effective Middle 
Management Practice: A Case of the Academic Middle Manager 
Mazibuko, Nzuzo Joseph Lloyd –— North-West University 
 
Teacher Training and Teaching Practice: The Changing Landscape of ELT in Secondary Education in Bangladesh 
Chowdhury, Raqib –— Monash University 
Farooqui, Sabrin –— University of Sydney 
 
Teachers Meeting Learners Needs Through Research: A Challenge of The 21st Century School Teaching 
Boaduo FRC, Nana Adu-Pipim –— University of Botswana 
 
Palau Community College (PCC) Efficiency and Total Factor Productivity Change: A Malmquist Data Envelopment 
Analysis 
Pate, Nino Tolentino –— Institutional Research Analyst and Assessment Consultant 
 
"Harnessing the Power of Authentic Motivation!" Powerful Tools and "How To's" for Teachers, Students AND 
Administrators 
Severson, Jenifer –— Quantum Learning Network 
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Second Language Learning in Early Childhood Education Classroom Settings 
Wubie, Bizunesh –— Marshall University 
 
The Interrelationship between English Language Competence and Approaches to Learning among Accountancy Students 
Mohamed, Arun –— Universiti Teknologi Mara Johor Malaysia 
Ismail, Normah –— Universiti Teknologi Mara Johor Malaysia 
Rai, Jasbir –— University Teknologi Mara Johor Malaysia 
 
High Stakes Learning Begins With Successful Classroom Management 
Shick, Terry –— Fort Mill School District 
 
Research in Correctional Education:  A Multi-Discipline Approach Using Education to Plan for Transition to the 
Community 
Keeley, James –— University of Maryland, University College 
Morrison, Marybeth –— Palmer Seminary of Eastern University 
 
A Study of the Degree of Financial Literacy of College Students and their Risk Preferences in a Business College of Taiwan 
Chen, Li-Yu –— Argosy University 
 
Google Search Engine: A Grammar and Spelling Check Technology 
Sum, Vichet –— Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
 
Tools for Tomorrow, Today: Web 2.0 in the Classroom 
Kizer, Stacey –— Pepperdine University 
 
Leadership in Mexican Higher Education 
Campos, Alejandro –— University of Guadalajara 
 
Interpretation as Pedagogy:Understand the Pcychodynamics of Teachers' Learning in Curriculum Change 
Guo, Linyuan –— University of Alberta 
 
Portfolios in graduate reading education:  Effects of instruction on teachers' comprehension of the capstone process 
Langford, Suzanne –— University of Redlands 
Cooper, Shawna –— Sierra Vista Elementary School 
Deackoff, Christine –— Lincoln Elementary School 
Pelen, Jamie –— Redlands High School 
Robinson, Renee –— Crafton Elementary School 
Williamson, Wendy –— Crafton Elementary School 
 
Early Identification of High Ability Students: Clinical Assessment of Behavior 
Bracken, Mary Jo –— WIlliamsburg - James City County Schools 
Bracken, Bruce –— College of William & Mary 
 
For a Pedagogy of Care 
Mortari, Luigina –— University of Verona 
 
Spiritual Education in the Light of Maria Zambrano's Philosophy 
Mortari, Luigina –— University of Verona 
 
Classroom Discipline: A Common Language for Diverse Populations 
Shick, Terry –— Fort Mill School District 
Beels, Kim –—  
 
The Impact of a Science Methods Course on Elementary School Pre-Service Science Teachers' Self-Efficacy 
Warren, Natalie –— Texas Tech University 
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Application of Concept Mapping to Analyze Items of Teacher-Selection Interviews 
Hu, Yueh-Luen –— National Chengchi University 
Yu, Min-Ning –— National Chengchi University 
 
An Action Research in Development and Use of Laboratory Exercises for Numbers and Operations through Guided 
Discovery at Upper Primary Level 
Kishore, Lalit –— Centre for Unfolding Learning Potential 
 
Evaluating EFL Learners' Cultural Literacy Through Cartoons: A Pilot Study 
Wu, Wei-Shi –— National Formosa University 
Shih, Meng-Chun –— National Kaoshiung First Science/Technology University 
 
Cultural Features in Pragmatics: A Chinese-English Comparison 
Hsin, Chia-Lin –— University of Newcastle Upon Tyne 
Wu, Wei-Shi –— National Formosa University 
 
The Effects of Age and Entry Qualifications of Studnets on Performance in Problem Based Learning and Assessment in a 
Vocational Diagnostic Radiography Degree Programme 
Hussain, Zainab –— University of Liverpool 
Vicki, Pickering –— University of Liverpool 
Jan, Bogg –— University of Liverpool 
 
Career and Technical Education Administrators' Perceptions of Teachers' Dress as Indicated by Selected Professional 
Attributes 
Gordon, Howard –— Marshall University 
 
Implementing the Effective Schools Model in At-Risk Schools 
Kidd, Susan –— University of Oklahoma 
Canada, Robbie –— University of Oklahoma 
Wilson, Beth –— University of Oklahoma 
 
Teacher Candidates and Dispositions: How a Simple Seminar Made a Difference 
Mahlum, Lynn –— Minnesota State University Moorhead 
 
What Does It Mean to Education When the Internet Dominates Children's Lives? A Discussion from the Perspective of 
Holistic Education 
Huang, Wanju –— University of Illinois 
 
The Nature and Status of Training in University-level Food Service Enterprises 
Horn, Jody –— Eastern Illinois University 
 
School Voucher: Theory, Practice and Its Enlightenments to the Educational Reform in China 
Shen, Youlu –—  
 
Mentoring + Professional Development School = "Community of Learners" 
Brant, Kitty –— University of Central Missouri 
 
Preparing Preservice Candidates to Work With LGBTQ Students in the Classroom 
Cook, Allan –— University of Illinois at Springfield 
 
The Relationship Between Teachers' Experience, Childhood Punishment and Their Preferred Model of Discipline in the 
Classroom 
Lundeen, Cynthia –— Florida State University 
Wolfgang, Charles –— Florida State University 
Kaya, Sibel –— Florida State University 
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The Effects of Increasing Science Teaching Time in the Elementary Classroom on Teachers' Science Efficacy and Beliefs 
About Science Teaching 
Lundeen, Cynthia –— Florida State University 
Rice, Diana –— Florida State University 
Kaya, Sibel –— Florida State University 
 
Reading Development and Dyslexia: perspectives from Portugal 
Carvalhais, Lénia –— Universidade de Aveiro 
Silva, Carlos –— Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Career and Technical Education (CTE) Curriculum Resources for Special Populations 
Wircenski, Jerry –— University of North Texas 
Wircenski, Michelle –— University of North Texas 
 
Students with Disabilities in Postsecondary Education: Barriers to Success and Implications for Professionals 
Johnson, Adrianne –— Mount Mary College 
 
Mathematics:  Liminal Perspectives from those Living on the Margin 
Robertson, Greta –— Ohio State University 
 
A Revision of the Way We View Scientific Knowledge: A Refutation of Putnam's Realist Account 
Hintiryan, Siroun –— UC Irvine 
 
Political Education: The Natural Strength of Jefferson's Republic in Balancing Rights and the Public Interest 
Dotts, Brian –— Indiana University Southeast 
 
Textbooks, Cultural Capital and Minority Doctoral Experiences A Case Study in a Predominantly White Institution 
Banya, Kingsley –— Florida International University 
 
The Hidden Curriculum and Black Doctoral Students' Experiences at a Predominantly White Institution 
Banya, Kingsley –— Florida International University 
 
Mathematics and Art Education - Fractions Fly Smoothly with Chinese Kites 
Autin, Gwen –— Southeastern Louisiana University 
 
Dyslexic Children: How to Assess? How To Intervene? Experiences From Portugal 
Carvalhais, Lénia –— Universidade de Aveiro 
Silva, Carlos –— Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Using Behavior Picture Stories to Promote Social Competence in Preschoolers with Chronic Challenging Behaviors 
Crow, Rene –— University of Central Arkansas 
 
Voucher in Higher Education: A proposal for improving Saudi Arabia Higher education system 
Zaman, Husam –— Taibah University 
Ghabban, Mahroos –— Taibah University 
 
Supporting Teachers as Writers: A Model for Teaching Inservice Secondary Teachers to Write 
Street, Chris –— CSU Fullerton 
Stang, Kristin –— CSU Fullerton 
 
Understanding Obstacles in Latino Recruitment 
Rodriguez, Yammilette –— Fresno Pacific University 
 
Queering Counselor Education through Service-Learning 
Stewart, Trae –— University of Central Florida 
Mejia, Ximena –— University of Vermont 
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Developing Reflective Practitioners through Service-Learning 
Stewart, Trae –— University of Central Florida 
 
Local Power Structure and Its Implications for Local Educational Administration—McCarty and Ramsey's Model Revisited 
Wang, Li-yun –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
Project Popoho Na Pe'a: Setting the Sails for the Journey of a Lifetime 
Soma, Dirk –— Kuder, Inc. 
 
Contribution of India's Distance Education For National Development 
Ramachandraiah, Magham –— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University 
 
Quality Assurance in Human Resource Development in Distance Education: A Case Study of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Open 
University 
Kanakasabha, Ramana –— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University 
 
Self-Produced Digital Videos as an Instructional Tool for Teaching and Learning 
Laroche, Lyubov –— Western Washington University 
Young, Barbara –— Middle Tennessee State University 
 
"Place of Belonging": Creating an Integral Interactive Virtual Community  for Adult and Distance Learners 
Laroche, Lyubov –— Western Washington University 
Young, Barbara –— Middle Tennessee State University 
 
From Knower to Learner: Adding Value to the Learning Journey 
Frapwell, Andrew –— AF Education Consultancy 
Caldecott, Steven –— University of Central Lancashire 
 
A Content Analysis of Music Resources Used in Childcare Centres 
de Vries, Peter –— Monash University 
 
The Empirical Study of the Kindergarten Teachers and Childcare Center Teachers' Job Satisfaction in Taiwan: Exploring 
the Effect of the Social Exchange, Value Fitness, and Distributional Fairness 
 
Chen, Yi-Gean –— Chung Hwa University of Medical Technology 
 
Social justice and opportunity for mobility--Reappraising the policy of entrance mechanism for upper secondary schools in 
Taiwan 
Kuan Ting, Tang –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
How Cultural Contexts Affect Teachers' Teaching for Indigenous Students? Studies on Taiwanese Elementary School 
Teachers 
Yen, Shu-Huei –— National Science Council 
Chou, Hui-Min –— Academia Sinica 
 
Inquiry on the Application of Design Principles of the Online Community, Eksisozluk, to Online Learning Communities 
Soylu, Firat –— Indiana University 
 
Pedagogy for Culturally Diverse Students in an Urban Elementary School in Taiwan 
Yen, Shu-Huei –— National Science Council 
Chou, Hui-Min –— Academia Sinica 
 
Technological Issues for Teacher Education Candidates 
Feldmann, Doug –— Northern Kentucky University 
 
Bibliotherapy as an Effective Intervention for Students with Social or Emotional Problems 
Shen, Hong –— California State University, Fresno 
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Music Benefits for Students with Disabilities 
Shen, Hong –— California State University, Fresno 
 
Critically Engaging Students in Dialogue: Hip Hop in Classrooms and Schools 
Price, Paula –— Washington State University 
 
The Benefits of Peer Tutoring: Academic, Cognitive, Communication/Social, and Emotional 
Cangeleri, Timothy –— St. Joseph's College New York 
 
The Effects of Using The 6 + 1 Traits® of Writing in the  Writing Process with At-Risk Students 
Strock, Jill –— Shippensburg University 
 
Tucson Unified School District La Raza Studies Program: A Case Study on How Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Contributes 
to the Development of Academic Identity and Increased Self-Determination for Latinoas 
Swenson, Crystal –— University of Arizona 
 
Mask Making, Brain Research and Camborne's Conditions of Learning: How to Create a Constructivist Writing Process 
Classroom that Ignites Both Elementary Age Student and Graduate Students! 
Rushton, Stephen –— USF 
Rushton, Anne –— William Elementary School 
 
Clipping and Coding Digital Audio and Video Files to Enable Participant Voice 
Crichton, Susan –— University of Calgary 
 
The Value of e-Journals to Support Reflection and Inquiry and the Development of e-Portfolios 
Crichton, Susan –— University of Calgary 
 
Virtual Field Trips Based on Interactive Web Technologies Including Video, Google Earth, and GPS 
Weber, Myriam –— Cal. State U. Monterey Bay 
Beckmeyer, Barbara –— Cal. State U. Monterey Bay 
 
School Governance and Decentralization Policies: From Promises to Control Renewal 
de Fátima Chorão Sanches, Maria –— University of Lisbon 
 
A study of disadvantaged lower grade students' motivation, interest, and confidence on mathematics learning in Taiwan 
Huang, Yueh-Chun –— National Chiayi University 
Chen, Mei-Chiao –— Chung-Wen Elementary School 
 
Take Me Out to the Ballgame:  Using Baseball to Teach the Five Fundamental Themes of Geography 
Edgington, William –— Sam Houston State University 
Hyman, Bill –— Sam Houston State University 
 
Integrating Nutrition and Social Studies Using World Food Capitals 
Hyman, Bill –— Sam Houston State University 
Edgington, William –— Sam Houston State University 
 
Teacher Development, Program Quality and Writing: Re-Imagining the Role of Teacher as Researcher 
Benton, Cynthia –— State University of New York, College at Cortland 
Stearns, Karen –— State University of New York, College at Cortland 
Stratton, Susan –— State University of New York, College at Cortland 
 
I Idukasion Put I Finakpoi Lina'la-mami - The Education of the End of your Life:  A Case for the Implementation of a 
Death Education Curriculum for At-risk Students in the Guam Public School System 
Garrido, Carmen –— Guam Public School System 
Kane, Stephen –— University of Guam 
 
A Framework for Assessing Student Counselor Competency 
Wolf, Kenneth –— University of Colorado at Denver 
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Young Children's Literature About Death and Dying 
Meegan, Mary-Ellen –— Worcester State College 
 
The Effects of State Ideology, Politics, Educational Policies and Educational Philosophy on the Science Curricula of 
Primary Education: 1919-1938 
Yildiran, Guzver –—  
Sezen, Asli –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
Factors Influencing Attendance for a Leadership Team: A Dissertation 
Pascoe, Sari –— Indiana University 
 
Child Prodigies:  Qualitative Study of Early Entrance to Universities 
Larson-McKay, Cary –—  
Wayne, Wendy –—  
 
The Development of the Evaluation Model of Internal Quality Assurance Effectiveness for Specialized Education in 
Thailand: Multi-site Evaluation and Multi Level Analysis 
Artpru, Haruthai –— Chulalonkorn University 
Jungsiritpornpakorn, Aimorn –— Chulalonkorn University 
Wongwanit, Suwimon –— Chulalonkorn University 
 
How K-12 Teachers Work Together to Learn and Teach Nano:  The Experience of Nanotechnology Education in Taiwan 
Lo, Pao-Feng –— National Dong Hwa University 
 
Investigating the misconceptions on number sense of 5th-graders in Taiwan 
Huang, Wei-Chuan –— National Chiayi University 
Yang, Der-Ching –— National Chiayi University 
 
A Study on Teaching Knowledge Change and Development of Taiwanese and Foreign Elementary English Teachers in 
Successful Collaborative Teaching 
Chien, Hong-chu –— National Hsinchu University of Education 
 
The Necessity of Organizational Characteristics Judgment before Doing Training Evaluation - An  Application of Fuzzy 
Theory 
Hung, Tsang Kai –— National ChangHua University of Education 
 
Experiential Learning the Niagara University Way: "for students, by students" 
Davis, Dexter –— Niagara University 
Andrejcak, Erin –— Niagara University 
Moses, Julie –— Niagara University 
 
The Study of Promotion of Team Cooperation Ability of Business Administration Student of the Institute of Technology by 
Constructivism-Oriented Web-Based Learning Environment - An Example on Human Resource Management Course 
Ruey Gwo, Chung –— Hsiuping Institute of Technology 
Yao Chung, Cheng –— National Changhua University of Education 
 
A Case Study on Home Stay Education in Practice: Expectation Versus Satisfaction 
Jahan, Hasneen –—  
 
The Rise of Student Consumerism in Higher Education 
Ciro, Tony –— Swinburne University of Technology 
 
The Effectiveness of a Need Based Self-Instructional Learning Package (SILP) Developed For Nursing Personnel on the 
Care of Patients Undergoing Hemodialysis in Some Selected Hospitals 
Sanatombi, Elsa –— Manipal College of Nursing 
Rao, Ashok –— International Centre for Applied Sciences 
Prakash, Ratna –— Manipal College of Nursing 
Mayya, SS –— Manipal University 
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knowledge:power and performativity a comparative study of foucault and lyotard 
Sharma, Navneet –— University of Delhi 
 
Change and Development Strategies of The Learning Government 
Wu, Ming-Lieh –— National Chi Nan University 
 
Teach a Language with Its Culture: an Innovative EFL Lesson Plan 
Ke, Shu-Hsuan –—  
 
Essential Experiences for College Bound Youth Placed at Risk - GEAR UP Network, ENLACE Latino Collegiate Society, 
Center for Talent Discovery and Development 
Martinez, Herminio –— Bronx Institute 
Notowidigdo, Iwan –— Bronx Institute of Lehman College 
 
Using Local Resources to Merge Secondary Disciplines Across the Curriculum: A Trip to Lowry Park Zoo, Tampa Florida 
Smyth, Theoni Soublis –— University of Tampa 
 
Using a Theory-based Health and Wellness Interactive Website to Enhance Teaching and Learning 
Regin, Charles –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Henry, Jean –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
Remarriage and Stepfamily Education 
Higginbotham, Brian –— Utah State University 
Skogrand, Linda –— Utah State University 
 
Using the Approach of Empowerment Evaluation in Schools:  Case Studies 
Pan, Hui-Ling –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
Exploring School Organizational Learning under  Curriculum Reform 
Pan, Hui-Ling –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
Social Norms Marketing Campaigns: A Positive Approach to Prevent At-Risk Drinking Behaviors Among College Students 
Keathley, Rosanne –— Sam Houston State University 
Bass, Martha –— Sam Houston State University 
 
The Physical and Psychological Effect of Alcohol on the Professional  Careers of Females in the Work Place 
Keathley, Rosanne –— Sam Houston State University 
Bass, Martha –— Sam Houston State University 
Fisher, Alice –— Sam Houston State University 
 
Women-led Activism: Latina Mothers Navigating the Public School System 
Jasis, Pablo –— Art, Research and Curriculum Associates 
Ordonez-Jasis, Rosario –— CSU Fullerton 
 
Writing Children's Mathematics Literature Books as a Context for Learning to Teach Mathematics 
 
McVarish, Judith –— St John's University 
McVarish, Heather –— New York City Public Schools 
 
Learning to Build a Participatory Intercultural Curriculum: A Partnership between a Colombian Indigenous School and a 
Public University 
Sierra, Zayda –— Universidad de Antioquia 
 
The Application of Higher-order Thinking in Higher Education in Central Taiwan 
Yang, Yu-Mei –— Chien-kuo Technology University 
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What do Reading Specialists Know and Why Do They Think They Know It? 
Ulanoff, Sharon –— California State University, Los Angeles 
Fingon, Joan –— California State University, Los Angeles 
Beltran, Dolores –— California State University, Los Angeles 
 
Afrocentric and Feminist Pedagogy: A Look into Pedagogical Issues Facing African American Female Students in the 
Natural Sciences 
Essien-Wood, Idara –— Arizona State University, Tempe Campus 
Wood, J. Luke –— Arizona State University, Tempe Campus 
 
A Research-Based Diagnostic Profile of Dyslexia in the Malay Language 
Lee, Lay Wah –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
 
Programs for Academic Success and Excellence (PASE):  A Model for a Campus Community Serving the Adult Learner 
Houghton, Katherine –— Salter School 
 
A Conceptual Framework on Constructivist Based Technology Education among Selected Private Schools in Metro Manila 
Go, Michael –— De La Salle University 
 
Mentoring New Teachers 
Rauch, Carol –— University of Cincinnati 
Grice, Bobbie –— Warren County Career Center 
 
A study on mathematics curriculum implementation in junior high school 
Hsu, Ching-Fang –— National Kaohsiung Normal University 
 
Educational Change with a Focus on the Miracle of Malaysia 
Ervay, Stu –— Emporia State University 
Yonally, Dawn –— Northeastern State University 
 
Expanding Classroom Communities and Improving Pedagogy Using Free/Open and Web 2.0 Collaborative Tools 
Couros, Alec –— University of Regina 
 
Parental Value of Sport Participation and Children's Physical Self-Efficacy: A Longitudinal Study 
Scott, Brianna –— Indiana University 
Alexander, Joyce –— Indiana University 
 
The Canadian Charter and Democracy 
Peters, Frank –— University of Alberta 
 
Experiences of International Chinese, Korean and Japanese Students at an American University 
Soares, Colleen –— Hawaii Pacific University 
 
Intensive Short-term Trauma Focused, Behavioral Interventions for At-risk Youth 
Neal, Stephen –— Avondale Elementary School District 
Adams, Barbara –— Miller Children's Abuse and Violence Intervention Center 
Aguila, Juan –— For The Child 
 
Behavioral Management for Young Children (7-11 Years): Looking Through the Lens of Culture 
Neal, Stephen –— Avondale Elementary School District 
 
Education and Employment Outcomes of Adults Diagnosed with Learning Disabilities 
Fullarton, Stephanie –— University of Ottawa 
 
Collaborative Action for Enhancing a Mentorship Program: A Proposed Study 
Arcand, Isabelle –— University of Ottawa 
Leblanc, Raymond –— University of Ottawa 
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The Effects of Dialogue Journals on Reading Comprehension 
Franco, Iliana –— Florida International University 
 
Doing Conceptual Maps: A Meaningful Strategy to Understand Academic Texts 
Quintero, Josefina –—  
Torres, Floradelia –—  
Munévar, Raúl Ancízar –—  
 
Verbal Ability and the Processing of Text with Seductive Detail Sentences 
Corkill, Alice –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
Standardizing the Marginalized: Examining the Impact of Standardization on Teaching English Language Learners 
Castaneda, Lillian –— California State University, Channel Islands 
Ulanoff, Sharon –— California State University, Los Angeles 
Montano, Theresa –— California State University, Northridge 
 
The Evaluation of On-Line Speaking Training Websites And Investigation of EFL Learners' Needs on On-Line Speaking 
Learning Websites 
Ho, Pei-chun –— National Formosa University 
Lin, Nien-tzu –— National Formosa University 
Shih, Chin-yi –— National Formosa University 
Yang, Tsun-ching –— National Formosa University 
Yang, Chia-lin –— National Formosa University 
Hsu, Li-ya –— National Formosa University 
Chen, Kai-wei –— National Formosa University 
Yang, Shih-hsien –— National Formosa University 
 
Quality Improvement of Elementary Teacher Education Programme in Arunachal Pradesh 
Hangsing, Elizabeth –— Rajiv Gandhi University 
 
Improving Instruction for All Students: Preparing Early Childhood and Elementary Teacher Candidates to Teach All 
Learners in Science, Social Studies, and the Arts 
Levitt, Karen –— Duquesne University 
 
Expatriate Managers' Cross-Cultural Learning Experiences 
Li, Iris Ai-Tzu –— National Chung Cheng University 
 
A Narrative Inquiry of Nomadic Teachers' Life Experiences 
Liu, Hsin-Yi –— National Taiwan Normal University 
 
Stress Coping Experiences of University Students 
Lin, Hsiu-Chen –— Asia University 
Su, Wan-Nu –— Asia University 
 
You Must Know Where Eskimos Live before You Can Sell Them Ice: Geography Education in Business School 
Lee, William –— Asia University 
Tsai, Shuo-Chang –— Asia University 
 
Growth in Mathematics Achievement: An Application of Multivariate Second-Order Latent Growth Curve Model 
Tanok, Somkiat –— Chulalongkorn University 
Ruengtragul, Auyporn –— Chulalongkorn University 
Lawthong, Nuttaporn –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
A Development of Metacognitive Scale for Grade Six Students 
Teeranurak, Komkrib –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Autonomy as Perceived by FLE Department Students and Professors 
Doyran, Feyza –— Middle East Technical University 
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Application of Outcome Proficiency Indicator Scale to Assess Competency of Thai Teachers  in the Elementary School 
Tuipae, Chanatip –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Initial Steps in Education Teachers about Individualized Education Program 
Glumbic, Nenad –—  
Brojcin, Branislav –—  
 
Casual Relationship between Information Literacy Skills and Literature Review Writing Skills  of  Graduate students in 
Social Sciences and Humanities  of Srinakharinwirot University 
Pipiktul, Patchara –— Srinakharinwirot University 
 
Single Mothers Pursuing a Higher Education:  Being Called to the Phenomenon of Time While Discovering Past, Present, 
and Future Motherful Women 
Houghton, Katherine –— Salter School 
 
Creating Caring and just Learning Environments:  Three Varying Perspectives 
Foo, Sue Fan –— Worcester State College 
Hawkins, Annie –— College of Mount St. Joseph 
Truax, Roberta –— University of Cincinnati 
Whitesell, Kathleena –— Lenoir-Rhyne College 
 
A Content Analysis of the Unexpressed Thoughts in Counseling and Growth Groups 
Su, Wan-Nu –— Asia University 
 
An Exploratory Study of the Bereaved Families' Grieving Responses and  Coping Styles 
Su, Wan-Nu –— Asia University 
Lin, Hsiu-Chen –— Asia University 
 
Effectiveness of Text Structure Instruction on Reading Comprehension of Six Graders in Taiwan 
Kuo, Feng-lan –— National Changhua University of Education 
Yeh, Chia-wen –—  
Chiang, Heien-kun –— National Changhua University of Education 
 
Total Quality Management Scheme in Higher Education: A Study of Karnataka Experiment 
Mayya, Sureshramana –— Mahatma Gandhi Memorial College(Mangalore University, India) 
 
Assessment for Learning in Secondary Education: A Pilot Study in Karnataka, India 
S Mayya, Shreemathi –— Manipal University 
 
Working Style and Teaching Performance of the Teachers College Faculty 
Tancio, Alma –— University of Mindanao 
Balili, Jocelyn –— PAFTE 
 
Application of School Health Index and Network Analysis  in Evaluating Health Promoting Schools in Thailand 
Kaeodumkoeng, Kwanmuang –— Chulalongkorn University 
Wongwanich, Suwimon –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Developing Open Wheel Curriculum Designing and Delivering Curriculum for Continuous Enrollment  and Student 
Multiple Entry Points - Addressing Facility Growth 
Anderson, Lisa –— University of South Florida 
Subramaniam, Chitra –— University of South Florida 
 
A Case Study of Preservice Teachers' Challenge 
Sim, Mikyung –— Columbia University/Adelphi University 
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Effects of Computer Supported Cooperative Learning on  Reading Comprehension of EFL Primary School Students in 
Taiwan 
Chiang, Heien-kun –— National Changhua University of Education 
Kuo, Feng-lan –— National Changhua University of Education 
 
The Development of  the Performance Evaluation  System for Graduated-Teacher  in Higher Education Institutes: 
Standard-Based Evaluation  and  Competency-Based Evaluation 
Tongaram, Piyathida –—  
 
Reading strategies of deaf adolescents and their deaf and hearing tutors 
Ducharme, Daphne –— University of Ottawa 
Arcand, Isabelle –— University of Ottawa 
Leblanc, Julie –— University of Ottawa 
 
Detecting Students' Statistical Misconceptions by a Two-Tier Diagnostic Instrument 
 
Liu, Tzu Chien –— National Central University 
Lin, Yi Chun –— National Central University 
 
Explorations on Students' Misconceptions about Statistical Correlation with Concept Mapping 
Lin, Yi Chun –— National Central University 
Liu, Tzu Chien –— National Central University 
 
Academic Reading Practices of Post-Secondary Students 
Lasley, Elizabeth –— St. Ambrose University 
 
Mindfully Resolving Conflicts: Facilitation for Diversity Issues 
Mun Wah, Lee –— StirFry Seminars & Consulting 
 
The Demonstration-based Physics Teaching in National Central University 
Chu, Ching-Chi –— National Central University 
Chen, Tai-Lee –— National Central University 
Tseng, Tseng-Chih –— National Central University 
 
Pathways to Student Learning/Success - An Interactive Computer Based Student Success Training Module For Newly 
Enrolled College Students 
Subramaniam, Chitra –— University of South Florida 
Anderson, Lisa –— University of South Florida 
 
Problems and Influences of English Teaching Approach Through "Kobun" or English Sentence Structures Selected for 
Japanese Learners: Comparison of Nannichi's and Yamazaki's 
Tani, Akinobu –— Hyogo University of Teacher Education 
 
Culturally Negotiating the Mainstream Language Arts Classroom: A Study of the Innovative Teaching Methods in Two 
Different Hawaiian-Based Educational Environments 
Nakayama, Nina –— University of Hawaii 
 
Multi-site Case Studies of Selected La Salle Secondary Schools: A Proposed Framework of Clinical Supervision Practices 
Toledano, Lemuel –— De La Salle University 
 
The Vietnamese Refugee Experience: Lessons Learned 
Padavil, George –— Illinois State University 
Krusemark, Susan –— Parkland College 
 
The Effects of Rhythmic Grouping on Short-Term Memory in Children 
Lu, Yi-Hwa –— National Taipei University of Education 
Wu, Chao-Jung –— National Taiwan Normal University 
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Increasing Racial Isolation and Test Score Gaps in Mathematics:   A 30-Year Perspective 
Berends, Mark –— Vanderbilt University 
 
Developing and Managing School Curriculum 
Huang, Hsu-Chun –— Taipei Municipal University of Education 
Ervay, Stu –— Emporia State University 
 
New Teachers Using Educational Foundations to "Think Through" Their Urban Educational Terrain 
Carter, Julie –— St. John's University 
 
The Philosophical Underpinning of Social Studies: Evolving and Expanding Conceptions 
Pungur, Lydia –— University of Alberta 
 
Discussing Race and Identity with Pre-service Teachers 
Stanton, Shannon –— Whittier College 
 
New Jersey's Teacher Professional Development Program: A Case of Successful Implementation? 
Lawson, Michelle –— Sage Colleges 
 
The Philosophical Underpinning of Social Studies: Evolving and Expanding Conceptions 
Pungur, Lydia –— University of Alberta 
 
A Question of Priorities 
Meritt, Julia –— TX State U 
Linne, Robert –— Adelphi University 
 
The Cult of Gatsby: Race and Ethnicity in the High School Literary Canon 
Lochte, Hilary –— D'Youville College 
 
Portuguese Heritage Learners and Language Maintenance in Southeastern Massachusetts 
Ferreira, Fernanda –— Bridgewater State College 
 
The Role of Self-Efficacy Beliefs in Students' Interaction During Writing Conferences 
Bayraktar, Aysegul –— Florida State University 
Sullivan, Mitchell –— Florida State University 
 
Females, Minorities, and Science Education:   A Mother and Daughter Presentation and Discussion 
Lawson, Ronelle –— Koda Middle School 
Lawson, Michelle –— Sage Colleges 
 
Using Technology to Effectively Teach English Language Learners 
Olin Zimmerman, Sara –— Appalachian State University 
Greene, Melanie –— Appalachian State University 
Fletcher, Jeff –— Appalachian State University 
 
The Harvest is Great, the Laborers are Few: A Review of the Literature Related to Jeanes Teachers 
Coats, Linda –— Mississippi State University 
 
The Exploring of Reform of Teaching Power Electronics 
Kang, Jinsong –— Tongji University 
Xu, Guoqing –— Tongji university 
Yuan, Denke –— Tongji University 
 
Third Wave Adult Education: Adult Education Curriculum Development for Post-Disaster Recovery 
Furtado, Michael –—  
Goulet, Gail –—  
Rohner, Betty –—  
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A Culturally Tailored Intervention for Overweight Elementary Latina Girls 
Oliver, Lisa –— San Jose State University 
 
The Affect of Outsiders Teaching Within Native Hawaiian Classrooms: An Observational Study on the Leeward Coast of 
Oahu, Hawai'i 
Fouts, Joshua –— University of Hawaii 
 
A Study on the Implementation of a Statewide Evaluation System for Principals and Assistant Principals in the State of New 
Mexico 
Gonzalez, Maria Luisa –— New Mexico State University 
Espinosa, Katrinka –— New Mexico State University 
Zamora, Sabrina –— New Mexico State University 
 
Comprehensive Reactive Real-Time Programming 
Lindgren, Per –— LTU 
Nordlander, Johan –— LTU 
Hyyppa, Kalevi –— LTU 
Aittamaa, Simon –— LTU 
Eriksson, Johan –— LTU 
 
Change Matrix: Exploring the Role and Influence of Urban Principals as Change Agents 
McNeal, Laura –— Georgia State University 
Harris, Tene –— Georgia State University 
 
Empathy Development Activities for the Classroom 
Barnes, Karen –— Grand Valley State University 
 
Making Music Playful: Guitar Hero and Sing Star as Teaching Tools 
Jenson, Jennifer –— York University 
Lindo, Laura Mae –— York University 
Marcuzzi, Michael –— York University 
 
Assessing the Need and Expressing the Need:  Preservice Teachers Reflect on Readiness to Teach English Language 
Learners 
Manner, Jane Carol –— East Carolina University 
Rodriguez, Diane –— East Carolina University 
 
The Effects of Simulated Field Experiences on Teacher Candidates' Attitudes about Children from Diverse Backgrounds 
Evans, Kathy Deen –— University of TN - Martin 
 
Utilizing the BOS-BLIND to Investigate Caregiver-Infant Behavioral Interactions 
Lappin, Grace –— Hunter College, CUNY 
 
Documenting Growth Through Reflective Practice 
Evans, Kathy Deen –— University of TN - Martin 
Joplin, Claudia –— Chicago State University 
 
Using On-Line Writing Instruction to Bring College Students into Academic Community 
Bandi-Rao, Shoba –— New York University 
Radtke, Jennifer –— Long Island University 
Holmes, Alicia –— New York University 
Davis, Peggy –— New York University 
 
The Effect of Identity Consistency on Likeability 
Laramie, Tolentino –— De La Salle University 
Lemuel, Toledano –— De La Salle University 
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Constructing Meaning While Filming: A Case Study in Trusts, Unions, and the Reading of Multimodal Texts 
Lauricella, Ann Marie –— D'Youville College 
 
The Development of Statistics Attitude Scale 
Liu, Tzu Chien –— National Central University 
Lin, Yi Chun –— National Central University 
Chen, Yi Chun –— National Central University 
Yeh, Shiau Ping –— National Central University 
 
Black Male Professionals in Student Affairs: Critical Issues and Perspectives 
Bazile, Stanley –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
Teachers' Language Attitudes and Practices: A Case Study of Six South African Teachers 
Stakhnevich, Julia –— Bridgewater State College 
Thomson, Carol –— University of KwaZulu-Natal at Pietermaritzburg, South Africa 
 
Earning Full Accreditation Status at a Virtual High School 
Simpson, Joe –— National University Library 
Stillwell, Barbara –— National University Library 
Lockerby, Robin –— National University 
Kopp, Kimberleigh –— National University Virtual High School 
 
A Discussion of African-American  Females and the Effect of HIV/AIDS: A Call For Action 
Driver, Necoal –— Alabama State University 
Thomas, Chippewa –— Auburn Universiy 
Hunter, Monica –— University of South Alabama 
 
Teachers' Attitudes of Principals' Collaboration in Instructional Supervision 
Santos, Carol –— Dowling College 
Ihne, Lisa –— Dowling College 
Tatum, Stephanie –— Dowling College 
Kramer, Cynthia –— Dowling College 
Morote, Elsa-Sofia –— Dowling College 
 
Science Literacy on a Shoestring: The Implementation of a Differentiated, Student-Driven, Collaborative Workspace on a 
Limited Budget 
Lappin, M.A., Andrew –— The Wildwood School 
 
Does Participation in an After-School Obesity Prevention Program Influence Academic Performance in Elementary School 
Students? 
Yin, Zenong Yin –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Hernandez, Art –— University of Texas San Antonio 
Barbeau, Paule –— Medical College of Georgia 
Moore, Justin –— East Carolina University 
 
Bilingual Literacy Transfer Among English Language Learners 
Quinones Guerra, Victor –— Columbia University 
 
Preliminary Analysis of a Hawaiian Culturally Responsive Science  Curriculum: An Argument for Including Culture in the 
Classroom 
Bowditch, Scott –— Center on Disability Studies 
 
Constructing Mental Retardation: Learning from Documentary Film 
Lin, Hsiu-Chen –— Asia University 
 
A Call to Action to Address the Retention Rates Community College Students Who Transfer to Four-Year Institutions 
Bazile, Stanley –— Pennsylvania State University 
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The Change of School Adaptation on a Period of Transition From Elementary School to Junior High School 
Kimura, Fumika –— Edogawa University 
Kato, Miho –— Ochanomizu University 
Sakai, Akira –— Ochanomizu University 
 
The Role of Vocabulary in Reading Comprehension Disability 
Wagner, Richard –— Florida State University 
Foster, Liz –— Florida State University 
 
Harmony's Quest: An Adventure Game for Learning Music Theory 
Greig, Debra –— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc. 
Clark, Cindy –— Harmony's Quest 
 
Clinical Reasoning in Simulated Practice: A Role-Playing Game for Occupational Therapists 
Brintnell, Sharon –— University of Alberta 
Greig, Debra –— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc. 
 
The Effects of Mathematics Curriculum and Parents on Student Achievement: 
Fadler-Spilios, Dana –— California State University, Los Angeles-Los Angeles Unified School District 
Herrera, Jose –— California State University, Los Angeles-Los Angeles Unified School District 
 
A California University Alternative Certification Program in Special Education:   What Works to Increase Retention 
McCabe, Marjorie –— CSUSB 
 
Evidence Gathering Online Repository:  Putting the "System" into Systematic Reviews 
Reid, Rodney –— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc. 
Greig, Debra –— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc. 
 
Public Source Software for Educational Assessment Activities 
Watson, John –— Columbus Research, Inc. 
 
"Closeting" of Same-Gendered Intimate Partner Violence: Prevalence and Poverty of Services 
Mason, Jennifer –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Model Minority Myth:  Asian Pacific Islander Adolescent Pregnancy Knowledge and Pregnancy Cases 
Tomas, Charlene –— University of California at Santa Barbara 
 
Race and Ethnic Category Suggestions for Public Health: The Dynamic Demographics of the United States 
Tomas, Charlene –— University of California at Santa Barbara 
 
Measurement of Moral Judgment Competence: Diary Method 
Charoensuk, Orn-uma –— Chulalongkorn University 
Ruengtrakul, Auyporn –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Knowledge Management Critical Success Factors in Higher Education: A Case Study of Thailand 
Watcharasin, Phiradee –—  
 
Self-Determined Motivation of the Educational Advancement 
Rodchoejeen, Manasanan –—  
 
The Impact of an Inner-City Placement on Preservice Teachers 
Smith, James –— Oakland City University 
Nuby, Jackie –— University of Montevallo 
 
Developing Teacher's Reflective Thinking in Thailand: Mixed Methods Research 
Chinprahut, Nuntakarn –— Chulalongkorn University 
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A Study of the Coping Strategy of Children Stress in After-School Programs in Taiwan 
Yang, Ching Min –—  
 
Factors Affecting Khon Kaen University Students' Multiple Intelligences 
Pinpradit, Neon –— Khon Kaen University 
Wongpinunwatana, Wirat –— Khon Kaen University 
 
Body Pedagogy: Releasing the visceral imagination 
Snowber, Celestse –— Simon Fraser University 
 
Curriculum Management: The Malaysian Experience 
Mohd. Yusoff, Nurahimah –— Universiti Utara Malaysia 
 
Promoting Heritage Language Acquisition of Chinese Children through Dialogic Reading at Home in the United States 
Tsai, Yi-Wen –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
Involving Stakeholders In a School For At-Risk Students: An Administrator's Role 
Brown, Lionel –— University of Cincinnati 
 
The Continuing Challenge of Racial Conflicts and Crises: Focusing on Education as a Solution 
Brown, Lionel –— University of Cincinnati 
 
"Selling English": Discourses and Strategies of Commercial Early English Education in South Korea 
Paik, Jisook –— Soongsil University 
 
The Discursive Construction of English Language Learners' Motivation: A Multi-Level Perspective 
Gu, Mingyue –— University of Hong Kong 
 
"How Long Was Your Poem?" Social Comparison Among Secondary School Students 
Tholander, Michael –— Linkoping University 
 
Opposing Lines on Chinese Education in Singapore 
Wang, Yimin –— Nanyang Technological University 
 
Exploring Factors Influencing Cross-Cultural  Adaptation of Non-Filipino SVD Missionaries in the Philippines 
Quadros, Fr. Sebastian –— Wesleyan University-Philippines 
Lupdag, Anselmo –— Wesleyan University-Philippines 
 
Spirituality Among College Students in  Three Universities of Central Luzon, Philippines 
Lupdag, Anselmo –— Wesleyan University-Philippines 
Agaser, Nixon –— Central Luzon State University 
Farols, Annie –— University of Regina Carmeli 
 
The Teaching Perspectives Inventory at Six Years and Sixty-Thousand Respondents  Reliability and Validity of a Teacher 
Self-Report Inventory 
Collins, John –— University of British Columbia 
Pratt, Dan –— University of British Columbia 
 
Emotional Intelligence and Leadership Effectiveness  Among School Managers in Malaysia 
Ismail, Aziah –—  
 
School-Based Management and School Improvement  in Urban  Secondary Schools of Bangladesh 
Ismail, Aziah –—  
 
Best Practice of Distance Learning: Blended Learning 
Yang, Jack Fei –— Hsing-Kuo Univeristy 
Lin, Nick Chao-Ming –— Hsiuping Institution of Technology 
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Will Learning Style Influence Learning Effectiveness? A Case Study of e-learning Credit Program in Taiwan 
Yang, Jack Fei –— Hsing-Kuo Univeristy 
 
Professionalism of Teachers 
 
Shetty, Samita –— Teacher Education Centre (TEC) 
 
Positively Speaking: The Effects of Specific Performance Feedback on the Communication Behaviors of Special Education 
Teachers with Students with Mild Disabilities 
Rathel, Jeanna –— University of South Carolina 
 
The Use of Drama in TEFL 
Monthie-Doyum, Judy –— Bogazici University 
 
The Relationships Between Cultural-Self Concepts and the Implicit Preference for Self, Best Friend, and General Other 
Shiomura, Kimihiro –— Iwate Prefectural University 
 
21st Century Preparation 
Martinez, Lupe –— Metropolitan State College of Denver 
 
Putting Diversity into Practice 
Tepper, Neal –— University of North Dakota 
Tepper, Nadine –— University of North Dakota 
 
Effects of Personality Type on the Consensus-Building Performance of a Leadership Team 
Aguilar, Daniel Pascoe –— Indiana University 
 
Application of School Health Index and Network Analysis in Evaluating Health Promoting Schools in Thailand 
Kaeodumkoeng, Kwanmuang –— Chulalongkorn University 
Wongwanich, Suwimon –— Chulalongkorn University 
 
Are You On the Team? 
Foster, Bweikia –— NYU 
 
Getting Published: Practical Suggestions for Beginning Education Researchers 
Taiwo, A. A. –— University of Botswana 
 
Enhancing Student Experience and Improving Teaching Quality: Virtual Situated University 
 
Jones, Sandra –— RMIT University 
 
Participatory Voice Guidance System For Outdoor Education in ZOO 
Ohashi, Yutaro –— Keio University 
Nagata, Shuichi –— Keio University 
Ogawa, Hideaki –— Keio University 
Mashima, Hiroshi –— Inokashira Park Zoo 
Arisawa, Makoto –— Keio University 
 
An Action Research of the Influence of Creative Dance Curriculum on Children's Self-Concept and Interpersonal 
Relationship 
Huang, YaLi –— Taipei Haishan Elementary School 
 
Role of Instructional Television in Open and Distance Learning (ODL):  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Open University Practices 
Varma, Umapathi –— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University 
 
Teaching-Learning Urdu as Modern Indian Language Through Open Distance Learning: An Experience of Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar Open University 
Ali Khan, Khasim –— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University 
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Collaboration Between Child Daycare and Social Services Centers: Results From an Online Survey 
Coutu, Sylvain –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
Emard, Marie-Josée –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
Dubeau, D. –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
Perron, M. –— Université du Québec en Outaouais 
 
Health Information on YouTube 
Bhat, Madhura –— Johns Hopkins University 
 
Brain Injury and Learning 
Thurston, Roy –— Minnesota State University Moorhead 
 
Digital Archives and E-Learning Applications 
Yang, Jack Fei –— Hsing-Kuo Univeristy 
Hsiao, Ching-Mei –— Hsing Kuo University of Management 
 
Digital Archive for Taiwan Historical Buildings 
Hsiao, Ching-Mei –— Hsing Kuo University of Management 
Yang, Jack Fei –— Hsing-Kuo Univeristy 
 
Innovation of Cooperative Learning Via Virtual Classroom on Environment Problem: Environmental Education at King 
Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang Thailand 
Kaewboonma, Nattapong –— King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang 
 
The Development Of The Performance Evaluation System For Graduated-Teacher in Higher Education Institutes: 
Standard-Based Evaluation 
Tongaram, Piyathida –—  
Sujiva, Siridej –—  
Kanjanawasee, Sirichai –— Chulalonkorn University 
 
Adolescents with Special Educational Needs - Difficulties and Strengths in Different Life Contexts 
Simoes, Celeste –— FMH/UTL 
Gaspar de Matos, Margarida –— FMH/UTL 
Alves Diniz, Jose –— FMH/UTL 
Tome, Gina –— FMH/UTL 
Ferreira, Mafalda –— FMH/UTL 
Sousa, Andreia –— FMH/UTL 
 
Environmental Education in China: Current Progress and Future Challenges 
Peng, Changhui –— University of Quebec 
Hui, Xiujuan –— Liaoning University 
 
Health Education in Entertainment 
Bhat, Madhura –— Johns Hopkins University 
 
Teacher Education and Biological Thinking Styles: Interpretation and Understanding of Life Phenomenon 
Asinelli-Luz, Araci –— Federal University of Parana 
Bertoni, Danislei –— State Education Secretary of Parana 
 
Best Apprach to Teach Composition Writing 
Tariq, Humaira –— University of the Punjab 
Tariq, Humaira –— University of the Punjab 
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The Impacts of a Methodology of Study to Distance Education Students 
Barrenechea, Cristina –— University of Brasilia, Brasil 
Luz, Araci –— Federal University of Parana 
Oliniski, Samantha –— Federal University of Parana 
Lisniowski, Simone –— University of Brasilia, Brasil 
Ramos, Wilsa –— University of Brasilia, Brasil 
 
Learning Motivation and Choices: A Guide for Teachers 
Noble, Cecilia –— University of Hawaii 
 
Math Circles:  A Strategy for Teaching Students How to Construct a Response 
Bauwens, Jeanne –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Emerald Eagle Scholar Program at the University of North Texas:  An Innovative Initiative Promoting Academic 
Excellence, Timely Graduation, and University Engagement 
Bain, Christina –— University of North Texas 
 
Movements of Conscious Awareness: Embracing Rhythms of a More-than-mind, More-than-body, and More-than-human 
world. 
Coleman, John –— University of Ottawa 
 
Collective Responsibility for Learning;Gagne'Instructional  Design  Theory and Student Achievement 
Callang, Consuelo –— Educational Management 
 
Use of Cognitive Interview in the Development and Validation of Survey Questionnaire Model: A Case Study of Thailand 
Suebwonglee, Chutima –— Ministry of Education 
 
An Exploratory Research of Business Ethics Curricula in Taiwan 
Lee, William –— Asia University 
Hung, Shih-Yun –— Asia University 
 
Influences of School Culture, Teachers' Beliefs and Feelings about School Life on Thai Students' Sense of Community: A 
Mixed Analysis Design 
Plengsa-ard, Athiwat –— Mahidol University 
 
Four-Color Analysis of Text- A New Thinking and Writing Process for Students at All Levels 
Welsh, Carol –— Millersville University 
 
Mathematics Assessments in Secondary Schools 
Ye, Renmin –— Houston ISD 
Wang, Xiong –— Yangzhou High School, China 
Ren, Bosheng –— Weiyu High School 
Ren, Hanxin –— Weiyu High School 
 
What Teachers Need More of... Time To Teach! 
Sargent, Lisa –— Centennial School District 
Sande, Andrea –— Centennial School District 
 
Increasing Publication Expectations at HBCUs: Faculty Perceptions of Role Conflict 
Johnson, Barbara –— Jackson State University 
 
Quality Assurance, Quality Control and the Enhancement of Education in Nigeria 
Aja-Nwachuku, Igwe –— Federal Ministry of Education 
 
Development of a Higher Level Thinking Skills Test for United Arab Emirates Secondary School Students 
Albaili, Mohamed –— UAE University 
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Relations of Individual, Classroom, and School Characteristics to Children's Literacy Achievement in Literary and 
Informational Reading: Cross-National Exploration from the PIRLS Database 
Park, Yonghan –— Michigan State University 
 
Institutionalizing Gender Studies in Romanian Higher Education System - Challenges and Perspectives 
Frunza, Mihaela –— Babes-Bolyai University 
 
Pre-Service Teachers and Probability 
Perdue, Diana –— Virginia State University 
 
Traditional African Modes of Education: Their Relevance in the Modern World 
Omolewa, Michael –— UNESCO 
 
The Handing Down of Text 
Batycky, Jennifer –—  
 
A Study on The Process of Integrating "Knowledge Management" into Teacher's Teaching Resources 
Kai Wen, Cheng –—  
Yu-fen, Chen –—  
 
Are Student Teachers in Hybrid, Online Programs as Prepared to Implement Instructionally Effective Behaviors as Peers 
Trained in "Face to Face" Environments? 
Boyle, Lorraine –— Bemidji State University 
 
Innovative Practices Piloted in America and China: School Voucher Programs 
Guo, Yugui –— Shanghai University of Finance and Economics 
 
Teen/Pre-Teen Stress - Listening with Heart 
Hoffman, Jo-Ann Rose –— Rutgers University 
 
Using Amundson's Workplace Attraction and Engagement Model as the Basis for a Community-Building Project in a New 
Faculty Unit at a University Satellite Campus 
Madoc-Jones, Geoffrey –— Simon Fraser University 
Nilson, Michelle –— Simon Fraser University 
Laitsch, Daniel –— Simon Fraser University 
 
The Reading Comprehension Level of Primary School Pupils 
Che Lah, Yahya –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
Hashim, Nor Hashimah –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
 
The Teaching of Writing in Rural Secondary School 
Che Lah, Yahya –— Universiti Sains Malaysia 
Abbas, Mohd Saat –— Ministry of Education 
Shaharan, Suzihana –— Kedah Education Department 
 
Feasibility Study on the Administration to Implement Total Quality Management for Vocational Industrial Schools in 
Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Yang, Ming-Kung –— Hsiuping Institute of Technology 
Ko, Chen-Chen –— Chunghua University of Education 
 
An Assessment of the Attitude of Student Teachers of Integrated Education towards the Practice and Philosophy of 
Integrated Education in India 
Mathew, Leemamol –— Sir Shapurji Billimoria Foundation 
Shetty, Samita –— Teacher Education Centre (TEC) 
Kale, Nisha –— Teacher Education Centre (TEC) 
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The Relationship Among Depressive Symptom Severity in Mothers, Gender Differences and Depressive Symptom in Thai 
Adolescents: The Mediating Role of Social Support, Life Stress, and Self-Esteem 
Vongsirimas, Nopporn –— Mahidol University 
 
Preparing Pre-Service Teachers to be Reflective Practitioners Through the Use of Professional Learning Communities 
Pitkin, Rebecca –— Dickinson State University 
 
How to Transform Schools 
Reever, Keichea –— Pepperdine University 
 
A Faculty Workload Decision-Facilitaion Model for Higher Education Institutions 
Medallon, Merlita –— De La Salle Lipa 
 
Educational Discourses about Gender and Sexual Diversity 
Dinis, Nilson –— Universidade Federal do Parana 
 
Needs Assessment of Volunteers in a Non-profit Organization in Taiwan 
Chen, Yin-Che –— Pennsylvania State University 
Chen, Yun-Chi –— Pennsylvania State University 
Tsao, Ya-Lun –— Pennsylvania State University 
 
The Impact of Sports Arenas as an Amenities Strategy on Economic Development in Louisville, KY- Examining Benchmark 
Cities as Case Studies 
Hanka, Matthew –— University of Louisville 
 
The Perceptions of Law School Administrators Concerning the One Florida Initiative 
Green-Powell, Patricia –— Florida A&M University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Sandell, Elizabeth 
 
Tradition and Transition: Kindergarten in the Russian Federation and the United States 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Tonkin, Shauna 
 
Entrepreneurship for At-Risk Teens: Creating Opportunities for Success 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Ikpa, Vivian 
 
The  Achievement Gap  Revisted: 1987 -2007 An Urban District Responds 
Ikpa, Vivian –— Temple University 
 
Identification of District Level Practices Related to Student Achievement 
Holaway-Johnson, Calli –— University of Arkansas 
Stegman, Charles –— University of Arkansas 
Beshears, Crystal –— University of Arkansas 
Fritts-Scott, Kristina –— University of Arkansas 
Mulvenon, Sean –— University of Arkansas 
 
Web-page Efficacy Enhancing Leadership Through School Support Services:  Visual Coherence or Visual Noise 
Drone, Janell –— Sam Houston State University 
 
A Comparison of Transformational Leadership on Exemplary Junior High Principals Between the U.S.A and the Republic 
of Taiwan 
Chen, PeiChing –— National Taiwan Ocean University 
Chien, Yu-Min –— Chung-Yuan Christian University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Self, Mary Jo 
 
The Teaching Profession:  Impact and Implications of Mentoring 
Self, Mary Jo –— Oklahoma State University 
 
Ethics in Education: Finding Your Moral Compass 
Anderson-Cruz, Helen –— San Diego State University 
Weegar, Mary Anne –— National University 
 
When Resistance Leads to Transformation: Teaching Teacher Research 
Bryant, Jill –— Willamette University 
Weddington, Hank –— University of North Carolina Wilmington 
Rhine, Steve –— Willamette University 
 
Google Maps in Preservice Teacher Preparation: Exploring Local Communities, Acknowledging Local Resources 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Thirunarayanan, M.O. 
 
The Accreditation Circus 
Thirunarayanan, M.O. –— Florida International University 
 
Gender Differences in Transition from University to Work 
Tien, Francis –— Shih Hsin University 
 
Beyond Accountability: The Portfolio as a Self Regulating Growth Document 
Luster, John –— National University 
Ray, Barbara –— National University 
 
Your Campus is Globalizing: Can Technology Help Solve Transition Challenges for International Students? 
Fischer, Terry –— Wayne State University 
Weitz, Michael –— Communications Coordinator 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: DeWitt, Tom 
 
Experiential Learning:  Creating Authentic Partnerships with the Business Community 
DeWitt, Tom –— University of Hawaii - Hilo 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Colbert, Joel 
 
Case Study: A Collaborative Model for  Building a Ph. D. Program in Education 
Colbert, Joel –— Chapman University 
Wilson, Anna –— Chapman University 
Bryan, Penny –— Chapman University 
Cardinal, Don –— Chapman University 
Hunter, Dawn –— Chapman University 
McNeil, Mary –— Chapman University 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education 
Session Chair: Mojica, Leonora 
 
Teachers' Proficiency and Pupils' Achievement in Mathematics in the District of Indang II in Indang, Cavite, Philippines 
Mojica, Leonora –— Cavite State University 
 
Effects of Self-Beliefs and Instructional Strategies on Mathematics Achievement of Students in the United States and Korea: 
Results From the TIMSS 2003 Assessment 
House, Daniel –— Northern Illinois University 
 
The Development and Practice of Teaching Activities of Children's "Number" Concepts: Compose & Decompose Under 
Ten 
Ming-Chuan, Hong –—  
Ying-Chih, Chen –— National Taiwan University of Science and Technology 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Fears, Lisa 
 
Innovative Software for Learning Disabled Students 
Fears, Lisa –— Pepperdine University 





Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Park, Do-Yong 
 
Facets of Effective Science Learning Environment: Preservice Elementary Teachers' Observations of Their Clinical 
Experience in Korea and the U.S. 
Park, Do-Yong –— Illinois State University 
Morey, Marilyn –— Illinois State University 
Lee, Myon U –— Chuncheon National University of Education 
 
Enhancing the Sense of Wonder of Pre-K Teachers, Students, and Parents 
Straits, William –— California State University Long Beach 
Ritz, William –— California State University Long Beach 
 
Geographic Information Systems for Preservice Teachers 








Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Lewis, Patrick 
 
Remembering a Good Teacher 
Lewis, Patrick –— University of Regina 




Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Chaired by Kwok Keung Ho 
Meet the Editors 
This Meet the Editors session will provide an opportunity to connect authors seeking publication and editors of journals. 
All interested attendees are encouraged to attend this special session. 
 
Publishing an Article about Asia 






Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Blackbourn, J. M. 
 
Problem Based Learning:  Facilitating Critical Thinking in K-12 Educators 
Blackbourn, J. M. –— University of Mississippi 
Fillingim, Jennifer –— University of Mississippi 
Elrod, G. Franklin –— Mississippi State University 




Time: 8:30 AM – 1:30 PM 1/8/2008 Meet at Kaimuki Room at 8:00 AM 
 
Visit and Lecture at Education Laboratory School (University Laboratory School), University of Hawaii Manoa, 
Curriculum Research & Development Group) 
Pottenger III, Francis –— University of Hawaii 
Brennan, Carol –— University of Hawaii 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Business Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Stein, Scott 
 
Business Education & Profit:  A Case Study from Australia 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education 
Session Chair: Henry, Raylean 
 
Tennessee Online Model for Addressing Statewide Workforce Development Needs Regents Online Continuing Education 
Program 
Henry, Raylean –— Tennessee Board of Regents 
 
Comprehensive Study on Quality Improvement of Distance Education Project in Papua New Guinea 
Yoshida, Masami –— Chiba University 
 
Evaluation of Online Classes using the Seven Principles of Effective Teaching 
Hesterberg, Latonya –— Morehead State University 
Faulkner, Cynthia –— Morehead State University 
 
Professional Development of K12 Online Teachers: What do we Know? 
Dawley, Lisa –— Boise State University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Young, Betty 
 
Revisiting Elementary Preservice Teachers' Science Preparation and Attitudes Toward Teaching Science 
Young, Betty –— University of Rhode Island 
 
Case Study: An Innovative Program in Math and Sciences for Underrepresented Minority Freshmen  
 
Estrera, Vicky –— UHD 
Nakamura, Mitsue –— UHD 
Garcia, Rene –— UHD 
Spears, Larry –— UHD 
 
Multicultural Science Educators in Action: Stories From Urban Schools 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop 
Session Chair: Braidic, Silvia 
 
School Leadership Development Through an Online Environment 
Braidic, Silvia –— California University of Pennsylvania 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Roosevelt, Marni 
 
Linking to Sucess: Creating Industry Partnerships to Build the Workforce in Early Childhood Education 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Finegan, Colleen 
 
Online Alternative Routes to Teacher Certification:  Flexibility is Foremost 
Finegan, Colleen –— Wright State University 
 
Building Capacity for Formative Evaluation of Apparel Production Data Management Education Technology Projects and 
Computer Applications 
Lin, Shu Hwa –— University of Hawaii 
 
Understanding the Role of School Climate Factors and School Leadership in the Academic Performance of Davis Street 
Interdistrict Magnet School 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop 
Session Chair: Marcos, Teri 
 
Strengths-Based Teaching and Schooling:  A Revolutionary Construct for Urban Communities 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Reid, Evelyn 
 
Equilibrium/Disequilibrium in the Compost Heap: The Contributions of African American Women in U.S. Academies and 
Society 
Reid, Evelyn –— Webster University in St. Louis 
Gay, Geneva –— University of Washington 
Griffin-Famble, C. –— Winston-Salem State University 
Hammond, Cynthia Jackson –— Winston-Salem State University 
Evans, Stephanie –— University of Florida 
Johnson, Karen –— University of Utah 
Randolph, Adah Ward –— Ohio University 
Weems, Mary –— John Carroll University 
Jackson-Minot, Marquita –— Agnes Scott College 
Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby –— University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 




Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Art Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Smith, Sherrye 
 
Integrating the Eight Studio Habits of Mind for the Arts in Teacher Preparation 
Smith, Sherrye –— California Baptist University 
Mayfield, Kimberly –— Holy Names University 
Yancey, Patty –— California State University, Humboldt    





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education 
Session Chair: Fitzharris, Linda 
 
Evaluating Changes in Teacher's Literacy Knowledge: One More Factor to Consider in Successful Staff Development 
Fitzharris, Linda –— College of Charleston 
Jones, Mary –— College of Charleston 
 
Using the Five-cuing System to Match Readers to Texts 
Pruisner, Peggy –— Wartburg College 
 
Literacy Coaching: A Focus on What Types of Teachers and Students Need the Most Support and High-Quality 
Professional Development 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Brinckerhoff, Loring 
 
Determining Appropriate Documentation for Students with Learning Disabilities and ADHD on High Stakes Tests: An 
International Perspective 
Brinckerhoff, Loring –— Educational Testing Service 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology 
Session Chair: Beris, Rebecca 
 
A Computer for Every Child: Becoming Multiliterate with ICT 
Beris, Rebecca –— Victoria University 
Yelland, Nicola –— Victoria Univeristy 
 
The Use of E-Learning Modules for Pre-Service and In-Service Teacher Professional Development 
Downey, Portia –— Northern Illinois University 
Walker, David –— Northern Illinois University 
Smaldino, Joseph –— Illinois State University 
Smaldino, Sharon –— Northern Illinois University 
 
A Robust approach to Visualize Image Mutation for Artists and Designers 
Khan, Muqeem –— Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar 
 
Connecting The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning with the Instructional Design of Online Courses. 
Tilghman, S. Bola –— Georgia Southwestern State University 





Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Helms, Ronald 
 
Democracy and Education: The Nineteenth Amendment 
Helms, Ronald –— Wright State University 
 
Perceptions, Predispositions and a Prognosis of the Possibility of Promoting Pupil Performance through Professorial 
Production of e-Programmes 
Brown, David –— Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
Moroney, Mike –— Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
 
The Differences Between In-Service and Pre-Service Teacher Adoption of On-Line Forums: Theory, and Some Experiences 
of On-Line Experimentation 
Moroney, Mike –— Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
 
In Search of an Effective Field Experience Model For Graduate Special Education Teacher Candidates 
Blue, Elfreda –— Hofstra University 
 
A Model for Classroom Inquiry Using Collaborative Pre-service/Mentor teams 
Beebe, Ronald –— Cleveland State University 








Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: McCoy, Art 
 
"Severing" the Achievement Gap in the Education of Students:  Bridging Gaps of the Heart, Head, and Hand 
McCoy, Art –— Univ. of Missouri-St. Louis 
Turner, Gwendolyn –— University of Missouri-St. Louis 
Macklin, Veronica –— Rockwood School District 
Burgett, Melanie –— Rockwood School District 
Williams, Darion –— Rockwood School District 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Nelson, Thomas 
 
Writing for Publication: What Prospective Authors Need to Know 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Distance Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Giuli, Charles 
 
Regional Education Master's Online Training in Evaluation: 1st-Year Results 
Giuli, Charles –— Pacific Resources for Education and Learning 
Rao, Kavita –— PREL 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Honolulu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Holaway-Johnson, Calli 
 
Does Gender Still Matter? Student Achievement in Mathematics and Literacy 
Holaway-Johnson, Calli –— University of Arkansas 
Stegman, Charles –— University of Arkansas 
Airola, Denise –— University of Arkansas 
Fritts-Scott, Kristina –— University of Arkansas 
Mulvenon, Sean –— University of Arkansas 
 
The Essential Question in Teaching Culture: The Example of Morocco 
Levknecht, Jessica –— George Washington University 
 
Abstract for Proposed Research  Questioning the Disney Princess Lifestyle:  Societal Implications and Restrictions of Girls 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Park, Do-Yong 
 
Comparative Analysis of Elementary Science Textbooks Between the United States and Korea 
Park, Do-Yong –— Illinois State University 
Kim, Hyonam –— Korea National University of Education 
Morey, Marilyn –— Illinois State University 
 
What Can Be Learned From Laboratory: A Research Rationale For Inquiry as an Instructional Strategy in Science 
Education 
Abraham, Michael –— University of Oklahoma 
 
High Quality Teacher Professional Development: Gains in Student Achievement and Economic Benefits for the Community 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration 
Session Chair: Svoboda, Sandi 
 
Recognizing the Paragon Fallacy and Its Implications for Leadership 
Svoboda, Sandi –— University of Saskatchewan 
Kirk, Jackie –— University of Saskatchewan 
 
Innovative Partnerships to Foster Professional Development Opportunites 
Toews, Jeff –— University of Manitoba 
 
Teaching Them to Fish:  Using Student Generated Research as Authentic Assignments in Educational Leadership 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Middleton, Valerie 
 
Where Education Meets, Repeats, and Deletes culture: International Education - Africa, Australia, China, and New 
Zealand 
Middleton, Valerie –— University of Northern Colorado 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education 
Session Chair: Khan, Muqeem 
 
Content-based Three Dimensional Instructions for Arts and Design Students 
Khan, Muqeem –— Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar 
 
Success Stories of Women in Science and Engineering: Voices From the Field 
Holmes, Sharon –— SUNY at Binghamton 
Hinton-Hudson, Veronica –— University of Louisville 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel 
Session Chair: Davenport, Elizabeth 
 
Sharing Our Research 
Davenport, Elizabeth –— FAMU 
Barnes, Deborah –— Leon County School District 
Crump, Genae –— Fl DOE 
Green Powell, Patricia –— FAMU 
Smith, Marian –— FAMU 
Glover, Marsha –— Leon County School District 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop 
Session Chair: Saldivar-Parra, Maria 
 
Transforming Your Teaching through Practical Differentiated Strategies  For Culturally and Linguistically Diverse 
Students 
Saldivar-Parra, Maria –— Northern Arizona University 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Balram, Arlette 
 
Do Institutional and Social Activities Contribute to Resiliency in Low-Income, First Generation College Students? 
Balram, Arlette –— Dowling College 
Dupree, Jeff –— Dowling College 
Miliano, Rosa –— Dowling College 
Miller, Rhoda –— Dowling College 
Morote, Elsa-Sofia –— Dowling College 
Tatum, Stephanie –— Dowling College 
 
The Teaching Perspectives Inventory at Six Years and Sixty-Thousand Respondents  Reliability and Validity of a Teacher 
Self-Report Inventory 
Collins, John –— University of British Columbia 
Pratt, Dan –— University of British Columbia 
 
Succession Leadership in Higher Education: A Study of Faculty Aspirations 
Harrington, Sonja –— Alabama State University 
Findlay, Hyacinth –— Alabama State University 
King, Gwendolyn –— Alabama State University 
 
Procrastination:  What Does Culture Have to Do With It? 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Harris, III, J. John 
 
The Academy’s Dirty Little Secret 
Harris, III, J. John –— University of Kentucky 
Contreras, A Reynaldo –— San Francisco State University 
Contreras, Carmen –— San Francisco State University 
Wright, Lynda Brown –— University of Kentucky 
Feist-Price, Sonja –— University of Kentucky 
Tyler, Kenneth –— University of Kentucky 
Brown, Frank –— University of North Carolina 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Davidson, Dana 
 
Teaching Healthy Child Development from a Global Perspective to College Students 








Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Gifford, Ann Porter 
 
Vocabulary Strategies That Bring Success 
Gifford, Ann Porter –— Southeast Missouri State University 
Bohannon, Larry –— Southeast Missouri State University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Shepherd, Terry 
 
The Alternative Certification Route to Special Education:  Do Alternative Certification Programs Meet the Needs? 
Shepherd, Terry –— Indiana University South Bend 
Brown, Randel –— Texas A&M International University 
 
Technology Competency Requirements in Postsecondary Education: Implications for Transition Planning for Students with 
Learning Disabilities 
Banerjee, Manjushri –— University of Connecticut 
Brinckerhoff, Loring –— Educational Testing Service 
McGuire, Joan –— University of Connecticut 
 
Critical race theory and educational injustice: The effects of NCLB on the academic identity of students of color in special 
education/ Special Education/ Student Paper 
Tefera, Adai –— UCLA 
 
Humour As a Tool for Classroom Intervention with Students with Behavioral Difficulties - A Study of Teacher Perceptions 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Education Technology - Workshop 
Session Chair: Moody, Judy 
 
Technology Career Equity 
Moody, Judy –— Northeastern State University 
Moss, Linda –— Northeastern State University 





Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Elder, Donna 
 
Coaching: A Lifelong Professional Development Program 
Elder, Donna –— National University 
Padover, Wayne –— Natioanl University 




Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Acord, Suzanne 
 
"I'm Afraid I Won't Know Enough!":  The Results of a Survey Designed to Measure the Confidence of Pre-Service Social 
Studies Teachers Before and After a Social Studies Methods Course 
Acord, Suzanne –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Lesser Heard Voices of Teachers Across Borders in Literacy Education 
Syed, Khalida Tanvir –— University of Alberta 
 
"Coming to Our Senses" Education for Sustainability: Implications for the Preparation of Pre-Service Teachers 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Lane, James 
 
Have You Met the Divergent Learner?  Let Us Introduce You 
Lane, James –— Columbia College 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Turner, Ebony 
 
Employability Skills: Student Perception Versus Workforce Reality 
Turner, Ebony –— Dillard University 
Moore, Tracey –— Arkansas Baptist College 
 
Test-Retest and Effects of Gender and ESB in a Large-Scale Postgraduate Medical Selection Test 
Le, Luc –— Australian Council for Educational Research 
Nguyen, Van –— Australian Council for Educational Research 
 
Integrated Learning and the Recovery of Inquiry in Higher Education 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kauai (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop 
Session Chair: Viera, Carlos 
 
Knowledge Management as a Tool For Improved Managerial Performance 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Keeney, Susan 
 
Back to School After Cancer: The Reintegration of Children and Teens 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Osborne, Cheryl 
 
Making the Most of Mentorship in Internships and Service Learning Courses in Gerontology 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: McCoy, Art 
 
Accountability and Testing in Missouri's Public Schools Viewed Through Jean Francios Lyotard's Language Games 
McCoy, Art –— Univ. of Missouri-St. Louis 
 
Chinese and American Educational Reform:  A Comparative Study 
Kaiser, Greg –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
The Political Spectacle of Educational Accountability in the United States 
Mathers, Judith –— Oklahoma State University 
 
Every Child Moving Forward: A policy analysis of California teacher quality in K-12 education 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: ESL/TESL 
Session Chair: Liao, Hui-Chuan 
 
Investigation of Classroom Discourse with a Focus on Teacher Questioning 
Liao, Hui-Chuan –— Chienkuo Technology University 
Wang, Kuei-Mei Maggie –— Chaoyang University of Technology 
 
Uncovering attitudes and beliefs toward English immersion education in Japan 
Kimber, Larry –— Fukuoka University 
 
The Reflections of a Non-Native Writing Coach on a Writing Across the Curriculum Program in Hong Kong 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Mendoza, Jennifer 
 
Faculty of Color in the Academy: Perceptions and Experiences of Tenure-Track Faculty at  San Bernardino Valley College 
Mendoza, Jennifer –— Claremont Graduate University 
 
Higher Education in Nigeria:  A Study of the Prospects and Challenges of the University System in Nigeria 
DomNwachukwu, Chinaka –— Azusa Pacific University 
Kantiok, James –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Governance Structures in a University Consortium 
Barton, Luisa –— Ryerson University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Reins, Kevin 
 
Improving representational thinking for the teaching and learning of mathematics 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Reading Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Darabie, Mohammed 
 
Reading Teachers as Physicians: A Focus on Diagnostic and Clinical Reading Research 
Darabie, Mohammed –— Bowling Green State University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Davidson, Roseanna 
 
Functional Hearing Inventory Training 
Davidson, Roseanna –— Texas Tech University 
Broadston, Pamela –— Arkansas School for Deaf 
Kennedy, Robert –— University of Arkansas 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education 
Session Chair: Harrell, Pamela 
 
Robert Noyce Scholarhip Program: Recruitment, Training, and Evaluation of Math and Science Teachers 
Harrell, Pamela –— University of North Texas 
 
Looking for a better way to measure change in science teacher beliefs: A comparison of categorical rating scaling and 
absolute magnitude estimation scaling approaches 
Beltyukova, Svetlana –— University of Toledo 
Haney, Jodi –— Bowling Green State University 
Duran, Emilio –— Bowling Green State University 
Ballone-Duran, Lena –— Bowling Green State University 
 
Mapping a Science Inquiry Unit 
Kerlin, Steven –— Pennsylvania State University 
McDonald, Scott –— Pennsylvania State University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Rhine, Steve 
 
Emerging Technologies for Teacher Education: Tools for Constructing Understanding 
Rhine, Steve –— Willamette University 





Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Imler, Sylvia 
 
Understanding Contextual Factors: Becoming Culturally Responsive Teachers 
Imler, Sylvia –— Youngstown State University 
 
Fostering Racial and Cultural Awareness among White College Students 
Zarghami, Fatemeh –— St Cloud State University 
Lokken, Jayne –— St Cloud State University 
Stark, Rose –— St Cloud State University 
 
Investigating Pedagogy Through Collaborative Action Research 








Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: King, Tzuu Yeong (Paul) 
 
Professional Development Through Reflective Practice: A Case Study of Taiwanese K-9 In-Service Teachers 
King, Tzuu Yeong (Paul) –— Indiana University Bloomington 
 
Shrinking Spaces: Using Student Evaluation Results to Improve Instructor Presence in an Online Course in Teacher 
Education 
Hoffman, Ellen –— University of Hawaii 
Menchaca, Mike –— University of Hawaii 
 
The Influence Factors of Remote Elementary School and Teacher Turnover Rate in Chiayi County 
Wang, Juei Hsin –— National Chiayi University 
 
Improving Readiness For Inclusive Education in a Content-Infused Canadian Teacher Preparation Program 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Educational Foundations 
Session Chair: Green, James 
 
Ethical Decision-Making by Educators: A Contingency Model 
Green, James –— Azusa Pacific University 
 
Boarding Schools and Capital Benefits: A Comparative Analysis of North American and South African Schools 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Human Resource Development 
Session Chair: Taki, Thareethip 
 
Five-Factor Personality and Hotel Job Performance of Practicum Training Students 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kona Moku Ballroom (Marriott) 
Poster Session 
 
Damaged by Science: What Undergraduates Say About Science Education in the Midwestern United States 
Cline, David –— Saginaw Valley State University 
 
Creating a Global Community of Passionate Scholar Practitioners: How Doctoral Students are Tailoring Academic 
Programs to Promote Social Justice in Local Communities 
Gregory, Sheila –— Clark Atlanta University 
Suarez, Michael –— Fielding Graduate University 
2008 Hawaii International Conference on Education Honolulu, Hawaii 
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Differences in Perceived Parental Support By First-Generation College Student Status and Gender of Both Students and 
Parents 
Barry, Leasha –— University of West Florida 
 
Disclosure and Potential Stress: Differences in Self-Reported Disclosure and Social Support By First-Generation College 
Student Status, Gender, and Ethnicity 
Barry, Leasha –— University of West Florida 
 
Examining Student Mobility: A Japanese Higher Education Perspective 
Johnson, Michael –— Muroran Institute of Technology 
 
Negotiating Subjects:  Transferential Desire in Prison Education 
Maybaum, Lenore –— University of Iowa 
 
A Qualitative Study to Determine the Diabetes Management in the Elementary Schools 
Jones, Ches –— University of Arkansas 
 
Confounded:  Does Chapter Length Make a Difference? 
Pakradouni, Jennifer –— California State University, Los Angeles 
Oh, Deborah –— California State University, Los Angeles 
 
Teaching Multicultural and Diversity Dynamics Through American Sport 
Blinde, Elaine –— Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
 
Peer Mentoring: The Emerging Search for Practicality in a Doctoral Program 
Travick-Jackson, Cecelia –— California Lutheran University 
Erickson, Deborah –— California Lutheran University 
 
Chinese Students and Their Use of the Web for Research 
Lorenzen, Michael –— Central Michigan University 
 
The role of the community in a school-based reform effort 
Arambula-Greenfield, Teresa –— California State University, Monterey Bay 
 
Tapping the Potential of the Child You Cannot Reach: Differentiated Instruction Through the Integrated Arts 
Saab, Joy Faini –— West Virginia University 
 
Mindflight - A Model for a University Based, Technology-intensive, Interdisciplinary Enrichment Program for Middle 
School Students 
McGarry, James –— Plymouth State University 
 
Service-Learning:  Application and Assessment in Higher Education Communication Courses 
Sackreiter, Kevin –— Northern State University 
 
Effective Team Teaching Strategies and Assessment of Learning Outcomes in Higher Education 
Pleban, Frank –— Grand Valley State University 
Cook, Jeffrey –— Grand Valley State University 
 
California Subject Examination for Teachers (CSET) Single Subject - Math Best Practice 
Stankous, Nina –— National University 
 
How are risk-taking behaviors associated with FASD? 
Piquette-Tomei, Noella –— University of Lethbridge 
 
Middle School Health Science Curriculum Contributes to Higher Stanford Achievement Science Scores 
Murray, Nancy –— University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston 
Sessions, Nathalie –— University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston 
Opuni, Kwame –— Project GRAD Los Angeles 
2008 Hawaii International Conference on Education Honolulu, Hawaii 
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An Integrated ESL/Special Education Teacher Preparation Training Project: Meeting the Needs of At-risk and Diverse 
Populations 
Zera, David –— Fairfield University 
Crevecoeur, Yvel –— Fairfield University 
 
Resiliency as a Factor in the Retention of Successful and Competent Special Education Teachers 
McCusker, Melissa –— ASU West 
 
Using Digital Photography to Enhance Middle School Science 
Hinitz, Herman –— Consultant 
Hinitz, Blythe –— College of New Jersey 
 
Utilizing Self Efficacy to Enhance Health Decision Making for Teachers in Training: Implications for Curriculum Design 
Macrina, David –— University of Alabama at Birmingahm 
 
Evidence for an Encoding Benefit of Text Marking 
Skelly, Michael –— Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
Berghoff, Christopher –— Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
Renner, Jessica –— Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
Bedwell, David –— Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
 
Changing Attitudes: Evaluating the Outcomes of an eMentoring Program 
Bolton, David –— West Chester University 
Penny, Christian –— West Chester University 
 
The Reliability and Validity of Using Adolescents' Drawings to Understand their Attitudes Towards Mathematics and 
Reading: An International Perspective 
Stiles, Deborah –— Webster University 
 
Performance calibration and Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Learning-Disabled Adolescents on Academic and Non-Academic 
Tasks 
Job, Jenelle –— University of Alberta 
Klassen, Robert –— University of Alberta 
 
Efficient Teaching of Advanced Logic Design Course Using Block Diagram 
Pang, Jing –— California State University, Sacramento 
Ah Yun, Kimo –— California State University, Sacramento 
Stoner, Mark –— California State University, Sacramento 
 
A California University Alternative Certification Program: Increasing Retention of Special Education Teachers 
Phillips, Kathleen –— California State University, San Bernardino 
 
Accessible Instructional Multimedia:  Using Online Technology to Enable University Faculty to Meet the Needs of All 
Students Including Those with Disabilities 
Fouche, Jim –— Sonoma State University 
Ayala, Emiliano –— Sonoma State University 
 
Internet Tools: Developing Student Musicianship Through Independent Learning and Blogging 
Eaton, Kara –— New York University 
 
College Level Computer Science (CMPSC) and Information Science & Technology (IST) For 12Th Grade Students 
Margle, Janice –— Penn State Abington 
 
Betcha Can't Do It Like Me... WAIT: The Evaluation of a Community-Based Abstinence Education Program 
Bryant, Tiffany –— Webster University 
 
Enhancing Graduate Students' Professional Writing and Oral Communication Skills 
Kobayashi, Kent –— University of Hawaii 
2008 Hawaii International Conference on Education Honolulu, Hawaii 
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Case Studies of Minority Individuals with Disabilities Who Succeeded in College 
Leake, David –— University of Hawaii 
 
Incorporating Writing into the Secondary Mathematics Curriculum 
Yoshimoto, Justin –— University of Hawaii 
 
Developing Effective Health Science Curriculum: The HEADS UP Production Process 
Sessions, Nathalie –— University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston 
Murray, Nancy –— University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston 
 
An Examination of Teacher Efficacy: Leaving No Child or Teaccher Behind 
Berry-Rickert, Jennifer –— Metro Nashville Public Schools 
 
Use of Word Processors as an Accommodation for Students with Disabilities on Large-scale High-stakes Assessments: A 
Research Synthesis 
Boon, Richard –— University of Georgia 
Fore, III, Cecil –— University of Georgia 
Chalk, Jill –— University of Georgia 
 
Effects of the Cover, Copy, Compare, Method to Improve the Spelling Achievement of Elementary Age Students with 
Specific Learning Disabilities and Behavior Disorders 
Fore, III, Cecil –— University of Georgia 
Boon, Richard –— University of Georgia 
Kittrell, Lindsay –— University of Georgia 
Lawson, Sr., Carl –— Chicago State University 
 
Meeting and Surpassing the Requirements of No Child Left Behind: CPC Way 
Furukawa, James –— Towson University 
 
Student Leadership Training:  The Impact of Personal Leadership Training in Higher Education 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Kou (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Losh, Judth Anne 
 
Have I Got A Question For You! 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary Areas of Education - Panel 
Session Chair: Richardson, Jeanita 
 
Supporting Learning Readiness:  The case for multidisciplinary interventions on behalf of children 
Richardson, Jeanita –— W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Harris, III, J. John –— University of Kentucky 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership 
Session Chair: Ng, David 
 
IDEAS in Singapore: The Experience of Three Schools 
Ng, David –— NIE 
 
One More Time:Do Principals Make a Difference? The Relationship Between Leadership and Selected Aspects of School 
Effectiveness in Five Schools 
Renihan, Patrick –— University of Saskatchewan 
 
Every Child Left Behind, and Little Red Riding Hood Rides Again 
Anderson, Peggy –— Wichita State University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo IV (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education 
Session Chair: Irons, E. Jane 
 
Student Behavior in Institutions of Higher Education Classrooms: Truth and Consequences 
Irons, E. Jane –— Lamar University 
Carlson, Nancy Leffel –— Lamar University 
Kirk, Edythe –— Lamar University 
Nichols, Brenda –— Lamar University 
 
Enhancing Integrative Learning by Action Research Method 
Pendharkar, Gita –— RMIT University 
Judge, Sukhvir –— RMIT University 
Gredeskoul, Olga –— RMIT University 
 
Beliefs About What Counts: Accounts of University Teaching 
Schreiber, James –— Duquesne University 
McCown, Rick –— Duquesne University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Milo V (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Kirkey, Christopher 
 
Teaching and Research on Canada in U.S. Higher Education: Current Directions in the Promotion and Institutionalization 
of Canadian Studies 
Kirkey, Christopher –— SUNY Plattsburgh 
Hawes, Michael –— Canada-U.S,. Fulbright Program 
Holland, Kenneth –— Kansas State University 
Gandhi, Prem –— SUNY Plattsburgh 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Oahu (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Thorsos, Nilsa 
 
Building a Teaching/Learning Bridge Between "Digital Immigrants" & "Digital Natives": Overcoming the Digital Divide 
of Professors and Students 
Thorsos, Nilsa –— Azusa Pacific University 
Bacer, Kathleen –— Azusa Pacific University 
Williams, Helen –— Azusa Pacific University 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial II (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Special Education 
Session Chair: Dolyniuk, Chrystina 
 
Using Developmentally-Appropriate Narratives to Promote Inclusion of Children With Autism Within New Jersey Schools.  
What's Been Done?  Where Do We Need To Go? 
Dolyniuk, Chrystina –— Rider University 
 
Implications of the Individualism-Collectivism Contrast for Self-determination 
Leake, David –— University of Hawaii 
 
A Multi-Site Mixed Methods Study of Para-Educators in Inclusive Classrooms 
Nevin, Ann –— Florida International University 
Malian, Ida –— Arizona State University 
Moores-Abdool, Whitney –— Florida International University 
Marshall, Deidre –— Miami-Dade County Public Schools 
Voigt, Jorine –— Florida International University 
Salazar, Magda –— Miami-Dade County Public Schools 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Territorial III (Hilton) 
Session Topic: Science Education - Workshop 
Session Chair: Myers, Michael 
 
Sustained Use of e-Learning in STEM Education via Faculty e-Learning Consultants at a Large Urban University 








Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Rosengarten, Kenneth 
 
Working With The At-Risk Education Student at Wright State University - Lake Campus 
Rosengarten, Kenneth –— Wright State University - Lake Campus 
Brewer, Judy –— Wright State University - Lake Campus 
Bryan, Paula –— Wright State University - Lake Campus 
 
Critical Reflectivity in Teacher Journals 
Ho, Belinda –— City University of Hong Kong 
 
An overview of Bowling Green State University's Master of Education in Curriculum and Teaching Off-Campus Cohort 
Program 





Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2008 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott) 
Session Topic: Teacher Education 
Session Chair: Morrison, Harriet 
 
Navigating the Cultural Divide: Culturally Reponsive Pedagogy 
Morrison, Harriet –— J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College 
Epps, Beverly –— University of Mary Washington 
Key, Shirley –— University of Memphis 
 
Middle School Teachers Share Suggestions for Improving Preparation of Novice Teachers 
Logan, Brenda –— Armstrong Atlantic State University 
 
Out of the Frying Pan:  New Teachers, Standardization, and the Construction of Critical Practice 
Mahoney, Tim –— Millersville University 




Aaden, Nasra –— Rockwood School District .................................................................................................. 145 
Abbas, Mohd Saat –— Ministry of Education ................................................................................................. 135 
Abd Ghani, Nik Azida –— Universiti Sains Malaysia ......................................................................................... 40 
Abid, Ramle –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang.................................................................................................... 52 
Abraham, Michael –— University of Oklahoma .............................................................................................. 146 
Acord, Suzanne –— University of Hawaii ...................................................................................................... 150 
Adam, Warner –— Carrier Sekani Family Services ............................................................................................ 41 
Adams, Barbara –— Miller Children's Abuse and Violence Intervention Center..................................................... 123 
Adams, Cheryll –— Ball State University......................................................................................................... 29 
Affeld, J'Anne –— Northern Arizona Univeristy................................................................................................ 15 
Agaser, Nixon –— Central Luzon State University........................................................................................... 131 
Agne, Russell –— University of Vermont......................................................................................................... 75 
Aguila, Juan –— For The Child .................................................................................................................... 123 
Aguilar, Daniel Pascoe –— Indiana University ................................................................................................ 132 
Ah Yun, Kimo –— California State University, Sacramento .............................................................................. 156 
Ahmad, Halim –— Universiti Sains Malaysia ................................................................................................... 40 
Airola, Denise –— University of Arkansas ..................................................................................................... 145 
Aitken, Nola –— University of Lethbridge ..................................................................................................... 102 
Aittamaa, Simon –— LTU........................................................................................................................... 128 
Aja-Nwachuku, Igwe –— Federal Ministry of Education................................................................................... 134 
Albaili, Mohamed –— UAE University ......................................................................................................... 134 
Alexander, Joyce –— Indiana University........................................................................................................ 123 
Alexander, Wiseman –— Lehigh University ................................................................................................... 115 
Ali Khan, Khasim –— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University................................................................................ 132 
Ali, Fatimah –— Universiti Malaysia Pahang........................................................................................ 52, 67, 78 
Alibrandi, Marsha –— Fairfield University....................................................................................................... 97 
Alkhateeb, Haitham –— University of Indianapolis.......................................................................................... 152 
Alleman, Janet –— Michigan State University .................................................................................................. 89 
Allen, Jeff –— University of North Texas......................................................................................................... 17 
Allen, Mary Beth –— East Stroudsburg University ............................................................................................ 95 
Almasude, Amar –— Capella University.......................................................................................................... 39 
AlSafran, Eissa –— Kuwait Univeristy .......................................................................................................... 115 
Alves Diniz, Jose –— FMH/UTL.................................................................................................................. 133 
Amenyah, Augustine –— Northwestern State University............................................................................... 45, 54 
Anderson, Gina –— Texas Woman's University ................................................................................................ 20 
Anderson, Lisa –— University of South Florida....................................................................................... 125, 126 
Anderson, Peggy –— Wichita State University................................................................................................ 158 
Anderson-Cruz, Helen –— San Diego State University ..................................................................................... 137 
Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby –— University of North Carolina Chapel Hill .......................................................... 142 
Andrejcak, Erin –— Niagara University ......................................................................................................... 121 
Ang, Winston –— Nanyang Technological University ........................................................................................ 88 
Anita, Lenges –— Evergreen State College....................................................................................................... 89 
Annulis, Heather –— University of Southern Mississippi .................................................................................... 64 
Anyanwu, Longy –— Tabor College ......................................................................................................... 60, 71 
Arambula-Greenfield, Teresa –— California State University, Monterey Bay........................................................ 155 
Arcand, Isabelle –— University of Ottawa.............................................................................................. 123, 126 
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Arcand, Yvette –— University of Saskatchewan.............................................................................................. 105 
Archung, Kim –— Claflin Univeristy ............................................................................................................ 105 
Arisawa, Makoto –— Keio University ........................................................................................................... 132 
Armstrong-Hall, Judy –— Troy Public Schools ........................................................................................... 67, 75 
Arnold, Julie –— Victoria University .............................................................................................................. 44 
Artpru, Haruthai –— Chulalonkorn University ................................................................................................ 121 
Asher, Gregg –— Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato...................................................................................... 22 
Asinelli-Luz, Araci –— Federal University of Parana ....................................................................................... 133 
Assogbavi, Tov –— Laurentian University ....................................................................................................... 55 
Assouline, Susan –— University of Iowa.......................................................................................................... 76 
Atari, Yonah –— York University .................................................................................................................. 74 
Ateh, Comfort –— University California, Davis ................................................................................................ 90 
Austin, Linda –— Glendale (AZ) Community College........................................................................................ 93 
Autin, Gwen –— Southeastern Louisiana University ........................................................................................ 118 
Avani, Nathan –— San Francisco State University ........................................................................................... 114 
Ayala, Emiliano –— Sonoma State University .......................................................................................... 73, 156 
Bacer, Kathleen –— Azusa Pacific University ........................................................................................... 39, 159 
Backus, Melinda –— Marshall University ........................................................................................................ 21 
Badgett, Barbara –— University of Nevada, Las Vegas....................................................................................... 61 
Bailey, Carrie –— University of Georgia........................................................................................................ 101 
Bain, Christina –— University of North Texas ................................................................................................ 134 
Baker, Eva –— University of California, Los Angeles ........................................................................................ 35 
Balili, Jocelyn –— PAFTE .......................................................................................................................... 125 
Ball, Deborah –— Arizona State University...................................................................................................... 57 
Ballesteros, Norma –— Tucson Unified School District .................................................................................... 105 
Ballone-Duran, Lena –— Bowling Green State University................................................................................. 153 
Balram, Arlette –— Dowling College ............................................................................................................ 148 
Bandi-Rao, Shoba –— New York University .................................................................................................. 128 
Banerjee, Manjushri –— University of Connecticut............................................................................ 27, 143, 149 
Bang, Hyunsook –— .................................................................................................................................... 34 
Banya, Kingsley –— Florida International University ....................................................................................... 118 
Bao, Liangmei –— Drake University............................................................................................................... 53 
Barbeau, Paule –— Medical College of Georgia .............................................................................................. 129 
Barber, Tommie –— Seminole County Schools ................................................................................................. 25 
Barkon, Beverly –— Carlow University ......................................................................................................... 112 
Barnes, Deborah –— Leon County School District........................................................................................... 147 
Barnes, Karen –— Grand Valley State University ............................................................................................ 128 
Baron, Lindamichelle –— York College, CUNY ......................................................................................... 49, 95 
Barreda, Josefina –— Northern Arizona University .......................................................................................... 147 
Barrenechea, Cristina –— University of Brasilia, Brasil .................................................................................... 134 
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____Word of mouth    ____Received e-mail  ____Newsletter      
____Other: _______________________________________ 
 
14.  How likely are you to attend in the future?  ____Definitely will ____Probably  ____Maybe    
____Not likely ____Definitely not  
 
15.  Would you recommend this conference to colleagues and/or students?   ____Yes   ____No 
 























































Thank you for your feedback.  Please return this form to the registration room or mail to: 
 
Hawaii International Conference on Education 
PO Box 75036 
Honolulu, HI 96836  USA 
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Hawaii International Conference on Education paper review 
 
The 2009 Hawaii International Conference on Education tentatively scheduled for January 4 to January 
7, 2009 will be held in Honolulu, Hawaii. 
 
If you are interested in being a volunteer reviewer for the 2009 conference, please use the following 
form to indicate your preferences.   







 Academic Advising and Counseling 
 Art Education 
 Adult Education 
 Business Education 
 Counselor Education 
 Curriculum, Research and 
Development 
 Distance Education 
 Early Childhood Education 
 Educational Administration 
 Educational Foundations 
 Educational Psychology 
 Educational Technology 
 Education Policy and Leadership 
 Elementary Education 
 ESL/TESL 
 Health Education 
 Higher Education 
 Human Resource Development 
 Indigenous Education 
 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
 Language Education 
 Mathematics Education 
 Music Education 
 Reading Education 
 Rural Education 
 Science Education 
 Secondary Education 
 Social Studies Education 
 Special Education 





Please return to the registration desk or send to: 
 
Hawaii International Conference on Education 
Reviewing Committee 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 
education@hiceducation.org 
Fax: 808-947-2420  
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